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1. INTRODUCTION TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

TAPIO® Paper Variability Analyzer measures automatically either
from a machine-direction (MD) or from a cross-machine direction
(CD) paper sample the following paper properties:

- optical transmission,
- caliper,
- gloss (top and bottom),
- remission (top) and
- basis weight (8-).

A computer gives instructions to accomplish the measurements,
computes the data for the analyses, and provides data output to a
printer to plot the results from measurements and analyses.

Inside of the analyzer there are components with high voltage that

are able to cause

DEADLY ELECTRIC SHOCKS

Keep the doors on the backside of the analyzer locked. Any lids or
covers fastened with screws must not be opened without prior written
permission from behalf of TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Any maintenance procedure that might require even partial dis-
assembling of the components or removal of the covers is similarly
subject to prior approval by TAPIO Technologies, Inc. Never open
the basis weight sensor!

RADIO ACTIVE MATERIAL

Basis Weight sensor BW-2h55 contains a Promethium 147 radioac-
tive source (200 mCi ). Maintenance and service of BW-2h55 may be
done only by authorized and qualified Tapio Technologies personel.

Any maintenance should be taken care by professionals and to be done
according to instructions given by TAPIO Technologies, Inc. Other-
wise, the equipment may be damaged and the warranty is dissolved.

1111::ý\:.:ý.ý\

TAPIO® is a trademark of TAPIO® Technologies, Inc.

June Ist, 1992
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2. SETUP OF TAPIO TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

Location

Alignement

Computer interface

Mains cables

When selecting a suitable location for the ana'yzer a consideration
should be given to the following matters:

" the location shouldbe easily accessible for heavy sample rolls;
" the analyzer, the-computer, and the printer need grounded
mains connections (from the same phase);
- the gloss, transmission, remission, and the basis weight

sensors require instrument air; and
- preferably the location should be vibration-free.

The adjustable feet next to the wheels are lowered. Normally the
analyzer stands on the feet (and not on the wheels). Both of the paper
roll supporting shafts are aligned horizontally by the means of the
adjustable feet.

During the start-up a Labmaster-measurement board is.installed in
the computer. It requires two full-length expansion slots. The meas-
urement cable coming from the AND-board is connected to the
adjustable feet.

The TCX-10 triggering board is installed onto the Labmaster board.
The triggering signal is brought from the pulse (distance) counter.

The Analyzer needs a 220 V/16 A(slow fuse) alternatingcurrent. The
analyzer is connected with a contact plug to a grounded wall socket.
It is emphasized that the current for both the analyzer and the
computer are taken from the same phase. The power consumption of
the equipment is stated on the respective tags.

2ehTAPo Og- 2~~ Technologies N
J* 23rd. 1992
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TAPIO-PVA is allowed to be connected only to a grounded electric
network socket, since the chassis of the analyzer is safety-grounded
for the sake of possible defects. In case the ground-wiring (yellow-
green wire) is not connected to the safety-ground of the electric
network, the trunk of the analyzer and/or some parts thereof may
develop in case of malfunctions perilous voltages.

The analyzer has been designed to a 220 Volt alternating current (220
Vac ± 10 %), unless otherwise agreed upon when purchased.

The both phases of the operational voltage have been equiped with a
slow 10 Ampere fuse (6.3 * 32 mm, 10 A - T, slow).

The various units of the analyzer have fuses of their own the purpose
being to protect them from damages and from over-heating that may
cause danger of fire.

NEVER REPLACE A FUSE WITH ANOTHER
WiTH HIGHER VALUES THAN THE BURNT ONE HAD

The possible replacement of the fuses belongs to a professional.
Request for instructions shall be addressed to TAPIO®Technologies,
Inc.

July 23rd, 1992

TA. P. 1
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3. DESCRIPTION OF TAPIO
3.1 MAIN PARTS

TAPLO
Users Manual
Version 1.03e

TAPIO Paper Variability Analyzer includes the following main parts:

Analyzer PVA-113
The analyzer chassis contains the moving mechanism for the paper
sample, the measurement and the control electronics.

Sensors
The sensors measure from the by-passing paper web distance, speed,
transmission, caliper, gloss, remission, and basis weight.

Computer Compaq-486
Compaq Deskpro 486/33M computer computes the measurement
parameters and handles the data from the sensors. The main features
of the computer are:

- CPU: 80486, 33 MHz
- 4 MB RAM
- 300 MB hard disk,
- Bernoulli box (option)
- parallel port (Centronics),
- operating system DOS 3.31,
- VGA-display,
- printer and
- printer buffer.

Figure 1 illustrates the analyzer chassis without the computer equip-
ment.

S

Fig. 1 TAPIO-PVA-113 Paper Variability Analyzer.

is
Nov. 17, 1992
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3.2 MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE TAPIO
Version 1.0

The sensors of the analyzer measure various paper properties from
the by-passing paper web. The paper sample may be run to either
direction.

From each sensor the signal is led to a separate amplifier board. The
amplified signal is further led through an adjustable low-pass filter
which prevents the signal from aliasing.

After the filters the signal is brought to a A/D-converter which
converts the signal acceptable to the computer.

The computer controls the analyzer operation and handles the
measured data. The measurement results are printed on a printer.
The various steps of the signal handling are illustrated in Figure 2.

SEN- AMPLIFIERS LOW-PASS- AID- COMPUTER PRINTER
SORS FILTERS CONVERTER

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the measurement principle.

March 4th, 1992
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3.3 SENSORS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Transmission sensor TR-113 The transmission sensor has two parts; the light source, and the
detector. The light source emits red light and the detector measures
the intensity of the light transmitted through the paper web.

By the means of the transmission sensor e.g. the bottom number of
paper is computed. Figure 3 displays the measurement principle of
the transmission sensor and Figure 4 the sensor itself. The distance
of the sensor from the edge of the web is adjustable.

Fig. 3 The principle of the transmission measurement.

!14OP4
.Fzý

Fig. 4 Transmission sensor TR-113.

March 4th, 1992
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Caliper sensor CA-111 The caliper sensor consists of a solid anvil and of a vertically free-
movinghalf ball which compresses paper against the anvil. The eddy
current sensor measures the movements. The caliper of paper is
converted by the sensor to a voltage signal.

Figure 5 illustrates the measurement principle of caliper and Figure
6 the caliper sensor, respectively.

Eddy-current

Paper web

Fig. 5 Principle of the caliper measurement.

Fig. 6 Caliper sensor CA-111.
March 4th, 1992
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Gloss sensor GL-123D Gloss is the most sensitive measurement to detect any variability
present in the paper. The gloss sensor measures the reflection of light
from the surfaces of paper. The measurement is carried out on both
sides of the web.

Figure 7 illustrates the measurement principle of the gloss and Figure
8 the appearance of the gloss sensor.

Light source Detector

150 15

Paper web '

4mm* 4mm
= measurement area

Fig. 7 Measurement principle of gloss.

Fig. 8 Gloss sensor GL-123D.

March 4th, 1992
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Basis weight sensor BW-2h55 The function of the basis weight sensor is based on the absorption of
beta radiation in paper. The sensor consists of a transmitter with a
radiation source and of a detector on the other side of the web.

................................................ •.......-......................................................................•..........................................................•..................................•.....` .`....•..........................................................`.....•.......`...•.............•...........

NOTE: The transmitter encapsules a radioactive beta-source, Pm
147 (Promethium). The opening of the transmitter is automatically
closed by a shutter, when the electricity is turned off. The desired K
opening is selected by computer control. The mill has to have a
person with legal authorization for handling and possession
of radioactive material! It is strictly forbidden to open the
sensor!

Figure 9 illustrates the principle of the basis weight measurement
and Fim, ure 10 the aunearance of the sensor.

n I I

Shutter
Paper web

1-Is e~

Detector

Fig. 9 Measurement principle of the basis weight.

Text:
"Promethium 147
200 mCi"

Fig. 10 Basis weight sensor BW-2h55
Feb 23, 1993
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S Remission sensor R,-332 The measurement principle of the remission -sensor is based on the
intensity of reflected light from the paper web, when a black hole is
located on the opposite side of the web. The light source is askew with
regard to the paper spot to be measured and the detector perpendicu-
lar to that.

Figure 11 illustrates the measurement principle and Figure 12 the
structure of the remission sensor.

Light source

Paper web

Detector

0- =0.3mm

- Black hole

Fig. 11 Measurement principle of the remission sensor.

Paper sample

Fig. 12 Remission sensor Ro-332

March 4th, 1992
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Distance sensor DI-211

Tension sensor TE-111

MTAPIO®
Technoloaies

The analyzer measures the length of the web by the application of a
pulse sensor with a resolution of 0.1 mm, if necessary. The measured
distance is displayed on the control panel thus rendering it possibleto
relocate afterwards any susceptible point in the paper for closer
investigation. Figure 13 shows the construction of the distance
sensor.

Paper
sample

Fig. 13 Distance sensor DI-211.

The sensor is connected to one of the guiding rolls. The sensor
measures the tension and shows it as relative units on the digital
display unit. The sensor automatically controls the web tension
during the measurement. The setup is shown in Figure 14.

Sensor
(behind the
front wall)

Fig. 14 Web tension sensor TE-111.
March 4th, 1992
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4. PREPARATIONS TAPIO
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Paper sample roll

Machinery parameters from
paper machine, coater, and
supercalender

The paper sample roll for machine direction (MD-) analyses is cut
preferably on a rewinder from a mill roll. The width of the roll is < 25
cm (!5 10 in.) and the diameter< 60 cm (•< 23.5 in.). A long sample (1.. .5
km or 3,000... 16,000 ft) guarantees a good resolution that is required
in later analyses when investigating effects of paper machine rolls
with approximately same diameter on paper property variations. The
better the frequency resolution the more accurately it is possible to
distinguish between the rolls.

The MD-sample must not have joints or tapes.

The investigation of phenomena in cross-machine direction (CD) calls
for several (10...20 pcs) individual samples taken from different
locations of the reel. These samples are taped together to obtain one
continuous web.

For further instructions cf. Appendix for paper sample data.

For analyzing purposes it is necessary to write down all paper
machine parameters prevailing under the respective production run,
such as;

* paper machine speeds,
* the rpms of the pumps and of the screens,
" the diameters of the most important rolls, and
" the lengths of the felts and of the wires.

This information is necessary for the allocation of the causes of paper
property variations to the right paper machine elements.

Similar information is required from the paper finishing machinery
if the paper sample has been treated with that machinery.

Naturally any other characteristics available from the paper shall be
included.

Registration of this kind of information is recommended to be done on
standard forms as illustrated in the Appendix for paper sample data.

March 4th, 1992
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Mounting the sample roll The sample roll is mounted to the left shaft of TAPIO in the following
manner with the aid of the TAPIO-floor jack:
* roll the roll along the slope to the hoist level and remove the slope
* thread a core washer (width 0.5 cm or 1/5 in.) to the shaft against the

backing disc
* lift the roll to the shaft level and push the roll against the washer
* thread another core washer to the front disc and push the disc

against the roll core
* if necessary, use the larger side disc at the front (cf. picture)
* tighten the roll to the shaft by the application of the packing nut.

Mount to the right shaft a bare core with a size of 5... 15 mm or 1/5...
3/5 in. wider than the paper web width.

The paper sample is guided via the supporting guiding rolls and
through the sensors in accordance with the schematic illustration in
Figure 15.

Travel of paper

Lateral travel deviation
control

MTAPIO®
Technologies

Side discs (if necessary)

Fig. 15 Travel of paper in TAPIO.

After threading the paper to TAPIO and attaching it to the counter
core, run some of the paper to the counter core to ascertain a perfect
run of the sample.

In case the sample is scraping side discs it is possible to control the
lateral run of the web by adjusting the lateral location of the left roll
in the following manner:
* turn the adjusting knob clockwise which results in a move to-

wards the analyzer
• turn the knob counter-clockwise, which brings the roll outwards

from the analyzer.
March 4th, 1992
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5. OPERATION OF TAPIO TAPIO
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The operation of TAPIO focuses on three main operational entities
entitled:

* Calibration of the sensors
* Running of the paper sample in the analyzer
* Analyzing the data with the computer.

This Chapter describes the devices associated with the paper travel,
the measurements, their calibration, and with the actual measure-
ments. The analyses functions are presented later in Chapter 6.

TAPIO®- 14- Technologies

March 4th, 1992
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5.1 START-UP OF TAPIO TAPIO
User's Manual
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Its is recommended to turn the analyzer on before starting the
computer, since an electric transient caused by the analyzer may
cause an error function to the running computer program. The
current switch is located on the upper left-hand corner of the analyzer
when viewed from the back-side.

Fig. 16 The mains switch of the analyzer.

Thereafter turn the computer on.

March 4th, 1992
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5.2 CONTROL PANEL TAPIO
User's Manual
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0
The upper portion of the analyzer stands for a control panel consisting
of plug-in units installed in board frames as illustrated in Figure 17.
The following control modules are used during the measurements:

* Web length measurement
* Motor control
* Sample distance selection
* Control of filters.

These modules are installed to the right-hand end of the panel.

Fig. 17 Control panel of the analyzer (shaded part).

In addition to the modules mentioned above there are connectors on
the left hand end of the panel for devices needed for maintenance
function and are not used in normal operations.

Behind the front panels there are also amplifier and power supply
boards that are solely maintained by authorized maintenance person-
nel.

March 4th, 1992
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5.3 DISTANCE MEASUREMENT TAPIO
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On the upper right corner of the control panel there are operation
switches and a display for the distance counter. The driving motors
of the web moving mechanism, the distance counter, and the syn-
chronization of the data sampling by the computer are control!ed by
these switches.

DISTANCE COUNTER

MOTORS DISTANCE
COUNTER

Operation switch for
the travel direction

Operation switch for
the distance counter

Fig. 18 Distance counter and operation switches.

Motors = operation switch for the web travel direction
This switch allows the choise of web travel direction and the direction
for motor starts either to the right or to the left.

Distance counter = operation switch for the distance counter
The switch controls the distance counter in the following manner:

Motors Distance
counter

Read-out

1 -4

Right
Right
Left

-Left

Increases
Decreases
Decreases
Increases

The read-out is reset to zero by turning the distance counter switch to
OFF-position and by disturbing the distance counter sensor (i.e. the
paper web) with a slight movement (e.g. with hand).

M TADIT June I Iat 1992
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5.4 MOTOR CONTROL TAPIO
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The motor control unit allows to choose the speed of the sample travel
and the tension of the paper web. The operation switches of the unit
are illustrated in Figure 19.

MOTOR CONTROL

SET VEL.

TMEAS. VEL.

SET TEN.

MEAS. TEN -

TMC-1O

* Display

---- Selector
switch

* Control knobs

Fig. 19 Motor control unit TMC-1O.

Selector switch positions:

Set vel. = Set velocity. Set the web velocity with the control
knobs to the desired speed 0.02.. .2 mis.

Meas. vel. Measure velocity. This position allows the display
to show the measured web velocity.

Set ten. = Set tension. The web tension is set for the period of
the measurements with the control knobs within the
range 1...9.

Meas. ten. = Measure tension.

0
Jue st, 1992
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The start of the motors is recommended to be done in the following
manner:

1. Turn the "Motors"-switch to the position "STOP".
2. Set the velocity set point to the desired value with the "SET

VEL" selector switch and with the control knobs.
3. Turn the "Motors"-switch either to the "LEFT" or to the "RIGHT"

position depending on the desired direction of measurement.
4. Turn the selector switch to the position "MEAS.VEL" which

allows to trace the rise of the velocity values to the set point.

Stop the web movement in the following manner:

1.
2.

Turn the selector switch to the position "SET VEL".
Push "-" -control knob until the set point is zero.

March 4th, 1992
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5.5 SAMPLE DISTANCE TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

During the measurements the analyzer "takes samples" from the web
at predetermined distances. In the beginning of the measurement,
after the input of sample data, the computer gives to the sample
distance a value that is set through the rotary switch within the
allowed range of 0.1...204.8 mm.

The pulses are not transferred to the distance counter nor to the com-
puter until the "Distance Counter" - switch has been turned either to
+L or to +R position.

Figure 20 illustrates the sample distance set point module.

0 0.1
00,2
00.4

01.6
03.2
0 634
012,8
025 .6
051.2
0 1024
0 204.8

0
5AMPLEOTS-0E Set point
TCs-10 rotary switch

Fig. 20 Sample distance set point unit TCS-10.

0
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5.6 FILTER CONTROL TAPIO
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Version 1.0

The study of variability in signals calls for filtering such frequencies
that do not need to be analyzed by the application of low-pass filters.

After the input of paper sample data the computer gives a frequency
value, which must be entered manually to the filter control unit,
before the actual measurement takes place. This value is displayed
on the unit.

Figure 21 illustrates the control unit of the low-pass filters.

FILTER CONTROL

-- +CHANNEL

TFC-1O

Frequency display

Channel display
(not in use)

Channel set switch
(not in use)

SFrequency set
point knobs

Fig. 21 Control unit of the low-pass filters TFC-1O.
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5.7 CLEANUP OF SENSORS TAPIO
User's Manu
Version 1.0

Always, when running paper on the analyzer, the pressurized airhas
to be on to avoid the build-up of paper dust onto the interior of the
sensors. The dust hampers the proper operation of some sensors,
primarily that of the optical and of the basis weight sensor.

Also other surfaces of the sensors collect dust and it has to be blown
away with the "air gun. During the cleaning operation the sensors
have to have the air of their own on. Otherwise, the dust may
penetrate to more difficult places like onto lenses that are more
tedious to clean. The cleaning of the sensors have to be done daily and
even between measurements when analyzing dusty paper.

NOTE! Do not blow the basis weight sensor from closer than 20 cm
from the surface when applying pressure over 2 bar. Do not apply
pressurized air to the openings of the optics in the gloss sensors (under
the removable paper guides) but from a distance of about 5 cm.

The controls of the pressurized air have to be of proper quality; the
pressure has to stay within the set limits without oscillation.

N
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6. PROGRAM
6.1 GENERAL

TAPTO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 S
The TAPIO program (included in the delivery) is installed on the com-
puter hard disk. The program and a set of training data are delivered
also separately on floppy discs that are used as back-up copies and
therefore have to be stored carefully. The restoration of the back-up
copy to the computer hard disk is instructed in the Chapter "Problem
Situations" of this manual.

Additionally, the delivery consists of two copy-protection blocks that
are connected to the parallel port of the computer (CENTRONICS).

0
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6.1.1 STARTING THE PROGRAM TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

The TAPIO-paper analysis program is started in the following man-
ner:

1. Switch on the computer.

2. Check that both copy protection blocks are connected to the
parrallel port of the computer.

At this point the computer screen should look like in the
following Figure 22.

COMPAQ Expanded Memory Manager 386 Version 3.30
(C) Copyright COMPAQ Computer Corporation 1986, 1988
Page Frame Base Address adjusted.
CEMM Installed. Expanded Memory available: 256 KB

Page frame base address: EOOG H
CEMM is in Auto mode.
CEMM Inactive.

pva\ub*Vmessage.txt -.-.------ information -------

- To start TAPIO:

- Change configuration:

PVA
TAPIO
SETPVA
SETDEFA

(Change to TAPIO directory)
(Starts TAPIO program)
Configuration for TAPIO)
Configuration for other purposes)

=-= Tapio configuration

CA>
C.A>

J

Fig. 22 Computer screen in MS-DOS-status.
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3. Enter command PVA. (Action: type PVA and press
ENTER-key.) This command takes you to
directory "C:\PVA\PRO". *)

4. Enter command TAPIO which starts the program.

After the program has started the screen will
show a title screen as illustrated in Fig. 23.

Version 3.11 e

N

Paper Cam pany, Ltd.
Foresttown Paper Mill

Serial number 0022

Paper
TAPIO

Variability
Analyzer

(C) Copyright 1991 TAPIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC., Finland
Tapio Heininen, Pertti Juvonen

This application is written in ASYST. ASYST Copyright 1988
by ASYST Software Technologies, Inc. Rochester N.Y.

Type any key to continue

I

Fig. 23 Title screen.

In case the program does not start, check the Chapter 6.6. "Error mes-
sages".

*) NOTE: English program is selected by command PVAE.
English program is in directory "C:\PVA\PROE".

TAPIO®- 24 - Technoloaies
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Proceed from Fig. 23 to the beginning menu by typing any key. The
beginning menu is shown in Fig. 24.

I

TAPIO
[Beginning ]

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

F1 = Calibration F2 = Measure,,

F3 = Data selection F4 = Machine direction analysis,,
F5 = Cross machine analysis ,

F8 = Paper machine parameters,,
F9 =Setup , F10 =Ext

Fig. 24 The beginning menu.

Exit from the TAPIO-program to DOS by pressing repeatedly the
function key F10.

March 4th, 1992
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6.1.2 USER INTERFACE TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Entering the numbers

The function keys are used to control the program. Their funtions are
shown at the bottom part of the screen. Some of the function keys ask
for parameters which are given as numbers or as a text.

For example the menu "Measure 1 [ 2 ]": With the function key F6 the
screen will display: " Enter length of measurement (m):".

The following alternatives exist:
a) Give "0 ". Then the screen will display the text:
"Too small value (Acceptable values 0.01 ... 111848)
Enter length of measurement (m):"

b) Give " 1000000 ". Then the screen will display the text:
Too large value (Acceptable values 0.01 ... 111848)

Enter length of measurement (m):"
c) If you press only ENTER, the value remains the same.
d) Give " 2000 ". This value will be accepted and displayed
on the screen next to 'length of measurement' text.

The given numbers and texts are acknowledged with ENTER-key.
Prior to pressing ENTER it is possible to alter the given values with
the BACK-SPACE-key.

The feeding of the text is identical to the feeding of the numbers.
However, alphabets like AL and 6 are not allowed.

If the function key and the text next to it are in gray, it means that the
function key is not available for operation. However, in case the key
is pressed the screen will display an explanation why the function
cannot be used. For example, an analysis cannot be performed
without data.

In all analyses that display the text:
'Wait... (Esc = break)
1/12"

the computation may be interrupted with the ESCAPE-key. The first
number on the second line refers to the proportion of computation
elapsed and the second one to an estimated total time for the analysis.
After the pressing of the ESCAPE-key the computation will, be
interrupted when the next round of counter up-date incurs. Therefore
the the interruption may take some time. (NOTE. Macros cannot be
interrupted).

Entering the text

Interruption of analyses

Mrch 4tU2 1992
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6.1.3 PROGRAM BLOCK DIAGRAM Users Manual
Version 1.03e

Proceed from the title screen to the beginning menu which allows you
to select the actions necessary for the analyses. The block diagram of
the TAPIO-program is shown in Fig. 25. The title screen is shown at
the left top corner of the menu sheet, then the beginning menu and
then the main menus of the analyses.

The program is guided with the function keys F1 - F10. Each menu
shows its active function keys with corresponding functions at the
lower portion of the screen. The function key F10 brings you always
back to the previous menu. Other function keys bring you to the next
menu as indicated by the corresponding function with the " >> "-
marking (e.g. " Fl =Calibration >> ") or by giving to the program the
necessary information according to the key function.

The beginning menu has the following seven main functions which
are reached by pressing the corresponding function keys:

- calibration (Fl)
- measure (F2)
- data selection (F3)
- machine direction analysis (F4)
- cross machine analysis (F5)
- paper machine parameters (F8) and
- setup (F9)

Each main menu covers different subfunctions which perform tasks
related to the corresponding main menu.

Each display on the screen is marked with a number in square
brackets, e.g. [4.1]. The number reveals the key pressing se-
quence to reach the display, i.e. in this case the number indicates
that first, while still in the beginning menu the function key F4 has
been pressed first and then the function key FL

TAPI0® Nov. 17, 1992
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S

Fig. 25-1 Program block diagram. The analyses in machine and
in cross-machine directions are represented in the following
Figures.

0
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Fig. 25-2 Program block diagram. The analyses in machine
direction.

Nov. 17, 1992
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Cross-machine CD-profile
analysis[5] [5.11

Profile variation(5.21

CD-profile[ 5.1.1!

Profile variation
[5 .2.1]

Mean profile
[52-4 ]

Sacigof I

~Varlanci n-
onent anal. 15.51 77

CO signal
[5.3.81

Stability profile[ 5.5.1.11]

Fig. 25-3 Program block diagram. The analyses in cross-machine
direction.

0
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6.1.4 PRINTER CONTROL TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

The printing to the printer follows the procedure:
1. From the graphic displays with the function key Fl.
2. From the text menu with the "Print scrn"-key that in macros
will be replaced by the command F8C.

The printer will automatically print two pictures per page. Ifyou wish
to leave the bottom part of the page blank, press the FF-key of the
printer.

March 4th, 1992
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6.1.5 ABOUT MEASUREMENTS AND ANALYSES TAPIOUser's Manual

Version 1.0

The normal routine to carry out the measurements and analyses

follows the sequence:

1. Calibrate the sensors

2. Mount the roll and test the runability of the web
NOTE. This applies to the situation when "computed channels"
are being applied (Option #4). Otherwise, the program func-
tions like the earlier versions. From the version 2.40 onwards,
data cannot be analysed close to the ends of the paper sample
which are not measured with all sensors. Therefore, the meas-
urement has to be started appr. one meter prior to the actual
start of the sample and stopped only after one meter after the
sample. This is very important in CD-measurements that
should include both the first and the last tape.

3. Measurements
3.1 Short measurement:

This measurement allows you to determine the bottom number,
the distributions and the spectra of high frequencies (e.g.up to
4,000 Hz).
" Create and save the header file: guideline value:

- speed of measurement 0.2 m/s
- web tension 3.0
- maximum frequency = 4000 Hz

(to maintain a sample step of 0.8 mm)
- length of measurement 50 m

" Do the measurement.
* Draw all channels [4.7] of the entire measurement and make

sure that the measurement was successful.

3.2 Long measurement:
This measurement leads to the best resolution between the
diameters of paper machinery rolls.
* Create and save the header files: guideline value:

- speed of measurement I m/s
- web tension 3.0
- maximum frequency 200 Hz
- length of measurement 1000.. .5000 m

• Do the measurement.
" Draw all channels [4.7] of the entire measurement and make

sure that the measurement was successful.

3.3 Measurement in cross machine direction (CD):
* Create and save the header files:

- speed of measurement 0.2 mls
- web tension 1.5
- maximum frequency = 4000 Hz
(to attain a measurement distance of 0.8 mm)

March 4th, 1992
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- length of measurement: .leihgth of the cross-
machine sample
number of the
samples + ends

- enter as comments: -number of the cross-
profiles, width of the
tape and the di-
rections of the tender
and drive sides

" Do the measurement.
" Draw all channels [4.7] of the entire measurement and make

sure that the measurement was successful.

4. Automatic analyses with macros
4.1 Short measurement:

* Retrieve the data of the short measurement.
o Start the macro (Ctrl F7) KS-LYH.INP from the menu
* [ Beginning ]".

4.2 Long measurement:

" Retrieve the long measurement data.
* Start macro (Ctrl F7) KS-PIT.INP from the menu

"[ Beginning I".

4.3 Measurement in cross machine direction:
* Retrieve the data of the measurement in cross-machine

direction.
* Search the tapes

- if the tapes have already been searched and saved
in the header file, they are automatically retrieved.

- otherwise search the tapes from the menu "[ 5.3]"
and save them.

* Set the following parameters:
- If you wish, give the samples to be analyzed, e.g.

menu [ 5.1] F5.
- If you wish, set the range to be analyzed ([ 5. 1 ] F3),

as the default value the whole cross-profile.
- If you wish, set also the amplitude scale ([ 5.1] F7),

as the default value the automatic scales.
e Start the macro (Ctrl F7) from the menu "[ Beginning ]".
e The macro PS-PROF.INP calculates the cross machine pro-

files and the profile deviations.
• The macros PS-VKA9.INP, PS-VKA19.INP, and PS-VKA29

.INP yield the Variance Component Analysis (Option #1).
The macro VKA9.INP is used if there are 9 or less cross
profile samples. The other macros, respectively.

o The macro PS-KOR.INP calculates the correlations between
the properties (Option #9, cf Chapter 6.2.5.6).

" TAPIO® Nov. 17, 1992
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5. Additional analyses
" Make a file for each paper machine:

- The values of fixed scales,
- The data from the pumps, screens, wires, felts and

rolls, and
* Save the paper machine file.

.5.1 Short measurement:
In case the spectra display peaks > 200 Hz frequencies:
" Retrieve the bottom number data
" Draw the spectra of those frequency ranges and channels

that display peaks and use the harmonic cursor.
* Determine the causes sources of the peaks.

5.2 Long measurement:
* Retrieve the data of the long measurement
* Draw the spectra of those frequency ranges and channels

that display peaks and use the harmonic cursor.
* Determine the causes sources of the peaks.

5.3 -Cross-profile analysis:
* Calculate the cross machine profile analysis by using desired

scales and filterings.
* With the macro PS-JAKINP you are able to calculate dis-

tributions from the cross machine profile:
- Retrieve the cross machine data.
- Go to menu "[4.8]".
- Set the starting and ending points so that no tape is

left in between.
- Set a desired wave length (recommendation 100

mm).
- Start the macro (Ctrl F7) from the menu "[Beginning]".

6. INTERPRETE THE RESULTS, WRITE A SUMMARY
AND ACHIEVE AN IMMORTAL REPUTATION.

Nov. 17, 199M
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6.1.6 ABOUT EXAMPLES TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

At the end of each of Chapter there is an illustrative example about
how to use the function. The examples also advise the proper order to
conduct the analyses.

The examples exhibit a similar format as the macros do and therefore
they may be used as macros.

In the example (macro) Type:
F1 = Press the function key F1
"100" = Give the value 100 (without quota-

tion marks. Press ENTER)
* = Start of an explaining comment.

(The comment ends at the end of the
row). The star and the comment are
not typed to the program.

A more detailed clarification of the macros in Chapter "Macros".

March 4th, 1992
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6.2
6.2.1

FUNCTIONS OF THE PROGRAM
SENSOR CALIBRATION

TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Calbration d
chamel x 11.11

Diswms
I : : 2 .:

Description Calibration determines the dependence of the paper property from
the electric signal provided by the sensor.

The calibrations are done with samples of known characteristics as
tested in the laboratory.

The calibration must be checked prior to the measurements -and is
checked e.g. once a day. The check is done by comparing a couple of
calibration points with the existing calibration curve. If this compari-
son is unsatisfactory a new calibration has to be made.

The calibration of the caliper sensor is done with metal sheet samples
and the rest of the channels with paper samples freshly tested in the
laboratory.

0
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6.2.1.1 CALIBRATION [I I TAPIO
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disiiolX 1.lj1111

[1.21

Description This menu allows the selection of the channel to be calibrated and re-
trieval and saving of the calibration data on the disk.

TAPIO
Calibration [ 1]

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Calibration file:
Calibrated on:

C:PVA\DATO001-R.CAL
6/1/89 11:38:34.57

Channel:
01
2
3
4

Sensor:
Caliper
Gloss 1-
Transmission
Gloss 2
Density

Channel:
5
6
7

Sensor:
BW

R,

F1 = Sensor calibration F2 = Set sensor distances

F3 = Save calibration file F4 = Retrieve calibration file

F1 0 = Return ,, J

Fig. 26 Calibration menu.

Figure in detail Calibration file:

- Name (and path) of the calibration file.
For example with the path: C:\PVA\DAT-001-R.CAL
and without the path: 001-R.CAL

- "None". Then either the calibration has not been made or the
old file has not been retrieved.

Calibrated on:

- Date and time of the calibration.

- "Calibration file has not been saved". The changes to the calibration
file has not been saved.

March 4th, 1992
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Channel - Sensor:

- The correspondence between the sensor and the channel.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS

F1 = Sensor calibration >>
The function key takes you to a menu which allows you to calibrate a
channel with calibration samples. The screen displays a note "Enter
channel of sensor for calibration:" that will be answered by entering the
number of the channel.

F2 = Set sensor distances >>
The new menu allows you to set the distance for each sensor from a
given zero-point. The purpose is to analyse the signals relative to the
same distance origo when necessary.

F3 = Save calibration file
Save the calibration values to a file for later use. The screen will
display "Calibration file to save:" and you will answer by entering the name
of the file. The name may be given without path and extension, since
the program will automatically adopt them. The path and the
extension is defined in the menu "Setup [9]" (cf 6.2.7.1). The name may
be entered also with the path and extension whereby the path and
extension entered by the user automatically by-pass the automatic
path and extension. When the calibration values are saved to the file,
its name appears at the top of the screen. The name shows also the
automatic path and extension.

F4 = Retrieve calibration file
Retrieve the calibration data from the calibration file. The screen will
display "Calibration file to be read:" whereby you will answer by entering
the name of the file that you have saved earlier. The name of the file
may be entered without name and extension, e.g. CALIB1. If the file
does not exist or an error appears when you try to read it, all the
calibration values in the memory will be cleared meaning that the
retrieval of the calibration file has to be done again to get the
calibration values. After a successful reading of the file the name of
the calibration file appears at the top of the screen.

F1O = Return<<
Return to the Beginning menu.

0
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6.2.1.2 CALIBRATION OF A CHANNEL [1.11 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

......................... ~s ajiv
. ... ... ... ... ... . ....... . .. . .. . .. .

Description Calibration calculates the dependence of an electric signal given by
the sensor (x) on the magnitude of the property measured (y).

For the basis weight sensor this dependence is logarithmic:

y=a*ln(x - xo)+b.I

For other sensors this dependence is linear:

y = ax + b.

The calibration determines the coefficients a, b and x0. The logarith-
mic or the linear mode is selected in the menu Setup [9].

TAPIO TAPLO Technologies, Inc.
[1.11

Calibration of sensor for channel: 0, Caliper

Number of calibration points measured: 10

F1 = Plot calibration curve - F2 = Input standard value

F3 = Delete last value F4 = Delete all values

F10 = Return -

Fig. 27 Sensor calibration.

Figure in detail Calibration of sensor for channel:
- The number and the name of the active channel.

Number of calibration points measured:
- The number of measured calibration points, 10 pcs at the
maximum.

March 4th, 1992
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Functions FUNCTION KEYS

F1 = Plot calibration curve>>
The program plots the calibration points and after at least two calibra-
tion measurements the corresponding linear or logarithmic curve. In
case the number of measured values is less than 2 pcs, the program
gives a note. "Not enough values for calibration".

F2 = Input standard value
This key brings to the screen a demand "Insert calibration sample into sensor
gap and enter value (Caliper, pm):" when calibrating the caliper sensor. The
name and the unit is entered according to the sensor to be calibrated.
Type the value of the caliper sample. By pressing the ENTER-key the
computer reads the measured value, which is calculated as a mean of
ten measurements read each 0.1 second (to minimize the effect of
random errors). After an accomplished reading a message "Value has
been stored" appears on the screen for a period of one second and the
number of calibration measurements is up'dated at the top of the
screen.

After ten measurements a message appears "No more calibration can be
made". In case you try to make more calibrations, the program gives
a note "Maximum number of calibration values have been read".

In the logarithmic calibration the first measurements measure the
back-ground value (when the radiation source is shut off) and is not
counted in the number of measurements.

Sensor-specific calibration In the following the sensor-specific calibration procedures are de-
procedures scribed:

Caliper
The caliper sensor is calibrated with the aid of metal sheet samples.
The strips are held still during the calibrations. It is recommended
not to start the calibrations with 0-value. The first sample cleans the
possible dust particles from the sensor.

OPTION: Switchable caliper measurement ranges.
The ranges are set with the switch in the TCA-1O module:

position: range:
3 0...100 Pm
2 0...250 pm
1 0...500 m

The calibration has to be done for each range separately.

Gloss
The gloss sensor is calibrated in the same way as the caliper sensor.
Since the gloss is measured from both sides, the calibration has to be

March 4th, IM done for both sensors. Gloss 1 is the top and gloss 2 the bottom side.
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When there is no sample in the sensor the gloss value will be 0.

Since the gloss is different on top and bottom sides, be careful
and place the sample the right side up (or down). Also avoid any
rubbing of the sample, although it has to be placed and stretched by
hand during the calibration.

Transmission
The zero-sample of the transmission sensor is obtained by placing a
non-transparent sample, e.g. a caliper calibration sample to the
sensor. The transmission signal is site-dependent and therefore the
sample has to be supported tightly by the guiding rolls and moved
along the web moving direction during the calibration.

The samples used for transmission calibration are preferably stored
in a black plastic bag to prevent them from yellowing.

sanipl ~ ~ ~ .(.0 ......i ...o b z ed~ r albr ti ....

Basis weight
The basis weight is calibrated by the application of either pre-weighed

paper or plastic sheets. The samples have to be moved like in the case
of transmission.

For the different sizes of sensor apertures the calibration has to be

done separately:
1. Choose the desired aperture by computer
2. When the program tells, insert into the sensor a steel strip
of 0.5 mm in thickness (infinite basis weight).
3. Proceed with paper calibration samples.

Never calibrate without any samples . (=0 g/mo sample cannot

be used for calibration). t

F3 f Delete last value
Deletes the last value and updates the number of the calibration
measurements. If the deletion is tried when the number is 0, a note
appears "Nothing to delete".

The background-value of the logarithmic calibration (basis weight)
cannot be deleted with F3, but with the key F4.

F4 = Delete all values
Deletes all the input values of the channel and gives the note "All values
deleted". If the deletion is tried, when the number of the measurements
is0, a note appears "Nothing to delete".

Feb 23, 1993
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F1O = Return<<
Moves the user to the previous menu "Calibration [1]". If there are less
than 2 calibration measurements, the calibration fails and the follow-
ing note will appear on the screen "Not enough values for calibration". If the
calibration was successful, a calibration equation for the calibration
curve is computed for the determination of the parameters a, b, and
x0 by the application of the method of the least squares and the cali-
bration values are saved in the memory.

. March 4th. 1992
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6.2.1.3. CALIBRATION CURVE [ 1.1.1 1 TAPIO
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Cadbradonil I ~ e I1.1 11n.. . .. .......

1121

Description The calibration curve is plotted. The correlation coefficient describes
the successfulness of the calibration.

Calibration [ 1.1.1 1
xEO

60.0

I. . ..........

eox:

........... ........... ........... ........... .......... . .......... ........... I ..........

. . .................................. ........... ...... .......... ...... ...........

. . ........................ ................ ................................... ........... ........... ..........

X

2/29/90
11: 57
Correlation
coeff. (R)=
.9988

V xEg

20.0

.500 1.50

Calibration for channel
Y - 17.325 * X + -1.065,

2.50 3.50

Gloss 1
C:\PVA\DAT\016R.CAL

4I.4.50

1,

F1 = Print screen F1O = Return a
i

Fig. 28 Calibration curve.

Figure in detail Correlaflon coeff. (R) = .9988
-The correlation coefficient, based on at least three calibration

points describes the successfulness of the calibration. The closer the
value is to one the better the successfulness of the calibration had
been. The value of the coefficient has to be > 0.98.

Equation: (e.g. Y = 17.325 * X - 1.065 )
- In the equation X represents the voltage (volt as a unit) and Y

is the paper property to be calibrated.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS

F1 = Print screen
Prints the calibration curve to the plotter. While printing the text
dissappears from the bottom part of the screen and returns after ac-
complished printing.

F10 = Return<<
March 4th. 1992
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6.2.1.4. SET SENSOR DISTANCES [1.2] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Calibration of L Calibration oxveCalibration I I I annei x I i.1 I

Sensor clistances

Description This menu allows to set the sensor distances from a reference point.
The distances are used to allocate the different measurements to the
same point on the web. The distance is measured from the zero-point
to the sensor in the direction of the web. This means that in case the
sensor is located after the zero point the distance is positive, other-
wise, in case it is located before the zero-point, the distance is
negative. The screen displays the current distance values for each
sensor as millimeters.

TAPIO T
Sensor distances [ 1.2 ]

APIO Technologies, Inc.

Enter distance in mm from the zero point to the sensor
along web direction. If the sensor is before the zero
point, enter negative distance.

Channel 0
Channel 1
Channel 2
Channel 3
Channel 4

Caliper:
Gloss 1:
Transmission:
Gloss 2:
Density:

.0 mm
664.0 mm
152.0 mm
709.0 mm
.0 mm

Channel 5
Channel 6
Channel 7

BW

Ro

232.0 mm
.0 mm
200.0 mm

0

F1 = Distance between sensors

F10 = Return -
/

Fig. 29 Setting distances between the sensors

March 4th, 1992
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Web direction ->
±0mm

Fig. 30 Sensor distances and web direction as an example
of positive distances. (Distance counter, 0 , tension roll, ,
and the lateral adjustment knob, A also shown).

Functions FUNCTION KEYS

F1 = Distance between sensors
The program asks first for the channel number. After entering the
channel number enter the distance of the sensor from the zero point.

F10 = Return<<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.1.5 EXAMPLE 1, CALIBRATION TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task

Starting situation

Retrieve the calibration file

Check the calibration of the
caliper sensor

Check the current calibration and recalibrate if necessary. The
previous calibration has been saved to file BOTTOM-O.CAL.

The analyzer had been switched on half an hour earlier. The program
has been started and you are in the menu [Beginning].

Retrieve the calibration file:
Fl * Brings you to calibration [1]
F4 "bottom-o.cal" * Retrieves the calibration file in which the sensor

* distances are set as if the paper is driven from
* left to right.

Check the calibration by determining two points on the calibration
curve, one close to each end of the curve.
Fl "0" * Selects the channel to be calibrated [1. 1](0 = caliper)
Fl * Draws the calibration curve [1.1.1]
F10 * Return [1.1]

F2 "60"

F2 "0"
Fl

Flo

* Place the 60 gm calibration sample to the sensor
* Give the value "60" to the program
* Take the 60 gm sample away thus leaving
* 0 gm in the sensor
* Give the value "0" to the program
* Draw the calibration curve [1.1.11
* If the correlation coefficient is > 0.98 and the new
* points fit the curve, the old curve is valid
* Then CONTINUE from "calibration of other
* sensors" (next page).
* Return [1.1]

0

Recalibration of the caliper
sensor

In case the old calibration curve is no more valid, the caliper has to be
calibrated again.
F4

F2 "60"

F2 "50"

F2 "40"

Fl
FlO

F2 "30"

* Deletes all values
* Place the 60 gm calibration sample to the sensor
* Give its value "60" to the program
* Take the 60 gm sample away
* Place the 50 jim calibration sample to the sensor
* Give its value "50" to the program
* Take the 50 gm sample away
* Place the 40 gm calibration sample to the sensor
* Give its value "40" to the program
* Take the 40 jm sample away
* Check the result on the screen
* Returns you to [1.1]
* Place 30 jm calibration sample to the sensor
* Give its value "30" to the program
* Take the 30 jim sample away
* Check the result on the screen
* Takes you to [1.1] (Continues ......... )

Fl
Flo

March 4th, 1992
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F2 "0"
F1

F10
F10

* The sensor has no calibration sample
* Give the value "0" to the program
* Check that the correlation coefficient is > 0.98. If the
* coefficient does not comply with the requirement
* renew the calibration of the deviating points
* Return to [1.1]
* Return to [1].

Calibration of other sensors

Saving the calibration file

The calibration of the other sensors follows the same procedure.

To save a new calibration file:
F3 "C:\PVA\DATMCALIB1 .CAL"
F10 * Return to the beginning menu [Beginning].

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.2. MEASUREMENT TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

....... .. ........ .... ..... I .... ... ...................................................

Moasure 1 Moasure 2
121 2.1

Description In the measurement mode the data from the sensors are saved to hard
disk for later analyses. The measurement procedures take place
according to the guidelines given by the computer of the system.
Some measurement parameters are given manually to the control
electronics of the analyzer (e.g. the control of the filters and of the
motors).

A careful measurement lays the base to the successfulness of the later
analyses.

Prior to the actual measurements make sure that the analyzer is
"aligned" on its adjustable stands.

The essential parts of the measurement consist of:
* Placement of the roll to the analyzer and checking its smooth

runability
* Calibration of the sensors (cf Chapter 6.2.1)
* Creation of header file and
" Measurement runs.

0
March 4th. 19
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6.2.2.1 MEASURE 1 [ 2 1 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

................. ..........

Description The information needed to carry out the measurements is given and
saved in the menu Measure 1 [ 2 ].

TAPIO
Measure 1 [ 2]

TAPIOTechnologies, Inc.

Files:
Header file:
Data file:
Calibration file:
Paper machine file:

Given parameters:
Speed of paper machine:
Maximum frequency-
Comment:

Calculated parameters:
Sample step:
Low pass filtering:

C:°PVA\DAT\PK3-LO1 .PK
C:\PVA\DAT\PK3-LO1 .DAT
C:\PVA\DAT\001-R.CAL
C:\PVA\DA'TPM1-1 .PM

1050.7 m/min Speed of measurement: 1.00 m/s
171.0 Hz Length of measurement: 3001.4978 m
spx,ktu,kr14431,0t65

25.6 mm Best resolution:
10.0 Size of data file:

.0060Hz
1374 kB

F1 = Measure - F2 = Calibration and machine files
F3 = Speed of paper machine F4 = Speed of measurement
F5 = Maximum frequency F6 = Length of measurement
F7 = Save header file F8 = Retrieve header file
F9 = Enter comment FIO = Return - /

Figure in detail

Fig. 31 The measurement menu after the necessary information is
entered and saved.

Header file:
-The file contains the information from data-, calibration, and
paper machine files as well as parameters entered in this menu.

Data file:
-The file contains the measured data. The extension is always
DAT.

Calibration file:
- The file holds the calibration information of the sensors.

Paper machine file:
- The file contains paper machinery data; diameters of rolls;
lengths of wires and felts; rpm's of the pumps and screens and
the values of fixed scales (cf Chapter 6.2.6).

Sample step:
- Distance between measurement points on the paper web.

March 4th, 1992
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Low-pass filtering:
- The cut-off frequency for the anti-aliasing filters.

Best resolution:
- The best resolution of a spectrum obtainable with the length
of measurement used.

Size ot data file
- The disk space needed by the data file in kilobytes ( 1 kilobyte
= 1024 bytes ). The value appears red, if there is not enough
space for the file on the C-disc.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS
F1 = Measure >>
Takes you to the menu Measure 2 [2.1] that allows you to start the
measurement program.

F2 = Calibration and machine files
Define the calibration file to be used in the measurement. The
extension for the calibration file is .CAL.

If the calibration has been done and saved prior to the measurement,
the calibration file already exists and is ready there.

Additionally you may choose the paper machine file that, however, is
not obligatory as the calibration file is. The extension is .PM.

Give first the name of the calibration file (+ ENTER) and then the
paper machine file (+ ENTER). The titles may be entered without
path and extension, since the program adds them automatically to the
title.

F3 = Speed of paper machine
Enter the speed of the pope which is given on the information sheet
describing the properties of the paper sample roll (Appendix).

F4 = Speed of measurement
Enter the speed of the TAPIO analyzer that you are going to use.

F5 = Maximum frequency
The value indicates the highest frequency obtainable for the spec-
trum.

F6 = Length of measurement
Enter the length of paper that you are going to measure.

F7 = Save header file
The measurement results are being saved into a header file of its own,
XX.CON, where XX is the name to be given. The program defines
automatically the corresponding data file XX.DAT with the same
name.

March 4th, 1992
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When saving it is not necessary to enter the path and extension, since
the program will automatically adopt them. The name entered by the
user will by-pass the automatic path and extension.

Measureme~nt may be.started only after-the header file is saved!.

F8 = Retrieve header file
Due to the automatic adoption of the path and extension the name
may be entered without these. In case the path and extension of the
file are different from the automatic ones, real information has to be
entered.

Prior to the measurementyou may retrieve the header file and change
those parameters that have changed. The changed header file can be
saved under another name. If you do not change the name the
computer asks "WARNING: Header file already exists. Write over the old file? y/
n". If you answer Y the old file is deleted.

F9 = Enter comment
You may type a comment 50 characters long. It may hold, e.g. infor-
mation about the sample roll.

FlO =Return<<

Dependencies of parameters on each other:

Sample Resolu- Low pass Size of Maximum
step bon filter file frequency

Speed of paper 1 -- " -- "
machine

Speed of -__t __
measurement

Maximum
frequencyLengt of t - , I -

measurement

Table 1. The dependencies of given and calculated parameters on
each other 4' = parameter increases

= parameter decreases
- no effect

The highest speed of measurement depends on the maximum fre-
quency so that it is not possible to use a high speed of measurement
for a high maximum frequency (The program simply refuses to
measure too fast). June Ist, I9
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For the measurement speed of 2.0 m/s the smallest possible sample
step is 1.6 mm. The maximum frequency then depends on the speed
of the paper machine (e.g. if the speed of the paper machineis = 1,000
m/mim, this allows to obtain a maximum frequency of 2,600 Hz).

June Is:, 1992
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6.2.2.2. MEASURE 2 [ 2.1] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

......................... ...................................----- -----
,Wsure 1 8

121 12.11 ........... ....................................................................

Description When the header file is saved (Measure 1 [ 2 ]) this menu allows you to
give the instructions for the controls of the analyzer and to start the
measurement:

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Measure 2 [ 2.1 ]

1. Set cut-off frequency of low pass filters to value: 39.5 Hz
2. Set sample distance to value: 12.8 mm
3. Set direction of motors.

4. Set distance counter: OFF
5. Set radiation source and pressurized air on
6. Set proper tension and speed of the web to value: 2.0 m/s
7. Start measurement: Hit F1
8. Start measuring by shifting distance counter

to posiotion: +L/+R

Estimated time of measurement, about 8.3 min
Status of measurement: Measurement is not on

F1 = Start measurement

F1O = Return - /

Fig. 32 Starting the measurement.

Figure in detail Status of measurement:
-Measurement is not on
- Measurement is on...
- Measurement ready, no errors (+ sound). When the measurement is

ready the paper web is stopped by adjusting the set value of the speed
to zero.

March 4th, 1992
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Functions FUNTION KEYS
F1 = Start measurement
The program is on standby and the measurement starts, when the
distance counter switch is turned to +L or to +R.

FIO =Return <

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.2.3 EXAMPLE 2, MEASUREMENT TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02c

Task

Starting situation

Input of parameters

Enter the parameters for the header file and save the header file. Do
the measurement.

You have started the program and you are in the starting menu
.[Beginning].

Enter the iarameters for the header file:•
F2 * Takes you to Measure 1 [2]
F3 "1172" * Enter speed of the paper machine

* (m/min)
F4 "2" * Enter the speed of measurement
F5 "300" * Enter maximum frequency

* The computer calculates the value
* that is next larger allowed value.
* In this case it is 381.5 Hz

F6 "1000" * Set the length of measurement
F9 "training 21.06.1989 roll 24" * Enter comment
F2 "216R.CAL" "24.PM" * Enter calibration and machine files.

Saving parameters

Carrying out the
measurement

Save the header file:
F7 "C.\PVA\DAT\24C.CON"

Measurement:
F1

F1

F10 F1O

* Save header file with path

* Takes you to Measure 2 12.11
* Do points 1-6
* Point 7. Make the measurement
* program ready and do point 8
* Wait, until the measurement is
* ready
* Set the web speed to 0
* Return to starting menu [Beginning].

June 1st, 1992
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6.2.3
6.2.3.1

DATA SELECTION
SELECTION OF DATA [ 3]

TAPI0
User's Manual
Version 1.02c

Description In data selection menu you retrieve'existing measurement data- for
analysis. Select the desired channel and change the values of the
parameters if necessary.

TAPIO TAPIO Technologie.
Selection ofdata [ 3 1

Header file: C:\PVA\DAT\24C.CON Channel: 0, caliper
Comment: training June 6th, 1989, roll 24
Data is between limits: .0128- 1000.4992 m
Speed of paper machine: 1172.0 m/min Sample step: 12

Given parameters:
Background color: Yellow

Calculated parameters:
Resolution: .3726 Hz Maximum frequency: 38

. Inc.

.8 mm

1.5 Hz

F1 = Retrieve header file F2 = Select channel
F3 = Change background color

F9 = Select header file - F1O= Return

Fig. 33 Data selection menu after retrieved header file.
/

Figure in detail Measurement data:
Header file:

- Name of the header file, number of the channel, name of the
unit.

Comment:
- In Measure 1 [21 written comment.

Data is between limits:
- Informs within which range and how long the measured data
is.

Speed of paper machine
-The value given in Measure 1 [2].

Sample step
- The value calculated in Measure 1 [2].June Is., 1992
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Resolution:
- The resolution of a spectrum is calculated in this menu based
on the number of points and on the maximum frequency. The
best resolution indicated in Measure 1 [2] may be even better.

Maximum frequency:
- The maximum frequency given in Measure 1 [2].

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Retrieve header file
Retrieves with the aid of the header file all other files (24C.DAT,
216R.CAL, 24.PM) necessary. If the path and extension are not entered,
they will be adopted automatically.

F2 = Select channel
The screen will display "Enter channel number:" and as an answer enter
the number of the desired channel. If the number of the channel is too
small or too big, the program will display the allowed channel
numbers and the computer waits for a new number. If you try to
choose an uncalibrated channel, the screen will tell that the calibra-
tion is missing and that the channel will not be changed. The channel
chosen appears at the end of the name of the measurement file.

F3 ff Change background color
If needed the yellow background color may be changed to black
(= colorless) (to save the yellow color of the printer).

F9 ff Select header file»>
Select the header file from the directory with the cursor. In case you
enter as path '*', the default value path and extension will be used
(e.g. C:\D\*.PK). The path may be entered also completely (e.g.
C:\PVA\DAT\P*.CON, whereby the files with .CON-extensions
starting with P from the directory C:\PVA\DAT will be shown)

F10 = Return <<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.3.1.1 ARCHIVE (Option #3), SOS (Option #2) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 s
Description A back-up copy is needed in case the hard disk behaves fancy. The

back-up copy contains the results from one measurement (i.e. header-
, data-, calibration-, and paper machine file[s]). Those files are
archived to safety and available there for analyses.

The TAPIO computer program is designed to use as a switchable mass
memory the Bernoulli Box with 44 MB "hard disks". However, the
program operates with any other mass memory that appears in the
program as disk. ("Mass" = measurement data fit uninterrupted to
the device, typically 2 MB).

TAPIO TAPIl
Selection of data [3 3

Header file: C:\PVA\DAIhPK3-LOI.PK,
Comment: training June 6th, 1989, roll 24
Data is between limits: .0128 - 1000.4992 m
Speed of paper machine: 1172.0 m/min Sample step:

Given parameters:
Background color: Yellow
Measurement directory: C:\D\ Archive direct

Calculated parameters:
Resolution: .3726 Hz Maximum freq

0 Technologies, Inc.

Channel: 0, caliper

12.8 mm

ory:

uency: 381.5 Hz

F1 = Retrieve header file F2 =Select channel aF1 = Retrieve SOS-
F3 = Change background color F4 = Analysis in archive ,

AF5 = Retrieve from archive A F6 = Save to archive..
F7 = Set measurement dir. F8 =Set archive dir. aF4 = Retrieve SOS++
F9 = Select header file . F1O= Return ,

Fig. 34 Data selection menu including archiving and SOS-
analysis.

Measurement directory:
- Disk and path of the directory to be archived or retrieved.

Figure in detail

Archive directory:
- Disk and path of the archiv.

Functions
- archiving (Option #3)

FUNCTION KEYS:
F4 = Analysis in archive >>
The analysis is done directly from the archiving device without
retrieving the data first to C-disk.

F5 = Retrieve from archive >>
Copies the desired measurement data with the aid of the header file
from (header-, data-, calibration- and paper machine files) archives
to the measurement directory.

March 4th, 1992
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Ctrl F5 = Retrieve from archive >>
Same as F5, except that the log from the retrieved directories is
printed to the printer.

F6 = Save to archive >>
Copies the desired measurement files retrieved with the aid of the
header file from the measurement directory to the archive directory.

Ctrl F6 = Save to archive >>
Same as F6, except that the log from the archived directories is
printed to the printer.

F7 = Set measurement dir.
The measurement directory is the same as in menu [9].

F8 = Set archive dir.
Define the disk and path of the archive.

AItF1 = Retrieve SOS-
Retrieves the subtraction component calculated and saved during the
SOS-analysis.

AItF4 = Retrieve SOS++
Retrieves the sum of the components calculated and saved during the
SOS-analysis.

Functions,
* SOS (Option #2)

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.3.1.2 ANALYSIS IN ARCHIVE [13.4 ](Option #3) TAPI0
User's Manual

Version 1.0

LI~3Z1

Description Shows the header files present in the archive directory.
you are able to select the desired data for analysis.
removed away from the archive directory.

With a cursor
No files are

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Analysis in archive 13.4 1

Directory of CAD

123-S01.PK 1536 02/01/91 11:30 a
A 123-L01.PK 1536 02/04/91 08:21 a

124-SO1.PK 1536 02/01/91 11.27 a
124-L01.PK 1536 02/01/91 08:22 a
125-C01.PK 1536 02/01/91 10:07 a

5 file(s),7680 bytes used

Home = Select file , ÷ = Cursor

F1 = Execute ,

F10= Return , )

Functions

Fig. 35 Analyse in archive, 'A 'points the selected file, '- "the
position of the cursor.

FUNCTION KEYS:
Home = Select file
Selects the file located next to the cursor. Reselection of the file
eliminates the selection.

F1 = Execute <<
Does the desired operation (selection of the header file) and returns to
the menu 13].

t , + =Cursor
The cursor is moved up and down with the respective arrows. If all the
files do not fit onto the screen, scroll.

F10 = Return <<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.3.1.3 RETRIEVE FROM ARCHIVE [ 3.5 1 (Option #3) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description The menu 'retrieve from archive' selects the header files (max. 25 pcs
at a time) and copies them and the corresponding data-, calibration-
and paper machine files to the measurement directory. The files will
not be destroyed in the archive.

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Retrieve from archive [ 3.5]

Directory of C:\PVA\DAT

A 123-S01.PK 1536 02/01/91 11:30a
A 1,23-L01.PK 1536 02/04/91 08.21 a

124-S01.PK 1536 02/01/91 11:27 a
124-L01.PK 1536 02/01/91 08:22 a

A 125-C01.PK 1536 02/01/91 10.07 a
5 file(s),7680 bytes used

Home = Select file , •. = Cursor

F1 = Execute ,

FI0 = Return ./

Functions

Fig. 36 Retrieve from archive. Three files selected. ' A 'points the
selected file, '- 'the position of the cursor.

FUNCTION KEYS:
Home = Select file
Selects the file located next to the cursor. Reselection of the file
eliminates the selection.

F1 = Execute <<
Does the desired operation (retrieval from the archive) and returns to
the menu [3].

t , = Cursor
The cursor is moved up and down with the respective arrows. If all the
files do not fit onto the screen, scroll.

F10 = Return <<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.3.1.4 ARCHIVE [ 3.61 (Option #3) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

A---y- -in arci ---3.41

Relive ofl ai

.. .: .. .....

Sd13.91/

The menu 'archive' selects the header files (max. 25 pcs at a time) from
the measurement directory and copies them and the corresponding
files to the archive directory. The files will not be destroyed in the
measurement directory.

Description

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Archive [ 3.6 ]

Files are copied to archive directory: c:\pva\dat\
Directory of C:D

SOSDEMO.PK
137-C0l.PK
136-SOl.PK
PK1-C21.PK
132-S02.PK

A 132-Z.PK
A 132-Y.PK

131-O1-.PK
A 307-X.PK
A 307-Y.PK
- HUI.PK

11 file(s),

153611/30/90 10:33a
1536 02/22/91 09:35a
153603/01/91 11:43a
153603/14/91 12 :12p
153603/15/91 02 :29 p
153603/22/91 09:29a
153603/22/91 09:43a
1536 03/04/91 07:58a
153603/22/91 01:04 p
1536 03/22/91 02:36p
1536 03/26/91 12:30a

16896 bytes used

Home = Select file , 4. = Cursor
F1 = Execute

F1•O Return
Fig. 37 Archive. Four files selected. 'A 'points the selected file,
- 'the position of the cursor.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
Home = Select file
Selects the file located next to the cursor. Reselection of the file
cancels the selection.

F1 = Execute <<
Does the desired operation (archive) and returns to the menu [3].

t , + =Cursor
The cursor is moved up and down with the respective arrows. If all
the files do not fit onto the screen, scroll.

F10 = Return <<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.3.1.5 SELECT HEADER FILE [ 3.9] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description The menu selects the header file either from the directory entered by
the user or from the directory pointed by the cursor (only one at a time)
and retrieves it.

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Select header file j 3.9 ]

Directory of C:\D

A SOSDEMO.PK
137-CO1.PK
136-S01.PK
PK1-C21.PK
132-S02.PK
132-Z.PK
132-Y.PK
131-L01 .PK
307-X.PK
307-Y.PK
HUI.PK

153611/30190 10:33a
153602/22191 09:35a
153603/01191 11:43a
153603/14/91 12:12p
153603/15/91 02:29 p
153603/22191 09:29a
153603/22191 09:43a
1536 03/04/91 07:58a
153603/M2291 01:0 4p
1536 03/22191 02:36p
153603/26/91 12:30a

11 file(s), 16896 bytes used

Home = Select file = Cursor

F1 = Execute ,

F1O= Return , /

Functions

Fig. 38 Selection of header file. SOSDEMO.PK chosen. 'A'
points the selected file, '- 'the position of the cursor.

FUNCTION KEYS:
Home = Select file
Selects the file located next to the cursor. Reselection of the file
cancels the selection.

F1 = Execute <<
Does the desired operation (e.g. selection of header file) and returns
to the menu [3].

- =Cursor
The cursor is moved up and down with the respective arrows. If all
the files do not fit onto the screen, scroll.

F10 = Return <<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.3.1.6 EXAMPLE 3, SELECTION OF DATA TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

S
Task

Starting situation

Retrieve the header file 24C.CON.

You are in the starting menu [Beginning].

F3 * Takes you to data selection [3]
F1 "24C.CON" * Retrieval of the header file
F10 * Return [Beginning].

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4. ANALYSIS IN MACHINE DIRECTION TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description
,.. ... ,,,,........ ... ,.... ..... .,.......

........ ,,................ ,.... , . , ,.........,.,.,.....,

Machine diecun Draw data

be ow hu s .

aSayd( 14.31

Spec'um [14.41]

This menu allows you to select the following functions for the machine
direction analyses:

- data drawing,
- search for values above/below limits,
- scrolling data on the screen,
- calculation of spectrum,
- calculation of key values,
- zooming spectrum,
- drawing all channels,
- calculation of distributions and
- calculation of bottom number.

Key valuse 14.51

Draw idallels]
,4."

Diasibzfan 14h)

FBOealM renbeSr1
1 142]1

11 N

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Machine direction analysis [ 4 ]

Header file: C:\PVA\DAT\24C.CON, channel: 0, caliper
Comment: spxktu,krl44331,tt65
Data is between limits .0256 - 3001.53232 m
Speed of paper machine: 1050.7 m/min Sample step: 25.6 mm
Number of points: 4096

F1 = Draw data
F3 = Scroll data
F5 = Key values,
F7 = Draw all channels -
F9 = Bottom number ,

F2 = Values above/below limits
F4 = Spectrum
F6 =Zoom -
F8 = Distribution
FIO = Return , I

Figure in detail

Fig. 39 Analysis in machine direction.

The information appearing at the top of the screen cannot be changed,
since it has been given earlier in the menu [2], Measure.

FUNCTION KEYS
You must have the data retrieved before you will have access to the
menu [4].

F1 = Draw data >>
Drawing of one channel either smoothed or unsmoothed. Readout
with the cursor.

Functions

March 4th. 1992
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F2 = Values above/below limits>>
Search of over/undershoots within a desired range of the signal.

F3 = Scroll data>>
Scrolling data on the screen.

F4 = Spectrum>>
Calculation of spectrum within a desired range.

Use of the cursor and entering the diameter of a paper machine roll.

There has to be enough data for the calculation of a spectrum. If
enough data is not available, the program displays the message "Data
too small or starting point too big, hit any key to continue". The size of the data is
determined by the amount ofmeasured points as well as by the sample
step.

F5 = Key values>>
The followingkey values are calculated: mean, maximum, minimum,
standard deviation and the range between minimum and maximum
values.

F6 = Zoom>>
Calculation of the zoomed spectrum. Cursor readout.

F7 = Draw all channels>>
Drawing all channels within a desired range.

F8 = Distribution>>
The length distribution of the over/undershoots within a desired
range is calculated.

F9 = Bottom number>>
An index for the small scale variations in the transparency of the
paper sample is calculated.

F10 = Return<<

March 4th, 192M
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6.2.4.1 DRAW DATA TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description A desired range of the signal from a channel is drawn.

The picture allows, by the application of the cursor, e.g. to determine
the width and the height of a peak in the signal.

The signal may be filtered (with the lowpass filter), which eliminates
the fast variations.

0® TAPIO®
Technologies
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6.2.4.1.1 DRAW DATA [4.11 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

14.1 14.1.11

[ 4.1.71

Description This menu defines the parameters necessary to draw the signal as
shown in Fig. 40.

TAPIO
Draw data 14.1]

C:\PVA\DAT\47B.CON chann(

TAPI

?1: 0,Header file:
Comment: Sample 47.
Data is between limits .0000 - 2901.0432 m
Speed of paper machine: 751.2 m/min Sample step:

Given parameters:
Starting point: 10.0000 m Ending point:
Cutoff frequency: 10.0 Hz Amplitude sca

Other parameters:
Minimum wave length: 1252.0 mm Maximum frec

0 Technologies, Inc.

Caliper

12.8 mm

30.0000 m
e: 72.0/20.0 gim

luency: 244.5 Hz

40
F1 = Plot - F2 = Select channel
F3 = Starting point F4 = Ending point
F5 = Cutoff frequency F6 = Amplitude scale
F7 = Plot smoothed data

F1i0 = Return ,

Fig. 40 Draw data.

Figure in detail Measurement data
- Cf. page 54.

Maximum frequency:
-Cf page 55.

Minimum wave length:
- The minimum wave length corresponds to the cutoff fre-

quency. Property variations shorter than this wavelength are filtered
off.

FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Plot>>
Draws the data from the given starting point to the ending point
within the amplitude scale given.

Functions

0
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F2 Select channel

F3 = Starting point

F4 = Ending point

......... ......... s.. . _q .. [ .4 :• : ...! .............................................
xEO -... .

75.0

. . ......... ........... I. ........... i........... .. ........... •........... i.............. ........... i........... i...............

25 .0 -1- --------- ........... ....... ......... .. .. ....... ........ :.............. ........... ........... ...........-.

300.000 900.000 1500.000 2100.000 2700.000 m

Fig. 41 The entire measured signal (Caliper 0.. .2901.0432 m).
The portion of the signal covered by the vertical broken line is
expanded in the next Figure.

XEO .......................

"In

25.0.

S. .............. I . . ... X..

12.000 16.000 20.000 24.000 28.000 m

Fig. 42 The portion of the signal from the previous Figure. The
starting point of the signal is at 10 m and the ending point at
30 m.

March 4th, 1992
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F5 = Cutoff frequency

.......s• ._..L L •:. .: .. ...... ...... ...........................
xEO . ............................. ...

....... .. ... ....~. i .. ... !.... ........... ........ ......
67 .0 --.-.------............ .............................. .. .... ............ ............. .......... ...............

FF IxEO
12.000 16.000 20.000 24.000 28.000 m

Fig. 43 Unfiltered signal, maximum frequency
= 244.5 Hz.

......-- ............ .. . ,.....,....... .%.! ........... ........... .............
XES Smoothed

ILM f.co -
10.0 Hz

Min. wl =

77.0 ............ ........... m........... ........... 1252.0 m

+70. .... ..... ........... ..... ..... .......--------- -........... E

:jEO

12.000 16.000 20.000 24.000 28.000 m

Fig. 44 Filtered signal, maximum frequency = 10 Hz.

In Fig. 44 frequencies > 10 Hz have been filtered out corresponding to
wave lengths smaller than 1252.0 mm.

The cutoff frequency defines the extent offiltration. The smaller the
cutoff frequency the more efficient the filtering.

March 4th, 1992
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F6 = Amplitude scale

....................... . [.£ . 4.% .. .-.l.1..)-.... _..............xE . ................... .... .............

75.0

2 5 .0 -. -.--.-----............ ............ ............ ............ ..................... . ............. .......... ;..............

- I I + I f xE0
12.000 16.000 20.000 24.000 28.000 m

Fig. 45 Automatic amplitude scale.

............................... .s. .......-.... ................. ..........................

ILM

77.0 - .... - - --

7. -. . .... ... .......... ......

67 .....0 ----- .......... .......... .......... .......... ----------.. ............. i........... ... .. .... ..i

xE0
12.000 16.000 20.000 24.000 28.000 m

Fig. 46 Fixed amplitude scale, where the values 72/20 pm are;
72 pm = nominal value and 20 jm = the range between the
upper and lower limits of the figure.

When the amplitude scale is automatic F6 asks for the nominal value
and for the range. Desired values maybe given or only ENTER, which
employs the values for fixed scales defined in paper machine parame-
ters [8].

When the amplitude scale is fixed (marked e.g. 72/20 gm) the function
key F6 changes it to automatic.

March 4th, 1992
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F7 = Draw smoothed data >>
Draws the data from the desired range as a smoothed signal meaning
that the signal has been filtered through the lowpass filter by using
the cutoff frequency shown in the picture.

F10 = Return<<

March 4th, 1992
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4.2.4.1.2 SIGNAL [4.1.1] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

4.1 [4.1.11Readu
.................................

-----------------::i:

Description A drawn signal gives a good overall view of the behavior of the paper
property under study.

Sometimes it is possible to detect instantly the effect of a roll on a
property variation.

N

xE0

m

File: C:\PVA\DAT\47B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
2/23/90 14:37

F1 = Pnnt screen
F3 = Zoom

F2 = Amplitude scale
F4 = Readout
F10 = Return -

I

Fig. 47 The caliper signal has been plotted on a fixed scale
from 10 m to 30 m.

Figure in detail The signal on the screen has been calculated with the parameter
values given in Figure 40.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS
F1 = Print screen
Prints the picture (from the screen to the plotter).

F2 = Amplitude scale
A fixed or automatic scale is entered to amplitude.

March 4th, 1992
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F3 = Zoom
Changes the starting and the ending points.

F4 = Readout
Cf. Chapter 6.2.4.1.3.

FlO = Return<<

0

0
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6.2.4.1.3 READOUT [4.1.11 TAPLO
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

S....... .-+ .: .. ;.:.:.. :.. . .:... :.:.. :.:...H:"... ......... .. .......
Draw, data Signa'

4.1 14.1.11

ISmofedsgnal ......

Description With the aid of the cursor it is possible to read from the signal the
coordinates of single measurement points.

File: 47B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
29/11/89 11:33

Home = Read value
PgUp = Cursor speed (3)
F1 = Print screen

Cursor moves with arrow keys
Del = End of readout
F10 = Retum -

Figure in detail

Fig. 48 The coordinates of three points (a, b, c) have been
read out from the curve.

In Figure 48 e.g. Xa = 19.1104 m and
Ya = 79.7 pm

- The coordinates for the point a are shown in the right upper
corner of the picture and the units correspond to the ones marked to
the axes.

The signal readout is done by the application of the arrow keys by
moving the cursor to the desired point and by pressing Home
whereby the X- and Y-values of the point appear to the right of the
picture.

KEYS
-> (Arrow to the right) moves the cursor to the right on

the curve.
< ----- (Arrow to the left) moves the cursor to the left on the

curve. July 23rd, 1992

Functions
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Home = Readout
The readout of a value prints onto the curve at the point of the cursor
a sign (one of the letters a, b, c) and to the right of the picture the
corresponding X- and Y-coordinates of the point. The small letters
behind X and Y relate to the point on the curve. Simultaneously the
coordinates of three points and the real time cursor may be shown. If
further points are read, the curve will be redrawn and the new values
are read tO the "cleaned" curve.

PgUp = Cursor speed (3)
The pressing of this key asks for a new value for the cursor speed with
which the cursor moves along the curve. If the cursor speed is one (1)
the cursor moves through every single point on the curve. If the value
is five (5) the cursor moves through every fifth value and moves faster,
accordingly. The setup value is three and the smallest value one. The
current values of cursor speed is indicated in the brackets.

Del = End of readout
Ends the signal readout and redraws the curve without the markings
of the readout.

F1 = Print screen

FlO = Return<<

July 23rd. 1992
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6.2.4.1.4 SMOOTHED SIGNAL [ 4.1.7] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Draw data
t 4.1 Readout

Sfnwlhed signa!
14.1.71 AXX

............................... .......................................................... .. ................................ ... ......... ... .

Description The measurement signal is lowpass-filtered which eliminates the fast
variations (the noise).

xEO -
ILM

77.0-

Smoothed signal [ 4.1.7

77.0.... ....... ............. ......

..r ... .... .. ...... .f .... ...... .... .. .
:Smoothed
* f.co =
i10.0 Hz

Min. wl. =S........... ........... ........... 1252.0 mm

Vý
67 .0 . ....................................................................................................................

0.xE

12.000 16.000 20.000 24.000

File: C:\PVA\DAT\47B.CON, channel:0,Caliper
29/11/89 12:12

28.000 
m

F1 = Print screen F1O = Return ,
)

Figure in detail

Fig. 49 Smoothed signal. The variations faster than (>) 10
Hz have been filtered off.

Smoothed
f.co = 10.0 Hz

- The variations faster than 10 Hz have been filtered off from
the signal.

Min. WI = 1252.0 mm
-The cutoff frequency is 10 Hz corresponding to a minimum
wave length of 1252.0 mm..

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F10 = Return <<

March 4th. 1992
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6.2.4.1.5 EXAMPLE 4, DRAW DATA TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Draw the caliper signal from 10 to 30 m and print the signal to the
printer.

Retrieve the header file and you are in menu [Beginning].Starting situation

F4
F1
F2 0"
F3 "10"
F4 "30"
F1
F1
F1O
F1O
F1O

* Analyses in machine direction
* Draw data
* Select channel (caliper)
* Starting point
* Ending point
* Draw
* Print
* Return [4.1]
* Return [4]
* Return [Beginning].

0
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6.2.4.2 VALUES ABOVE/BELOW LIMITS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.. .. ....... . ...•.•.•.•.• .. ..i..• i i i .! i ..i.ii..... • .............................. ...•. ..... ... •...•...•....•...

The peaks in the measurement signal are localized with the function
'values above/below limits'.

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.2.1 VALUES ABOVE/BELOW LIMITS [ 4.2] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

....................... ................................................

Values above/ ý:-:: ýAbowv&below 
tbelow limits 4.2 14.2-1limits H Abottel-Owi, 1ý9......... .................. .................. . .......

Description In this menu you give the parameters needed and select whether
values above or below of the predetermined limits or both will be
searched.

Header file:
Comment:
Data is between lin
Speed of paper ma

Given parameters:
Starting point:
Bottom limit:
Waiting:

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Values above/below limits [ 4.2 1

C:\PVA\DAT\47B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
Sample 47

its: .0000 -2901.0432 m
tchine: 751.2 irmin Sample step: 12.8 mm

10.0000 m
70.00 gtm
Off

Ending point:
Top limit: 79.00 gim

30.0000 mI

F1 = Search both ,
F3 = Starting point

AF5 = Search values below limit -
F7 = Set bottom limit
F9 = Waiting onloff

F2 = Select channel
F4 = Ending point

AF6 = Search values above limit
F8 = Set top limit
F10 = Return =

Fig. 50 Values above/below limits.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS
F1 = Search both >>
Searches and prints values above and below the given by using
current limits.

CtrlF1"
The same as F1 but prints also to the printer.

F2 = Select channel
F3 = Starting point
F4 = Ending point

F5 = Search values below limit>>

Starts the search for values below the bottom limit.

CtrlF5: same as F5, but prints also to the printer.

March 4th, 1992
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F6 = Search values above limit>>
Starts search for values above the top limit.

CtrIF6:
Same as above but prints also to the printer.

F7 = Set bottom limit
Set the desired bottom limit.

F8 = Set top limit
Set the desired top limit.

F9 = Waiting on/off
" Waiting = off:

" Waiting = on:

F10 = Return<<

o Prints all values above/below limits. Part of
them can scroll off from the screen.
o Stops always when a screenful is printed
and waits for the pressing of any key.

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.2.2 PRINTING VALUES ABOVE/BELOW LIMITS [4.2.1] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.........................
]i:]:: j Abovelbekw linils [:j Abový wts

... V . I ItS 1421 J4.Z-1 I-]1-tlll .7!i:
.......................... .. ................................... . . ..

Description The locations and the magnitudes of the values above and below the
limits will be printed.

(i______

Searching interval:
Bottom limit: 70.0001

The following values are be
Point Value
13.7984 69.92
14.0544 69.87
17.9584 69.87
21 A784 69.09
23.6672 69.92
25.4976 69.58
25.5104 69.48

Below limit were: 7 value

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Above and below limits [ 4.2.1]

10.0000 - 30.0000 m
0 11m Top limit: 79.0000 tim
elow limit: The following values are above limit:

Point Value
10.8032 79.93
10.8160 79.49
18.6112 79.59
19.1104 79.74
19.1232 79.01
20.7872 79.93
24.0896 79.93

s 24.1024 80.12
Above limit were: 8 values S

F1 = Plot

F1O = Return m

Fig. 51 The values of caliper below 70 lam and above 79 lam
within the searching interval 10.. .30 m.

/

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Plot >>
Plots the signal with limits.

F10 = Return <<
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6.2.4.2.3 PICTURE OF VALUES ABOVE/BELOW LIMITS [4.2.1.1] TAPIO
Users Manual

Version 1.0

................................................................................................................................................................................
.........................Values above/

belowlknits 4.2

.............................

Description This menu draws the signal from the range under study and displays
on the picture the threshold values for the above and below limits.

Above and below limits [ 4.2.1.11
xE0 ....... . .... .

p•m .Top limit:
79.0 pmn

Bottom
77.0 limit:

70.0 jIM

67 .0 -.-.-.------- .......... . ............ ........... :............ t ........... .................................... *...........

i I I I i I I I o
12.000 16.000 20.000 24.000 28.000 m

File: C:\PVA\DAT\47B.CON,channel: 0, Caliper
29/11/89 13:30

F1 = Print screen FlO = Return -

Fig. 52 The plot of the thresholds and of the signal within the range
under study.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F10 = Return<<
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6.2.4.2A4 EXAMPLE 5, VALUES ABOVE/BELOW LIMITS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Search for values below 70 gxm and over 79 pgm within the measure-
ment distance 10...30 m of the paper sample.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the starting menu
[Beginning].

Starting situation

F4
F2
F2 "0"
F3 "10"
F4 "30"
F7 "70"
F8 "79"
F1
F1
F1
F1O FlO F1O

* Analyses in machine direction
* Values above/below limits
* Select channel (caliper)
* Starting point
* Ending point
* Set bottom limit
* Set top limit
* Search both
* Draw
* Printing the screen to the printer
* Return [Beginning].

0
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6.2.4.3 DATA SCROLLING TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Sed. [...........[ ....

Description It is convenient to study the entire length of the signal through signal
scrolling. This brings to the screen the desired length of a measure-
ment signal like a movie. The signal may be scrolled back and forth
and the desired points are fetched onto the screen for still examina-
tion.

M TAPIO®
Technologies
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6.2.4.3.1 SCROLL [4.3] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.......... .................. . ..............
.... .. .... ..... ...

...... Sading 143.11Scrdl 4.31
... 

.........
..................... . ...... N X...........

Description The menu requires the parameters needed in the scrolling. The
scrolling employes also fixed scales that can be set in menu [ 4.1]

(I
TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Scrolling data [ 4.3 ]
Header tile: C\PVA\DAT\47B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper

Comment: Sample 47
Data is between limits: .0000 - 2901.0432 m
Speed of paper machine: 751.2 mrnmin Sample step: 12.8 mm

Given parameters:
Starting point: 9.9968 rn
Bottom limit: 70.00 lam Top limit: 79.00 gim

F1 = Scroll - F2 = Select channel
F3 = Starting point
F5 = Set bottom limit F6 = Set top limit

F10 = Return ,

Fig. 53 Data scrolling. Setting parameters.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Scroll
Starts scrolling of the measurement data on the screen. Moves to the
scroll picture. Before the signal appears on the screen, the maximum
and minimum values of the data are searched, which might take for
a while, if the data is big. If during the same session the channel has
already been scrolled previously, it is not necessary to search for the
maximum and minimum values since those are in the memory from
the earlier scrolling and the signal appears on the screen instantly.

F2 = Select channel
F3 = Starting point
F5 = Set bottom limit

F6 = Set top limit
Red lines will be displayed on the edges of the scrolling picture to show
the top and bottom limits which facilitates to observe whether the
signal stays between these limits.
F10 = Return << 0

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.3.2 SCROLLING [4.3.1] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

... ... ........ ..... ...................................................................... .................................... r ... ......................................................................... . ...........

Description The signal in the picture can be scrolled into both directions and
expanded if necessary.

pxn

86.0

80.0

Scrolling [4.3.1 ]
File: C:\PVA\DAT\47B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper

. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .•

PM

86.0

80.0

74.0

68.0

74.0

68.0

•L.U o .

I i i I I I m

9.9968

incr: 1 1 1 i
t

I i st I InI III
Distance in me

I I I
.ters 16.3328

I I I exp: 1

End = End C-PgUp = jump right
PgDn = -exp C-PgDn = jump left

-> right <- = left Home = Beg.
UpArrow = +incr DnArrow = -incr PgUp = +exp
F1 = Starting point F1O = Return -

Fig. 54 Scrolling caliper signal.
J

Figure in detail On the both edges of the picture the horizontal lines represent the top
and the bottom limits entered in the menu [4.3].

Incr
-By doubling the value of the increment the length of the signal
doubles (only every second point will be shown).

exp:
- By doubling the value of the expansion the length of the signal
is halved.

The line at the bottom of the picture represents the entire length of the
signal. (In this case 2901 m).

Below the line there are two small arrows, which are in the Figure
almost superimposed, describe the starting and the ending points of
the piece of the signal currently shown on the screen.

March 4th, 1992
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Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

Starts scrolling to the right. Stops by pressing any key.

Starts scrolling to the left. Stops by pressing any key.

Home =
Jumps to the beginning of the signal.

End =
Jumps to the end of the signal.

CtrlPgUp =
Jumps a screenful to the right.

CtrlPgDn =
Jumps a screenful to the left.

T =
Increases the value of the increment.

I =
Recall of the previous setting.

PgUp =
Increases the value of the expansion.

PgDn =
Recall of the previous setting.

F1 = Starting point

F10 = Return <<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.3.3 EXAMPLE 6, DATA SCROLLING TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Scroll the caliper signal starting from the beginning.

Starting situation The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu [Beginning].

F4 * Analyses in machine direction
F3 * Data scrolling
F3 "0" * Starting point
F2 "0" * Select channel
F1 * Start scrolling

* Arrow to the right (starts scrolling)
* Stop scrolling by pressing any key.

F10 F10 F10 * Return [Beginning].

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.4 SPECTRUM TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description A spectrum reveals periodic variations in paper that are caused by
faulty operation of pumps, screens, rolls, wires, felts, motors, gears
etc. The peaks in the spectrum allow the identification of these faulty
machine elements.

The SOS-analysis separates from the signal the component caused by
a single paper machine element.

The diagnostics displays those machine elements that correspond to
the frequencies pointed by the cursor in the spectrum.

The stability of spectrum describes the changes in the spectrum as
a function of time (i.e. of the measured distance).

TAPIO®- $ -T~rhnrnIrnr~ii•1
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6.2.4.4.1 SPECTRUM [ 4.4] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description In this menu the values are given for the parameters necessary to
calculate the spectrum.

TAPIO TAPIO"
Spectrum [ 4.4 ]

Header file: C:\PVAXDAR48B.CON Channel: 0, Caliper
Comment: demo data
Data is between limits: .0000 - 2901.0432 mn
Speed ol paper machine: 751.2 m/min Sample step:

Given parameters:
Starting point: .6400 rn Resolution:
Maximum frequency: 48.9 Hz Filtering:
Number of points/Step: 4096/1365 Window:
Number of spectra: 5 Amplitude scale'
Pictures in use: One Plotting with dat.

Calculated parameters:
Adjusted sample step: 64.0 mm Ending point:

Technologies, Inc.

12.8 mm

.04
on
Harming
Automatic

a: off

78 Hz

612.1600 m

F1 = Calculate spectrum - F2 = Select channel aFl= Window
F3 = Starting point F4 = Resolution aF2 = Amplitude scale
F5 = Maximum frequency F6 = Stabil. of sp. aF3 = With/without data
F7 = Number of points F8 = Select step aF4 = One/two pictures
F9 = Number ot spectra F1o= Return - aF5 = SOS - /

Fig. 55 Calculation of spectrum.

Figures in detail

Functions

Adjusted sample step:
-The distance between points used in the calculation of a
spectrum. Depends on maximum frequency and resolution.

Ending point:
-The ending point of data used in the calculation of a
spectrum. Depends e.g. on starting point, maximum frequency,
number of points and the number of spectra.

FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Calculate spectrum >>
Calculates and draws the spectrum by using the selected values of
parameters.

AItF1 = Window
Choose either Hanning- or rectangular window. Use always the
Hanning-window, unless with good reasons for rectangular.

March 4th, 1992
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F2 = Select channel

AItF2 = Amplitude scale

Select either a fixed or an automatic amplitude scale.

F3 = Starting point

AltF3 = With/without data
Defines whether the spectrum alone or also the data used in the
calculation is drawn.

F4 = Resolution
Defines the distance between the points in the spectrum (Hz).

AltF4 = One/two pictures
Defines whether one or two pictures are drawn onto the screen. In
case of two pictures the original spectrum appears at the top and a
zoomed spectrum may be drawn to the bottom.

AItF5 = SOS analysis >> (Option 2)

F5 = Maximum frequency
Defines the upper frequency limit of the spectrum calculation (Hz).

F6 = Stability of spectrum >>
The single spectra are drawn in order to check whether the spectrum
changes with time.

F7 = Number of points
Select the number of points needed for the calculation of one spec-
trum. Always use the value 4096, unless there is a good reason for
using a smaller value.

F8 = Select step
In case the number of spectra is bigger than one (1) the distance
between the first points of different spectra is a step. The function is
automatic. The value is optimized for the Hanning used. Normally do
not touch.

F9 = Number of spectra
The number of spectra used in the calculation. The recommendation
is at least three. (However, note the increase in time consumed for
calculations).

F10 = Return<<

March 4th, I992
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Examples about the effects of F7 = Number of points
parameters _

File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.C

Spectrum [ 4.4.1 ]
""............ ........... .............. •............' ........... ' ........... "% 8 12 8

28/12/89
12:19

.. N =4096
df=

. . .0478 Hz
f.max =
48.91 Hz

number = 5
+1'.A 4LL! i . J! [A -1

25.0 35.0 45.0 Hz xEO
ON, channel: 0 , Caliper
'............i ........... ........... T ........... ........... i ........... t28/12/899

* .. . . . 12:22
N........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... 4 N = 512
df=

.3821 Hz
f.max =

.. i 48.91 Hz- ............ ......... " ...... .• ........... ........... ........... Filt
number = 5

25.0 35.0 45.0 % xE8
ON, channel: 0 , Caliper

5.00 15.0
File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.C

Fig. 56 The caliper spectrum is calculated in both pictures using
the same parameters except the number of points. For the upper
picture the number is 4096 and for the lower one 512. The
resolution changes accordingly. It is obvious that the spectrum with
a bigger number of points reveals more accurately the (small) peaks.

F9 = Number of spectra

Spectrum [ 4.4.1 1
--t........... ........... I ............ •........... ........... ,.............

..28/12/89
12:38
N 4096
df

. 0478 Hz
f.max=
48.91 Hz

Flit
number = I

25.0 35.0 45.0 Hz xE0
:ON, channel: 2 Transmission

........................ :............8..........2 ........... ............. 28/12/89
12:51

................. ...... ........ ...... ....... N 4096
df
.0478 Hz

f max =
48.91 Hz.. ........... • . ..... :........... .......... .. . .. .. . ... " F l

inumber = 10

25.0 35.0 45 .0 %2EO

0 ..... !........... ........... :.....

5.00 15.0
File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 2 , Transmission

Fig. 57 The number of spectra in the upper picture is one
and in the lower one ten. It is obvious that the average often
spectra gives a smaller deviation of noise thus rendering smaller
peaks to appear more clearly.

March 4th, 1992
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aF3 = With/vithout data

aF4 = One/two pictures

Spectrum ( 4.4.1 1
xEO - . .................................... ............ ............ ................................................ 27/12/89

15:17

75 0 . .......... ... . .................. ........... .................................... •.............. ........... ........... N 4096

df ----------- .. .. .. .. ... . . ....... -- ---- ........... .. . . . . •........... ........... ........... ...........

.0478 Hz

f.max250 ............ ~ .. ..... i .............. !................................... . . ............. ........ ........... m°
48.91 Hz

S Flit
i il

5.00 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 Hz xE0
File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 0 , Caliper number- 5

Fig. 58 The spectrum is drawn with the following
parameters: Pictures used: One

Data with/without: Without

Spectrum [ 4.4.1 1

XEO. .............. I ........ ...... ........ I............ ........... 27/12/89..

.750 .................... . .......... ........................ ........... ........... ........... .......... .......... 4.

.50 ......... .................................. ........... ........... 4............" .......... ..........

9 ,n -----÷ .... ... .: ..... .......... ........... ........... i........... ........... ........... ........... i ...........

27/12/89
15:3649

df -
.0478 Hz

f.max -
48.91 Hz

Filt

~LL~iiI.I J ,1 .f LL•...L--L

4 I I I I I '
5 00 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 Hz xEO

File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 0 Caliper number - 5
-- ----- . . . ... 2 /8.......... * ------- ......... - ...... ------ -T - 27/12/89

15:36
------- ........ ....... ....... ........ ........ N - 4096

df -
. ......... "........... ........... L .... ..... ...........I ........... ........... ............ .......... ........... .0 7 Hzf 4 9

.0478 Hz
f.max
48.91 Hzo ...... ..... .-. .......... •... .... ........... !.... ....... •........... i.............. ...........- .......... 4 .9

I I I I r I I

2.00 6.00 10.0 14.0 18.0 % xE
File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 0 , Caliper number - 5

Fig. 59 The spectrum is drawn with the following
parameters: Pictures used: Two

Data with/without: Without
The lower picture expands the spectrum to 0.. .20Hz.

March 4th, 1992
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(
Spectrum [ 4.4.1 ]

xEZ

60.0
:15: 39

"'" ................ ............ .. ........................ ........... : ........... N 40 96

..................... ....... ...... .. ..................................... ........... ............ 64 . 0 rmm

20.0- ........... ........... ........... ......................... I ............. ......... ............ I ........... ........

* I l 4 I - i - - I I -4
70.0 210 350 490 630 m xEO

Xt.Wdxz.e

.750...------f..... ;------- .... .............. . ............................. ...............

S........... ........... ........... ........... ........... . ...... ............. . ............. ... .. ...t .... !........ i........... i........... ........... ------ ........... ........... ........... ...........

27/12/89
15:39
N = 4096
df =

.0478 Hz
f.max =
48.91 Hz

Filt

IIIJ,LAL, I i I, I iL | t .L
I
I • ....... f- .............. I,- - ., -, -- . .

I I I I I I I 1
5.00 15.0 25.0 35.0

File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 0 , Caliper
45.0 % xEO

number = 5

J

Fig. 60 The spectrum drawn with the following parameters:
Pictures used: Two
With / without data: With

In the upper picture the x-axis is distance. dx = 64.0 mm or
adjusted sample step. Signal is filtered if the digital filtering is on.

March 4th, 1992
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Description The picture displays a spectrum calculated with the given parame-
ters.

Spectrum ( 4.4.1
xE8- ...... .... .. ..... . .... . .... . .......--........... . ........... ........ 28/12/89

09:46

N = 4096

df -

.0478 Hz

f.max -
.250 . .. .. ....... . ..........2.5........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ...........

48.91 Hz

rult

5.00 15.0 25.0 35.0 45.0 Hz xEO
File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 0 , Caliper number = 5

F1 = Print screen F2 = Amplitude scale
F3 = Zoom F4 = Readout
F5 = Set diameter F6 = Diagnostics

F1O = Return -

Fig. 61 Calculated spectrum.

Figure in detail

March 4th, 1992

6.2.4.4 Snectrum

28/12/89 09:46
- Date and time of analysis.

N = 4096
- Number of points.

df = 0.0478 Hz
- Resolution.

f.max = 48.91 Hz
- The maximum frequency of the spectrum.

Filt
- The calculation of the spectrum has employed filtering.

number = 5
- Number of spectra.

pm
- Unit of the measurement.

TAPIO®@
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Header file: CAPVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
- Name of the header file, number of the measurement channel
and the quantity.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Amplitude scale

F3 = Zoom
The spectrum may be zoomed within a desired frequency interval for
closer examination.

F4 = Readout
Cf. Chapter 6.2.4.4.3.

F5 = Set diameter
By feeding in the diameter of the roll it is possible to identify whether
the peaks are inherent from paper machine rolls. The picture
identifies the peaks by marking them with a sign ( * ) corresponding
to the diameter of the roll and the subsequent corresponding har-
monic peaks (4 pcs). On the right of the picture there is the diameter
of the roll and the corresponding frequencies as numeric values.

NOTE! The diameter to be set has to be multiplied with the
factor of the speeds of the pope and of the roll concerned, since paper
is stretched in the paper machine.

Example: Roll diameter = 0.760 m
Speed at pope = 900 m/min
Speed of roll = 890 m/min

The diameter = 900/890 * 0.760 m = 0.769 m

F6 = Diagnostics >> (Option #5)
Functions as picture readout except that in addition to the numeric
values for the amplitude and frequency the machine element respon-
sible for the frequency is printed out.

F10 = Return <<

June lst, 1992
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6.2.4.4.3 SPECTRUM, READOUT TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

Description It is possible to read the frequencies and the amplitudesof the peaks
with the aid of the cursor. All frequencies caused by a single machine
component are revealed with the aid of the harmonic cursor, (*).

r
Spectrum ( 4.4.1 1

ýPa - --------- - ---------- 7 .................. . .. . .......... . ...................... . .......... ........... . .........

F-: ¥

250' -- ---------------... .. . .. .. . .. .... .... .

~ IlLIt ~ LJJX

a - 6.638

'a - .679

- 7.78

- .94

EO

5.00
I I 2 .15.0 25.0 I 3 .35.0 45.0 Hz

File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: O, Caliper df - .048

Home = Read value
PgUp = Cursor speed (3)
F1 = Print screen

--> , A-, A<-, T = Cursor
Del End of readout
F2 Harmonic cursor
F1 0 Return - .1J

Fig. 62 Signal readout of a spectrum.

Figure in detail Xa = 6.638
Ya = .679

- The frequency marked on the curve with a is 6.64 Hz and the
amplitude 0.68 gm (value of the peak). The stars ( * ) marked
on the picture are multiples of this frequency (= harmonics).
The frequency and amplitude are approximated with a little
higher precision than the cursor values.

X = 7.78
Y = .94

- The coordinates of the cursor, (+), on the curve.

df = .048
- Resolution is 0.048 Hz.

lim
- Unit of the measurement.

Julm 1st, 1992
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Header file:'CAPVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
- Name of the header file, number of the measurement channel
and the measurement unit.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

Home = Read value.
Plots the coordinates of the cursor. The figure is able to show three
peaks (a, b, c) plus the position of the cursor itself.
-- , A- A T = Cursor

The cursor is moved with the aid of the arrow keys (-- ja --). The
cursor moves by intervals of the cursor speed given. The default value
for the cursor is 3 points, which means that the cursor moves to each
third point on the curve.

The arrow up ( T ) asks the frequency the cursor is moved to.

The harmonic cursor is moved by pressing the Control key and the
arrow keys (A^--, A+- ). This procedure moves the point of the highest
frequency by one point to either direction. The smaller harmonics
follow to the extent needed.

PgUp = Cursor speed (3)
Defines the cursor speed or how many points the cursor jumps with
the aid of the arrow keys. The speed of the cursor is in brackets.

Del = End of readout
Ends the readout but leaves the spectrum on the screen.

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Harmonic cursor
Defines, how many harmonic frequencies will be marked on the spec-
trum.

F10 = Return <<

June Ist, 1992
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6.2.4.4.4 DIAGNOSTICS [ 4.4.1.6] (Option #5) TAPIO
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Version 1.02e

Description Diagnostics displays the machine elements fitting the frequency
shown by the cursor (only the base frequency is counted). The
machine elements are defined in the paper machine file. The accura-
cies ofthe paper machine measures for felts, wires, rolls and rpms are
also employed. Therefore certain concern should be given when the
accuracies are sought for.

f,

Diagnoatic ( 4.4.1.6 1
XEO . .... ----- ----------- .....

480j- ------------ ..... .. *...........------............

...........-.-.. ....... ....... ..... .

5/14/91
08:40
N - 4096
dr -

.0188 Hz
f.max -
19.25 Hz

Filt

xEO

number 2
I I -- I I - I I

2.00 6.00 10.0 14.0
File: C:\D\15-LOI.PK, channel: 0 , Caliper

I H
18.0 Hz

a 4.17 Hz
b 6.77 Hz
c 6.83 Hz
d 6.07 Hz
d 6.07 Hz
e 15.27 Hz

.16 1M

.18 1M

.50 pIm

.02 p m

.02 Jm

.10 Pm

suction roll, press (1.4429 m)
bottom roll, calender (.9238 m)
2nd roll, calender (.9188 m)
couch roll, wire (.9900 m)
breast roll (.9900 m)

6.07 Hz .02 pm couch roll, wire (.9900 m) (cont .... (2))

Home = Read value
PgUp = Cursor speed (20)
F1 = Print screen

-,+-, A^--, A <--, T" = Cursor
Del = End of readout
F2 = Harmonic cursor
F1O = Return - J

Fig. 63 Diagnostics picture. The picture embodies seven cursor
xialues and the real-time cursor in frames.

Figure in detail Upper part of the picture: Same as in the spectrum [ 4.4.1 1.

Lower part of the picture:
Marked frequencies:
a 4.17 Hz .16 im sucton roll, press (1.4429 m)

4.17 Hz = frequency at the point a,
.16 pm = amplitude at the point a,

June Ist. 1992
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suction roll, press = machine element with the fundamental frequency of

4.17 Hz, (1.4429 m) = diameter of the roll.

Real-time cursor:.

6.07 Hz .02 jin couch roll, wire (.9900) (cont.... (2))

Beginning like above
{cont....(2)) = the same frequency is matched by more than one machine
element. In this case by two elemets. Hitting HOME -key displays all
the machine elements marked as d in the Fig.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

Home = Read value
Plots the coordinates of the cursor.

, _, ^~A, A<--, = Cursor
The cursor is moved with the aid of the arrow keys (--, E-). The cursor
moves by intervals of the cursor speed given. The default value for the
cursor is 3 points, which means that the cursor moves to each third
point on the curve.

The arrow up ( T ) asks the frequency the cursor is moved to.

The harmonic cursor is moved by pressing the Control key and the
arrow keys (A^-, A+- ). This procedure moves the point of the highest
frequency by one point to either direction. The smaller harmonics
follow to the extent needed.

PgUp = Cursor speed (20)
Defines the cursor speed or how many points the cursor jumps with
the aid of the arrow keys. The speed of the cursor is in brackets.

Del = End of readout
Ends the diagnostics but leaves the spectrum on the screen.

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Harmonic cursor
Defines, how many harmonic frequencies will be marked on the spec-
trum.

F10 = Return <<

June 1st, 1992
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6.2.4.4.5 STABILITY OF SPECTRUM [ 4.4.61 (Option #7) TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

Description The spectrum stability reflects the changes in the spectra when
measured from different points of the paper sample. The menu draws
each single spectrum and finally their average.

00. zbill.±y of P- 1 4.4.6

10/06/91

.. . I Lnoqth -

255.~ .05000.

429

F1 Print screen 744,-

F10 Return - gas

4 0 4 3 0 420 0 4.0 00

ELI*: C:'.Z\14-LAI1 PK. doonl: 3 .qlass 2

Fig. 64 Individual spectra and their average. The picture
embodies 10 curves. If needed the next picture may continue the
drawing of further spectra.

Figure in detail -Start (m): 10:
-The starting point of the single spectrum.

Average:
- Mean of the different spectra.

Length = 366 m:
- The distance used to compute one single spectrum.

N = 4096:
df = 0.050 Hz:

- As in the spectrum.
June Ist, 1992
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Division = .211 %:
- The division of the Y-axis. NOTE. The area of one curve is two
divisions.

Functions FUNCTIONS KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Continue plotting
In case the number of the spectra is over 9, the rest of the spectra is
drawn.

F10 = Return <<

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.4.6 EXAMPLE 7, SPECTRUM TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Calculate from the caliper signal its spectrum between 0.. .90 Hz.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu [Beginning].Starting situation

F4
F4
F2 "0"
F7 "4096"
F9 "5"
F5 "90"
F1
F1
F1O F10 F10

* Analyses in machine direction
* Spectrum
* Select channel (caliper)
* Number of points
* Number of spectra
* Maximum frequency
* Calculate spectrum
* Print screen to printer
* Return [ Beginning ].

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.4.7 SOS-ANALYSIS (OPTION #2) TAPIO
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Description SOS-analysis (= Separate Original aignals) separates from a signal a
portion (a SOS-component) caused by a paper machine element. The
SOS-component is a"triggered average without external trig-
geringi".

The properties of the SOS-analysis are:
* The SOS-component may be subtracted from the original signal.
* The next SOS-component can be computed from the residual.
* The SOS-components can be added.
* The triggering can be taken from a desired signal.
* The SOS-component can be compared with the original signal.

The SOS-analysis is started from menu "Spectrum [ 4.4 ]". The SOS-
analysis employes the following parameters:
* Starting point. It is recommended to use 10 m for the long measure-
ment and 1 m for the short one.
* Ending point (dependent on many other parameters).
* Amplitude scale.

FUNCTION KEYS:
aF5 = SOS
This calculates the spectrum with the values entered and moves to the
actual SOS-picture. The SOS-analysis employes always the entire
frequencyband (irrespective of the band of the spectrum) although the
spectrum of the SOS-picture [ 4.4.A5 I had been computed with a
narrower band for easier peak detection.

Functions

June 1st, 1992
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6.2.4.4.7.1 SOS-ANALYSIS [ 4.4-A5 1 (Option #2) TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02o S

Description This menu performs the actual SOS-analysis. Cf Fig. 65 that is
displayed just after entering the menu.

Home Read value -+, <--, A.-., A^--, T" = Cursor
PgUp = Cursor speed (3) F2 = Harmonic cursor
F1 = Print screen F4 = Raw signal
F3 = Int-SOS F6 = Save SOS-

J,5_a x E-SOS F10= Return

Fig. 65 SOS-screen just after leaving [ 4.4].

Figure in detail In the Figures the underlined function keys simulate the gray texts as
they appear on the computer screen. The respective function keys
cannot be operated in the situation described.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
Home, PgUp, F1, - [, 4-, A_->, A, T, F2, F10
As in the Spectrum readout [ 4.4.11].

F3 = Int-SOS (Internally triggered SOS)
Calculates the SOS-analysis by using the cursor frequency as the
fundamental frequency. This means that it observes the fundamental
frequency as well as all its harmonics up to the maximum frequency
of the measurement data (that is defined in the menu [2] prior to the
measurement).

TAP I1O®,
- 104a - Ter-hnnlnnih .
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F4 = Raw signal
Draws two cycles of the raw signal. The cycle is defined from the
position of the cursor. Example in Figure 66.

F5 = Ext-SOS (Externally triggered SOS)
The same as the Int SOS, except that the triggering is taken from
another channel. Cf Fig. 67, where "(3:6.12 Hz)" means that the
triggering had been taken from channel 3, from a peak with a
frequency of 6.12 Hz.
PREREQUISITES:
Int-SOS has to be calculated first for any channel before the Ext-SOS
can be calculated.

F6 = Save SOS-
Saves onto the disk a temporary file (the file will be destroyed when
leaving the program) of the signal, from which the current SOS
component had been subtracted.
PREREQUISITES:
SOS (internal or external) has to be computed from the current
channel. Subtraction of a channel from another one is forbidden, since
it has no sense.

aF1 = Retrieve SOS-
Retrieves from the disk the residual saved with F6 and computes the
spectrum. The residual may be handled throughout the program, e.g.
in Scroll [4.3 ]. In the brackets after the function key the channel and
the number of the component is indicated (e.g. Fig. 67 "(3:1)", channel
= 3, component = 1.)
PREREQUISITES: The residual signal must have been saved.

aF2 = Channel, scale
Asks for a new channel and amplitude scale. If the channel is
answered with ENTER, spectrum is not computed but the same spec-
trum is drawn on a new scale. The drawing of the raw signal and of
the SOS-components employes the range of the fixed scales. Return
from the SOS- and of SOS++ components is done by entering as
channel number anything else than ENTER.

aF3 = Save SOS++
Saves onto the disk a temporary file containing the SOS-component.
If the file already has a SOS-component the new one will be added to
the previous one.
PREREQUISITES: SOS has to be calculated, and when added to the
previous component it has to originate from the same channel.

aF4 = Retrieve SOS++
Retrieves the component (or the sum of components) saved with the
function key aF3 and calculates the corresponding spectrum. After
the functions key the numbers in the brackets refer to the channel and
to the number of the component. March 11th,. 12
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O
PREREQUISITZ S: The sum must have been saved.

aF5 = Forget SOS++
Forgets the SOS++ -components saved.

A
SOS [ 4.4.a5 ]

xEO -]- ......... I .......... :'.......... ..................... .......... ..................... ............[ ' , !.........• X = 6 1
xES . . . . Xa =6.14

480 ......... Ya - .270480 .a........................... ..... ..................... .......... a.......... ....................

11*: . . .1:1
II,'

4I.Ma.N~ I

X : 6-.3
24

30.0 90.0 150. 210.
File: C:\D\70-LO2.PK, channel: 3 , Gloss 2

xE.0 - "- '"'----- ----- ---- ';------.--•--- ' " ' "

2.00 ...

.000

-2.00 j-r
a *400 1.20 2.00 2.80 3.60 m

Raw signal

270. Hz x.0
df = .261 Hz

09/08/90
10:11
Max-mirn =

6.6 %
a = 10.000 m

Home = Read value _4, <- A_, A(__ = Cursor aF1 = Retrieve SOS-
PgUp = Cursor speed (3) F2 = Harmonic cursor aF2 = Channel, scale
F1 = Print screen F4 = Raw signal aF3 = Save SOS++
F3 = Int.-SOS F6 = Save SOS- aF4 = Retrieve SOS++
F5=ExtSOS F10= Return - aF5 = Forget SOS++

0
\1 /

Figure in detail

Fig. 66 Raw data corresponding to two cycles of the
frequency of 6.14 Hz.

UPPER PICTURE:
The name of the file may be one of the following alternatives:
" C:\D70-LO2.PK - original signal
* C:\PVA\TMP\70-L02.$-I - signal that one SOS- component has

been (=SOS-) subtracted from (last 1
is the number of SOS-components)

" C:\PVA\TMP\70-L02.$#1 - sum of saved SOS- components

LOWER PICTURE:
Two cycles are computed based on the frequency pointed by the cursor.
If the data is SOS- or SOS++, the raw signal is the data of SOS- or
SOS++.

09/08/90
10:11

- Date and time

Max - min = 6.6 %
- The range between the minimum and maximum of the raw
signal.

March 1lth, 1992
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Version 1.0

a= 10.000 m
- The starting point of the SOS-analysis. Defined in menu [4.4].
The display of the raw signal has been started from the point a.

SOS I 4.4.a5

XE - '-- ------- ---- -...... .. ....:... .. ..... ....... ... Xa - 6 .12
Ya - .259

.480-I- -------- :. .......... .......... .......... .......... "..........":.............. ...........- .......... .."......... xa - . 2

... ... ............. .......... •...........i .......... i............ .......... .i ....... .......... ............

i I i [ i I I I i !Y = .22

30.0 90.0 150. 210. 270. Hz XEO
File: C:\D\70-LO2.PK, channel: 3 Gloss 2 df = .261 Hz

XE0 " . .. ...... ... . ......... . . ...... 08/06/90
10:12

.400------ - --- ........-. ...... lmax-min -
TA ... ..Aiai10.000

0......... b=139. 3737
............. ............................................... 7

-. 400 .f-6.12 Hz
.400- ..... ....... N ...... Explanation 6

.16%4

a .400 1.20 2.00 2.80 3.60 xE0 Trigger =

SOS-conponent m Gloss 2

Home = Read value -, , A< ^-_ = Cursor aF1 = Retrieve SOS-(3:1)
PgUp = Cursor speed (1) F2 = Harmonic cursor aF2 = Channel, scale
F1 = Print screen F4 = Raw signal aF3 = Save SOS++
F3 = Int-SOS F6 = Save SOS- aF4 = Retrieve SOS++(3:1)
F5 = Ext-SOS (3:6.12 Hz) F10 = Return . aF5 = Forget SOS++

Fig. 67 SOS-component, channel 3, 6.12 Hz, saved SOS- and
SOS++.

Figure in detail UPPER PICTURE: Cf. Fig.66

LOWER PICTURE - left:
Two cycles of the SOS-component (e.g. in case of a roll, two rotations
of the roll).

LOWER PICTURE - right:
One cycle of the SOS-component drawn in a polar shape as a circle.
E.g. the SOS-component of a caliper signal representing the thickness
variation in paper caused by a roll refers to so-called dynamic shape
of the roll and may differ substantially from its static shape. NOTE.
The polar scale is strongly exaggerated. The inner circle represents the
diameter of a roll (typically 1,000 mm) and around it the variation,
thatis about 10 pm.

08/06/90
10:12

- Date and time

Max - min = 1.6 %
-The difference between the maximum and minimum values of
the SOS-component.

March 11th, 1992
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Figure in detail a =10,000 m
- The starting point for the SOS-analysis.

b= 139.3737 m
- The ending point of the SOS-analysis. When computing SOS-
and SOS++ components the ending point decreases, though
without any harm to the analyses.

f= 6.12 Hz
- The fundamental frequency of the SOS- analysis.

Explanation = 16 %
-The percentage of the variation in the original signal explained
by the SOS-component.

Trigger = Gloss 2
- The triggering channel.

0

0
March 11th, 1992
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6.2.4.4.8 EXAMPLE 8, SOS-ANALYSIS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Compute the SOS-analyses for two paper machine elements from the
channel Gloss 2.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu Spectrum
[ 4.4 ]. A proper maximum frequency has been chosen (the basic
frequency with all its harmonics displayed).

Starting situation

F2 3"
F5A

F2 "15*

F3

F6
F3A

FlA

F3
F6
F3A
FlA

F4A

* Channel = Gloss 2
* Start SOS-analysis
* Bring the cursor to the fundamental frequency of
* the first machine element (with < or >)
* preferably the higher peak first
* Harmonic cursor
* Inch to get the harmonics
* (with A< or A>)

* Calculate SOS. Generally the explanation % should
* be > 10 % to match statistical significance
* Save SOS-
* Save SOS++
* Fixed scales may be changed
* at this point
* Retrieve SOS-. Check that the the peaks of the SOS
* component concerned have disappeared from the
* spectrum. If they haven't, the SOS analysis cannot
* be computed. Point the cursor onto the fundamental
* frequency of another machine element (< or >)
* Int-SOS
* Save SOS-
* Save SOS++
* Retrieve SOS-. Check whether the peaks dissap-
* peared
* Retrieve SOS++. The sum of two SOS- components
* are computed. They may be subject to analyses
* elsewhere in the program, e.g. in draw signal
* [4.1] or in scrolling [4.3]

Another typical SOS-analysis,
task

Phenomena caused by one single machine element will be studied on
different channels.

Instructions 1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Choose the channel where the component appears best.
Calculate Int-SOS, Save SOS-, retrieve SOS-. Check whether the
peaks disappeared.
Change channel.
Compute Ext-SOS, Save SOS-, Retrieve SOS-. Any luck?
Repeat points 3 and 4 with the rest of the channels. The phases of
the SOS components from the different channels are comparable
with each other and with regard to the original signal.

March 4th, 1992
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6.2.4.5 KEY VALUES TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 S
........................

Key vakies 4.5 1 1 ....
- X.x ........ ........ ......

................. ....... ....................... ... ....................... ....................................... .. ...............X" ......

Description The measurement signal allows the calculation of several key values
which facilitate the comparison between different analyses. The key
values are the following:

- Mean value
- Standard deviation
- Minimum value
- Maximum value
- Maximum - Minimum = Range value
from a desired portion of the measurement signal.

0

Marmh 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.5.1 KEY VALUES [ 4.51 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

............. .........

Key vaWes 14.51.... .......
.................................XY ........................................................................................................................

Description The parameters needed to calculate the key values are entered and
the calculation is done.

rr
TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Key values [ 4.5 ]
Header file: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 1, Gloss 1

Comment: Demo data
Data is between limits: .6640 -2901.7072 m
Speed of paper machine: 751.2 n/min Sample step: 12.8 mm

Given parameters:
Starting point: .0000 m Ending point: 40.0000 m

AF1 = Calculate key values F2 = Select channel
F3 = Starting point F4 = Ending point

F10 =Retum n,

Fig. 68 Key values.

FUNCTION KEYS:Functions

Fl = Calculate key values
Calculates the key values.

CtrlFl = Calculate key values

Same as Fl, but the result is also printed to the printer.

F2 = Select channel

F3 = Starting point

F4 = Ending point

F10 = Return <<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.5.2 PRINTING THE KEY VALUES [ 4.5.1 ] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.................................................. ... ..........

Description Print the key values in the form of a table:

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
[4.5.1]

Key values in interval .0000 -40.0000 m:

Mean value: 12.78 %
Standard deviation: .85 %
Minimum: 10.7 %
Maximum: 16.0 %
Maximum - minimum: 5.3 %

0
F1 = Plot

F10 = Return -I

Fig. 69 Results of key values.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Plot>>

F10 = Return<<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.5.3 KEY VALUES, PICTURE OF THE SIGNAL [ 4.5.1.1] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

............................................................................................................................................................................. ............................ % ....................................................................................................................................................

. .. ............. .................................. e........................_...........................................................................................
Description Draws the signal from the range under study and sets the key value

lines to the picture.

(

Key values (4.5.1.1 ]

... .. .. . .

ili I 6I1 k I I

15 0 ..... M..... ..... a................. ..... ..... ..... -- ------

avr = 12.78
st.dev. = .85
Min = 10.7
Max = 16.0
Max-Mi n 3

5.3

4.000 12.000 20.000 28.000 36.000 m xEO

File: C:\PVA\DAT\48B.CON, channel: 1, Gloss 1
28/12/89 13:02

F1 = Print screen F1 0 = Return ,,
Fl =Printscreen FlO= Return

Fig. 70 Gloss-1. The key values calculated between 0.. .40 m.

Figure in detail avr = 12.78 (average)
- The mean value of Gloss-1 is 12.78 %, which is marked in the
picture with a (red) continuous line.

st.dev. = .85
- The standard deviation of Gloss-1 is 0.85 %, which is marked
in the picture with a broken (red) line on both sides of the
mean value.

Min = 10.7
- The smallest value is 10.7 %,which is marked in the picture
with a (blue) line.

Max 16.0
- The biggest value is 16.0 %, which is marked in the picture
with a (blue) line.

Max - Min = 5.3
- The difference between maximum and minimum values is 5.3
%-units (not marked in the picture).

March 5th, 1992
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0
%I

- The unit of the measured property.

Header file: 48B.CON, channel: 1, Gloss 1
- Name of the header file, number of the measurement channel
and the property.

28/12/89 09:46
- Date and time of the analysis.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F10 = Return<<

0

March Sth, 1992
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6.2.4.5.4 EXAMPLE 9, KEY VALUES TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Calculate the key values from channel 1 (Gloss 1) between 0.. .40 m.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu [ Beginning].Starting situation

F4 * Analyses in machine direction
F5 * Key values
F2 1" * Select channel (Gloss 1)
F3 "0 * Starting point
F4 "40' * Ending point
F1 * Calculate the key values
F1 * Plot the key values
F1 * Print screen to paper
F10 FlO F1O * Return [ Beginning ]

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.6 zoom TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description The zoom function is needed to achieve a better resolution than it is
possible with the calculation of an ordinary spectrum.

Mirch 6th. 1992
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6.2.4.6.1 ZOOM [ 4.61 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

............................................................................................................................................ .......... ...... .. ................................................................................................................................................................................... .
Zoomed 4.6.11 Readout.......... -.... ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Description In this menu the parameters necessary for the calculation of a zoom
are entered.

f
TAPIO TAPI'

Zoom [ 4.6]
Header file: C:\PVA\DAr-\D\48.B.CON, chani

Comment: Demo data
Data is between limits: .0000 -2901.0432 m
Speed of paper machine: 751.2 m/min Sample step:

Given parameters:
Starting point: .0000 m Resolution:
Center frequency: 120.12 Hz Frequency wi

Calculated frequency:
Lower frequency: 118.12 Hz Higher freque
Ending point: 1415.2321 m

0 Technologies, Inc

nel:O, Caliper

ndow:

ncy:

12.8 mm

.0088 Hz
4.00 Hz

122.12 Hz

Fl = Zoom a F2 = Select channel
F3 = Starting point F4 = Resolution
F5 = Center frequency F6 = Frequency window

F1O = Return -

Fig. 71 Entering the parameters for zoom.

/

Figure in detail Lower frequency
Higher frequency

-The zoom is calculated from the lower frequency to the higher
one.

Ending point
- The calculation of zoom uses the data up to the ending point.

Since all the given parameters affect each other, a recommended
operation order is:

1. Set resolution (affects the frequency window)
2. Set center frequency
3. Set frequency window.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Zoom
Calculates the zoomed spectrum.

March 5th, 1992
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F2 = Select channel

F3 = Starting point

F4 = Resolution
Determines the distance between the points in the zoomed spectrum
(Hz).

F5 = Center frequency
Determines the center point of the frequency range under study.

Resolution (the distance
between two successive
points) in the zoom:
0.049 Hz

Fig. 72 Glossary for zoom.

F6 = Frequency window
The range between the lower and the higher frequencies.

F1O = Return<<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.6.2 ZOOM, PICTURE [ 4.6.1 1 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .............. ........ %%................ ......................................
Description The Figure illustrates a zoomed spectrum with given parameters-

Fig. 73 Zoomed spectrum within the frequency range
118... 122 Hz.

Figure in detail df = 0.0088
- Resolution = 0.0088 Hz.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Readout
2f 6.2.4.6.3.

F3 = Zoom

Cf 6.2.4.4.2.

F10 = Return <<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.6.3 ZOOM, READOUT [ 4.6.1 1 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

ýZ-ad 14 6ý.11
.............. ..... .......................
...............................--- ..... . .... --............................................................

Description The cursor shows the frequencies and the amplitudes of the peaks as
in the spectrum.

Zoom 1 4.6.1

xEO .........--- ................... .. ........... •........... ...................... .......... ........... .............:'XxESa% a

.XYa

.120 ........................................................ I.................................... b

:Yb

.o ........ ........................ t ... ........................ ......................................
.0 0 .... . .. .. .. .. .... .. ..... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... .. .

m 119.417

.152

119.453

.104

= 119.497 ]

,XEO

Hz

df=f.0088

119.120 119.360 119.600 119.840 120.080

File: C:\D\48B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
28/12/89 15:03

Home =Read value
PgUp = Cursor speed (3)
F1 = Print screen

Cursor moves with arrow keys
Del = End of readout

F10 = Retum r
J

Figure in detail

Fig. 74 The same spectrum as in the previous Figure, but
zoomed to the range 119... 120 Hz.

Xa = 119.417
Ya = .152

-The point on the curve marked as a has a frequency of
119.417 Hz and an amplitude of.152 jim

X = 119.497
Y = .03

-The coordinates of the cursor (+) on the curve.
df = .0088

- Resolution is 0.0088 Hz.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

Home = Read value.
The cursor moves with arrow keys (<-,

PgUp = Cursor speed (3)
Del = End of readout
F1 = Print screen
F10 = Return<<Marth 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.6.4 EXAMPLE 10, ZOOM TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Calculate from the channel 0 (caliper) the zoomed spectrum from the
frequency 118 Hz to 122 Hz.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu[ Beginning].Starting situation

F4 * Analyses in machine direction
F6 * Zoom
F2 "0" * Select channel, caliper
F4 "0.008" * Resolution
F5 "120" * Center frequency
F6 "4" * Frequency window
F1 * Calculate zoom
F1 * Print screen
F10 F1O F1O * Return [ Beginning ].

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.7 DRAW ALL CHANNELS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 0

Description To provide a comparison between the measurement data of all
different channels, the data is drawn onto the screen in two phases
whereby possible malfunctions in measurements and breaks in the
web are easier to identify.

TAPIO ®O- 122 - Tepchnnlnnip_•
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6.2.4.7.1 DRAW ALL CHANNELS [ 4.71 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

...........................
AJ sigMs 4.7.1

4.7
.... .. ......

Description In this menu those parameters are entered that are necessary for the
drawing of all channels.

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Draw all channels [ 4.7 ]

Header file: C:\D\48B.CON, channel:0, Caliper
Comment: Demo data
Data is between limits: .0000 - 2901.0432 m
Speed of paper machine: 751.2 mimin Sample step: 12.8 mm

Given parameters:
Starting point: .0000 m Ending point: 40.0000 m

F1 = Plot -

F3 = Starting point F4 = Ending point

F10 = Return -

Fig. 75 Plotting all channels. Entering the parameters.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Plot>>
Plots from a desired range the signals from all calibrated channels.
(An uncalibrated channel does not draw a signal). The screen will
display simultaneously four pictures.

F3 = Starting point

F4 = Ending point

FlO = Return <<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.7.2 ALL SIGNALS [4.7.1] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.. .... ... ................... ....
.................... ........

........................................................................
................................................

Description The Figure shows the signals (four atthe time) from all channels from
a desired range.

All signals [ 4.7.1 1xE0

............. *" ......... ..... 2 9 / 1 2 / 8 9

S....... •........ •........ •........ •........... ........ .-....... ....... ......... ........ • 1 2 o
20.0 ....... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ :::::::::::::::::7:: rtii .. 127E

4.00 12.0 20.0 28.0 36.0 m
File: C:\D\48B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
xE0

12.0 12:07
4.00........ .............. . ...................

4.00 12.0 20.0 28.0 36.0 mn

File: C:\D\48B.CON, channel: 1, Gloss 1
xE .......

%2 9i ~912 /8 9
21.0 : 12:07

7.o I~j - ..... i i i i i i i i i ixEO
F1 - Print 4.00 12.0 20.0 28.0 36.0 m

File: C:\D\48B.CON, channel: 2,Transmissionscreen xEO ............ . .... ...... : ........................ :29/12/89
F2 =Continue 12.0 ....... 3... i ....... f .. 12:07

plotting 4.00 ....... ................ ......................... ........ I........ ........

4.00 12.0 20.0 28.0 36.0 mF10= Return - File: C:\D\48B.CON, channel: 2, Gloss 2

S

Fig. 76 The signals from the first four channels.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Continue plotting
Plots the rest of the channels.

F1Op Return<<

0
March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.7.3 EXAMPLE 11, DRAW ALL CHANNELS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task

Starting situation

Draw the first four channels from the measurement range of 0.. .40
m.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu [Beginning].

F4 * Analyses in machine direction
F7 * Draw all channels
F3 "0" * Starting point
F4 "40" * Ending point
F1 * Plot
Fl * Print screen onto the printer
F1O F10 F1O * Return [ Beginning ].

March 6th, 1992
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6.2.4.8 DISTRIBUTION TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 0

Description The distributions describe small scale variations (variability). The
length ofa typical area for study is 3 cm. Therefore the slow variations
have been filtered off. As slow variations are considered variations
caused e.g. by paper machine rolls.

In the distribution analyses the aim is to provide the length distribu-
tions of overshoots of certain thresholds. Additionally, the given
parameters are computed an average floc size for.

Example: The length of the sample to be analyzed is e.g. 10 m. The
result distribution shows that approximately 5 % of the measured dis-
tance (corresponding to a cumulative length of 0.5 m) consists of
regions higher than 1 pm and with a length of 2.4.. .3.2 mm.

A result of a cumulative analysis may indicate that e.g. 37 % of the
measured length or 3.7 m consists of regions higher than 1 gm.

0
MarchSthM1992
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6.2.4.8.1 DISTRIBUTION [ 4.8] TAP1O
User's Manual
Version 1.02c

Description In this menu the parameters are given that are necessary for calcu-
lation of the distributions. To set proper thresholds a high-pass
filtered signal may be drawn. The high-pass filtered signal means
that the slow variations have been filtered off.

TAPiO
Distribution [ 4.81

Header file: C:\PVA\DAT\48MB.CON,
Comment Demo data
Data is between limits: .0000 - 20.0688 m
Speed ot paper machine: 751.2 mnmin Sarr

Given parameters:
Starting point: .0344 m End
Number of dasses: 16 CLas
Lowest value: .8 mm Umi
Maximum wave length: 30.0 mm 1. a
Amplitude scale: Automatic 2. a

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

channel:O, Caliper

lpte step:

ing point:
s size:
ts:
yve + 2.00 pLm
yve + 1.00 pLm
yve - 1.00 pm
yve - 2.00 p.m

.8 mm

10.0000 m
.8 mm

3. a
4. a

F1 = Plot distbution - F2 = Select channel aF1 = High-pass data ,
F3 = Starting point F4 = Ending point aF2 = Amplitude scale
F5 = Number of dasses F6 = Class size
F7 = Lowest value F8 = Umit values
F9 = Maximum wave length F10 = Return.,

Fig. 77 Distribution, input of parameters.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Plot distribution>>
Calculates the distributions (cW 6.2.4.8.2).

AItFI= High-pass data>>
Displays the data used for the calculations of the distributions. The
data is high-pass filtered which eliminates slow variations (cf
6.2.4.8.3).

F2 = Select channel

June Ist. 1992
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TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02c

AltF2 = Amplitude smale

The scale is either automatic or a fixed one as defined by the user.

F3 = Starting point

F4 = Ending point

F5 = Number of classes
Enter the number of length classes on the X-axis as mm (= millime-
ters).

F6 = Class size
Enter the length of the classes as mm. The size of the classes has to
be a multiple of the sample step.

F7 = Lowest value
The plotting of the distributions is started from the shortest one. In
case only the size of the classes is changed bigger, the lowest value has
to remain the same.

F8 = Limits
Give the limits that function as thresholds for the calculation oflength
distributions. Two limits are available for both above and below the
center line. An initial recommendation is to set the following values
in the beginning (the more exact values depend on the quality of the
paper to be analyzed):

" Caliper: 2 1 -1 -2 JIM
" Gloss: 0.6 0.3 -0.3 -0.6 %
" Transmission: 0.6 0.3 -0.3 -0.6 %
* Basis weight: 2 1 -1 -2 g/m 2

* Ro: 2 1 -1 -2 %

F9 = Maximum wave length
To eliminate the values for variations that are slower than wanted
enter a length value for the high-pass filtering. It filters such vari-
ations away from the distribution data prior to distribution calcula-
tions.

F1O = Return<<

June Ist. 1992
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6.2.4.8.2 DISTRIBUTION, PICTURE [ 4.8.1a I AND
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION, PICTURE [ 4.8.1b ]

TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02c

Description The distribution is a length distribution of over- and undershoots of
four limits (of high-pass filtered data).

The cumulative distribution is accordingly the corresponding cumu-
lative total length of the fractions (as percentages from the total
length of the paper sample).

High-pass data [ 4.8.A1 ]

2.0
1.0
1.0
2.0

1.:

-1

1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04

File: C:\PVA\DAT\4800B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper

1.05 m xES

Fig. 78 60 millimeters of a high-pass filtered caliper signal
with markings showing the over- and undershoots of the limits of
± 1 and ± 2 gm. ý = Length of an over- or undershoot

June Ist, 1992
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TAP1O
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

Distribution ( 4.8.1a I
... ............ ............ ............ ...................... .. .......... ............. .......... ............. 2 / 2 8

:29/12/89
13:23

:Limits
.............................................................. :....... ... ............. . .... .......... .................. (;Lm)

\"1 a + 2.0
.2. ave + 1.0
.3. ave - 1.0

4.ave - 2.0

:Lowest value:
.8 mm

:Class size:
8 mm........ ......... .... ............................... . ................................. ........... ax.wave 1 .:

30.0

1.60 4.80 8.00 •11.2 14.4 mun xEO

le: C:\PVA\DAT\4800B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper.

F1 = Print screen F2 = Cumulative sum,, I

F10 Return -

Fi

Fig. 79 Ordinary distribution of a 10 m sample.

29/12/89
1323

Figure in detail

Limits
(Pm):
1.
2.
3.
4.

- Date and time.

ave + 2.00
ave + 1.00
ave - 1.00
ave - 2.00
-The limits in micrometers and defined with respect to the
high-pass filtered signal. In the printouts and on the screen the
values and the curves carry matching colors.

Lowest value:
.8 mm

- Smallest length class.

Class size:
.8 mm

- Size of the length classes.

Max. wave length.
30 mm

- Variations longer than 30 mm have been filtered off.

- Answers the question, how many per cent of the length class

concerned consists of the total length of the sample.

- 130a - TAPIO® 1
June Ist, 1992
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File: C.APVA\DATN4800B.CON, channel 0, Caliper
- Name of the file, number and name of the channel.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Cumulative sum
Draws the cumulative distribution.

F10 = Return<<

xEO

I0.0

10.0

Cumulative distribution C 4.8.1b I
I {29/12/89

16. 5 1324
1. 6 •rn

Limits
-.-.-.------- ........ .......... ........... .. ........... ........... . ............ - -.......... ( m).

1. ave + 2.0
2. ave + 1.0

2.9 3. ave - 1.0
4. ave - 2.0

T 2113 !,
i *Lowest value:

m8 mmn
Class size:

.8 mrs
Max.wave 1.:
30.0 mm

J ............................. ........... ------------ -. ---------------- : .............. ..... ... . . ....

1.60 4.80 8.00 11.2 14.4 mm xE0

File: C:\PVA\DAT\4800B.CON, channel: 0, Caliper

F1 = Print screen F2 = Ordinary distributionr

F1O = Return

Figure in detail

Fig. 80 Cumulative distribution as calculated from a sample of 10
m of paper web. Floc sums (%) and average floc sizes (mm) are
displayed.

Cf Fig. 79 for explanations and additionally, or. each line:

16.5%
- The number indicates the cumulative distribution value at the
end of the line. E.g. 16.5 % means that 16.5 % of the measured
distance consists of points higher than 1 lim.

1.6 mm
- Median value for picture [ 4.8. la ]. This means that half of the
values are smaller and the other half bigger than the median
value. Corresponds to the average floc size when measured
with the parameters applied.

March 5th, 1992
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Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Print screen

F2 = Ordinary distribution I
Draws the normal normal distribution.

F1O = Return<<

0
March 5th. 1992
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6.2.3.8.3 HIGH-PASS DATA [ 4.8A1 ] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description The distribution data is a high-pass filtered signal, which provides the
data for the calculation of the distributions and on which the limits
may be marked. The distribution data is used for the search of the
thresholds.

Fig. 81 10 m of unfiltered signal reflecting clearly the periodic
variations caused by a roll with a wave length of 2 m.

March 5th, 1992
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Fig. 82 The same signal as in the previous Figure, but high-
pass filtered. Note that the division of the Y-axis is only 2.5 Pm
compared with 5 pm in the previous figure.

Cf. Fig. 79 on page 130 for explanations. The curve has been drawn
lines upon to show the limits.

Figure in detail

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F10 = R~eturn<<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.8.4 EXAMPLE 12, DISTRIBUTION TAPIO
Users Manual

Version 1.0

Task Calculate the distributions of the caliper signal between 0... 10 m.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu [ Beginningi.
The measurement has to be done with sampling step of 0.8 mm.

Starting situation

Entering parameters
and checking the
thresholds

Calculation of
normal distribution

Calculation of
cumulative distribution

F4
F8
F2 "0'
F3 "0.04"

F4 *10"
F5 "16"
F9 "30'
F8 "2" "1'
FlA

F1
F10

F1
F1

* Analyses in machine direction
* Distribution
* Select channel
* Starting point
* The value 0 cannot be used due to the employment
* of high-pass filtering
* Ending point
* Number of classes
* Maximum wave length

"-1* "-2" * Limits
* High-pass data
* Check that the thresholds match as shown in
* Fig. 82
* Print screen to the printer
* Return

* Distribution
* Print screen to the printer

F2
F1
F1O F1O F10

* Cumulative distribution
* Print screen to printer
* Return [ Beginning ].

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.9 BOTTOM NUMBER TAP1O
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description It is possible to calculate from the transmission data several quality
indices describing the eveness of the paper structure. One of them is
the so-called bottom number.

TAPIO®
- 136 - Technoloaies

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.9.1 BOTTOM NUMBER [ 4.91 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

-............. ...................... ,......... ........

D e s.. cr.... p.......

Any subsequent transmission measurements will be divided into
groups with respect to their size and distance from each other. The
user calculates the bottom number by selecting these parameters.

With the aid of the groups two distributions are calculated and also
drawn. The first distribution is an amplitude distribution of all points
(histogram). The other distribution is derived when the rest of the
values of a group are subtracted from the first value of the group and
a new amplitude distribution is drawn from these differences. The
bottom number is defined as the quotient of the standard deviation of
the second or of the difference distribution over the mean value of the
first distribution multiplied with hundred.

/,
TAPIO TAPI

Bottom number [ 4.91
Header file: C:\PVA\DAT4800B.CON channel:

Comment: Demo data
Data is between limits: .1520 - 20.2208 m
Speed of paper machine: 751.2 m/min Sample step:

Given parameters:
Starting point: .1520 rn Number of po
Distance between groups 37 points Group size:

Calculated parameters:
Ending point: 10.1264 m

O Technologies, Inc.

2, Transmission

.8 mm

ints: 12469
37 points

F1 = Plot densities. F2 = Select channel
F3 = Starting point F4 = Number of points
F5 = Distance between groups F6 = Group size

F10 = Return

Fig. 83 Entering the distribution parameters.

-I

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

Fl = Plot densities >>
Draws the transmission distributions used in connection of the
bottom number.

F2 = Select channel

March 5th, 1992
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F3 = Starting point
Enter the starting point as meters.

F4 = Number of points
Defines the number of points used in the calculation. A recommenda-
tion is to use with thesample step of 0.8 mm > 12,500 points corre-
sponding to a measurement distance of 10 m on the paper sample.

F5 = Distance between groups
Choose the distance between the first points of the groups. A recom-
mendation is 37 corresponding with the sample step of 0.8 mm to a
distance of 30 mm on the paper sample.

F6 = Group size
Choose the number of the points for the groups. A recommended value
is 37 corresponding with the 0.8 mm sample step a distance of 30 mm
on the paper sample.

F1O = Return<<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.4.9.2 BOTTOM NUMBER, PICTURE [ 4.9.1] TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02c

[Bottom nunberBto dtblr
[4.9j ] ~iii~!i 14•__J _.911 iii

Description This menu draws a distribution curve from all the values of the groups
and also another one from the difference values of the groups. The
bottom number is calculated and displayed to the right of the differ-
ence distribution curve.

Bottom distributions ( 4.9.1 1
xE- - -.......... ............ ........... .......... 7 ................ .......... 02/01/90

10:29:33.150+- ......-......... .......... ....... •.. .. .. .... ........... ........... --......-- ..........---- ovr
22.8 %

........... St dev.=-I-......... 4 ........... ..... -. -----..... --'-............ i. ...... .......... .......... . t d v

1.05
Points =.0 °0 ------ -..... .......... ........ .......... ..... .. .... ........... .......... .-- .......... I 2 ,

.050'12469

19.2 21.2 23.2 25.2 27.2% xE0
Distribution, file C: \PVA\DAT\4800B. CON

xE0 - ......-.. ---------- --------- ....... ........ - . ....... r Dist = 37
G size=37. .. 0. .avr.15o - ..... ----- -.......... • ............ . ... • ... .......... . ... ". ............ ....-.......... " °

i ~ ........ ". ....... - .......... ........... ..--- -- .--- -- ........... ........... .......... .:.......... st.dev...

. . . . .................. 1.25 %
Bottom

.o . . .... ..... .......... n.. . ... . ........ um............. ... ..... b....... . .- nu er=
5.47

-8.00 -4.00 .000 4.00 8.00% XES
Difference distribution: channel: 2, Transmission

F1 =Pint screen

FO =Return

Figure in detail

Fig. 84 Transmission distribution, difference distribution
and the bottom number.

UPPER PICTURE
is an amplitude distribution calculated from the first valuqs of the
groups.

" X-axis is the transmission-%
* Y-axis is the relative quantity of the amplitude values.
Value one is the maximum.

02/01/90
10:29:33

- Date and time.

avr = 22.8 %
- Mean value of the transmission.

June Ist, 1992
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Figure in detail st. dev. = 1.05 %
-The standard deviation of the distribution displayed.

Points = 12469
-The number of measurement points.

LOWER PICTURE
*is the difference distribution calculated from all groups.

- X-axis is the distribution of the differences of the rest of the
points in a group with respect to the first value. The unit is
transmission-%.
- Y-axis is the relative quantity of the amplitude values. Value
one is the maximum.

Dist = 37
- The distance between groups.

Group size = 37
- Group size.

avr = 0.1 %
- Mean value of the difference distribution.

st. dev. = 1.25 %
- Standard deviation of the difference distribution.

Bottom number = 5.47
- Index for the bottom of paper. (Number 2 is good and
number 10 is very bad).

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F10 = Return<<

June Ist, 1992
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6.2.4.9.3 EXAMPLE 13, BOTTOM NUMBER TAPIO
Users Manual
Version 1.02c

Task Calculate the bottom number from the sample within a distance of
0...10 m.

The header file has been retrieved and you are in the menu[ Beginning].
The sample distance has to be 0.8 mm.

Starting point

F4 • * Analyses in machine direction
F9 * Bottom number
F2 2 * Select channel, transmission
F3 "V" * Starting point
F4 12500' * Number of points
F5 "37" * Distance between groups
F6 "37" * Group size
F1 * Plot distributions
F1 * Print screen to the printer
F1O F1O F1O * Return [ Beginning 1.

June 1st, 1992
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6.2.5 CROSS-MACHINE ANALYSIS [ 51 TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.03c

Description The cross-machine analysis examines phenomena that appear in the
cross direction of the paper machine.

The CD sample for the cross-machine profiles consists of 12.. .30
single samples. The start of the next sample is always taped to the
end of the previous one and the top sides always facing the same
direction. Additional longer samples (of any other paper) are taped to
each end of the sample to allow enough acceleration time for the
analyzer. The measurement is done by running the paper sample
from one end to the other.

The cross-machine analysis is divided into the following sections:
" Cross machine profile, where

- The mean profile is calculated.
" Profile variation, which examines

- The variation of the profile with regard to the mean value.
* Searching of tapes

- The tapes are searched in order to separate the ihidividual
samples from each other.

- The tapes have to be searched prior to any cross-machine
analysis.

" Variance component analysis (Option #1).
- The variation of a paper property is divided into machine-

direction-, cross machine direction-, and residual variations.
" Cross-machine direction correlations (Option #9).

- Correlations are calculated between various properties. The
correlation can be calculated also with the standard deviation
of the same or of another property.

TAPIO®-142b - Technologies

NoW. 17. 1992
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I- N

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Cross machine analysis [ 51

Header file: C:\D\P0163A.CON, channel:O, Caliper
Comment: 18 CD-samples, 20 mm tape, front=left, topsideup
Data is between limits .0000 - 160.0160 m
Speed of paper machine: 960.0 m/min Sample step: .8 mm

F1 = Cross machine profile - F2 = Variation -
F3 = Searching of tapes ,
F5 = Var.comp.anal.. F6 = CD-correlation -

F10 = Return,
/

Fig. 85 Cross machine analysis.

Figure in detail The speed of the paper machine has nothing to do with the cross-
machine analyses.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
The data has to retrieved prior to entering menu (5 5.

F1 = Cross machine profile

F2 = Variation

F3 = Searching of tapes

F5 = Var.comp.anal.-
Variance component analysis.
F6 = CD-correlation

Cross-machine direction correlation.

F1O = Return4-

Nov. 17. 1992
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6.2.5.1 CROSS MACHINE PROFILE TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.03e

.......... ...... . ....................... .. ... . ......
.................. .. ...............................

--------- ----- ----...... ---------- CD.-Prolle ...... ..........................
.................. ......... ........ .......... ...... .................... ..........

Description The cross machine profile is calculated as an average of selected
samples that are filtered from variations shorter than the minimum
wavelength off. "

0
Nov. 17, 1992
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6.2.5.1.1 CROSS MACHINE PROFILE [ 5.11 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

ýýýj CD- proiie CD5,1 ole
... 5......................: :.

Description In this menu you enter the parameters needed for the calculation of
the cross machine profile.

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Cross machine profile [ 5.1

Header file: C:\D\POI63A.CON, channel:0, Caliper
Comment: 18 CD-samples, 20 mm tape, front=left, topside up
Data is between limits .0000 - 160.0160 m
Speed of paper machine: 960.0 m/min Sample step: .8 mm

Given parameters:
Analysis region: .0100 -8.4532 m
Samples: 1 - 10 Excluded: 3 5
Amplitude scale: Automatic
Minimum wave length: 100.0 mm

Calculated parameters:
Cross machine samples: 10 Width of machine: 8.4632 m

F1 = Profile ,, F2 = Select channel
F3 = Analysis region
F5 = Samples
F7 = Amplitude scale
F9 = Minimum wave length F10 = Return , /

Figure in detail

Fig. 86 The menu for the parameters of the cross machine profile.

Cross-machine samples: 10
- The number of cross-machine samples found by the program.

Width of machine: 8.4632 m
- The width of the paper machine as measured from tape to tape
from the shortest sample.

March 5th, 1992
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Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Cross machine profile >>
The average cross machine profile is calculated.

F2 = Select channel

F3 = Analysis region
The analysis is done by using the default value: from tape to tape. Also
a smaller portion of the cross profile may be defined as analysis region.

The program asks:
- Start: start of analysis as calculated from the edge of the tape.
- End: end of analysis as calculated from the edge of the tape.

A distance of 10 mm next to the tape is always omitted in the analysis.
This is due to the limited size of the sensor aperture.

An additional distance of paper is omitted depending on the minimum
wave length. E.g.

Minimum wave length: Omitted length:
3.2 mm 10 mm
100 mm 34 mm
200 mm 60 mm.

F5 = Samples
The numbers of the samples used for the analysis.

The first measured sample is number 1. It is also the last sample cut
on the laboratory cutter.

The start of the sample entering first the analyzer is displayed on the
left of the computer screen.

The program asks:
- First sample: the first sample to be analyzed.
- Last sample: the last sample to be analyzed.
- Excluded: some samples may be omitted, e. g.:

1. 3,4,7
Samples 3, 4, and 7 have been omitted.

2. 3 4 7
The commas may be omitted.

3. ENTER
Does not change the value entered before.

4. Space + ENTER
Cancels the values entered before.

The length of the field is 13 which allows the cancellation
of as many samples as can be entered.

March 5th, 1992
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Version 1.0

Functions F7 = Amplitude scale

F9 = Minimum wave length
Variations shorter than that are filtered off from the cross machine
profile.

F10 = Return <<

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.5.1.2 CROSS MACHINE PROFILE [ 5.1.11 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

CD- prolle Cj: D- proile ý:
15.1] )..

Description The cross-machine profile is an average profile calculated from the
first strip to the last strip. Shorter variations than defined by the
minimum wave length are filtered off.

Cross machine profile ( 5.1.1 1

20.0

15.0

...........

Samples
1 - 18

Excluded:
... .... ,............ 3 17

Min.wl =

100.0 mm

.... ............ ............ ........... .......... .......... . Max-min-
3.5%

Avr-
19.3%

........... L ........... • ........... 4.....4... ..... ................... 1......;........... I.......... ........... ..........

4 I I 4 I.• I i I 4
1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 mxES

File: C:\D\PO163A.CON, channel: 2, Transmission
04/01/90 11:16

F1 = Print screen F1 0 = Return ,,

Fl = Print screen FIO = Return
Fig. 87
profiles.

The cross machine profile calculated from 18 single

Figure in detail Samples = 1- 18
- The samples used in the analysis.

Excluded: 3 17
- Sample numbers 3 and 17 omitted from analysis.

Min. wl. = 100 mm
- The minimum wave length is 100 mm.

March 5th, 1992
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Figure in detail Avr = 19.3 %
- Average value for the profile.

Min w = 100.0 mm
- The minimum wave length is 100.0 mm.

Max - min =3.5 %
- The difference between the highest and the lowest values in
the calculated profile.

File: \D\IPOI63A.CON, channel: 2, transmission
- Header file, number of the channel and measurement unit.

04/01/90 11:16
- Date and time.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F1O = Return<<

June 1st, 1992
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6.2.5.2 PROFILE VARIATION TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

ProAe výafanon-] Proa~e o~a;own......

..........

.................. a .. ... o. .. ... .... ... ..

Description The profile variation allows to examine the range within which the
profile fluctuates.

The mean profile (Option #6) can be printed as a table.

June Ist. 1992
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6.2.5.2.1 PROFILE VARIATION [5.21 TAPI0
Users Manual
Version 1.02c

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... .. . ... .... .

. ... . . . . .... ... ..... .... ... .... . . . . . . .
i.:!J Prole varia~r i:::.i::. Pro~le v~ia~on

15:• 21 t:..[ 5I2. I11

Menvoiwe______
E52.4 - ]- - °-- - - ---

Description In this menu you enter the parameters needed for the calculation of
the cross machine profile variation and of the mean profile.

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Profile variation [5.2 1

Header file: C:\D\P063A.CON, channel:O, Caliper
Comment: 18 CD samples, 20 mm tape, tront=left, topside up
Data is between limits .0000 - 160.0160 m
Speed of paper machine: 960.0 m/min Sample step: .8 mm

Given parameters:
Analysis region: .0100 -8.4532 in
Samples: 1 -18 Excluded: 3 17
Amplitude scale: Automatic
Drawing step: 9.6 mm Length of average: 9.6 mm

Calculated parameters:
Cross machine samples: 10 Width of machine: 8.4632 m

F1 = Variation , F2 = Select channel
F3 = Analysis region AF4 = Mean profile ,
F5 = Samples
F7 = Amplitude scale F8 = Length of average
F9 = Drawing step F10 = Return -

Fig. 88 The menu for the parameters of the cross machine profile.

Figure in detail Cross machine samples: 18
- The number of cross-machine strips found by the program.

Width of machine: 8.4632 m
- The width of the paper machine as measured from tape to tape
from the shortest sample.

June Ist, 1992
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0
Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Variation >>
The highest and the lowest values of the profile are calculated as well
as their standard deviation.

F2 = Select channel

F3 = Analysis region.

Ctrl F4 = Mean profile >>
Prints the screen to the printer.

F5 = Samples

F7 = Amplitude scale

F8 = Length of average
The average from the points within the length of average are calcu-
lated and used for printing. E.g. if the Sample step is 0.8 mm and the
Length of average 9.6 mm, the average of the 12 points is calculated
and used for the printing.

F9 = Drawing step
The average calculated from each of the Lengths of averages is printed
at intervals of the Drawing step.

F1O = Return <<

June rst, 1992
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6.2.5.2.2 PROFILE VARIATION AND DEVIATION PROFILE [ 5.2.1 1 TAPLO
Useres Manual
Version 1.02e

PrOfle variatrr rot ymaa

1521121 .. ... ... ... ....... ]

Description The profile in the center of the UPPER PICTURE is calculated by
using the filtering as determined by the Length of average and by the
Drawing step..

The upper profile is drawn by using the highest value found from
the profiles at each of the cross directional positions concerned.

The lower profile consists of the smallest values, respectively.

The LOWER PICTURE is the deviation profile representing the
standard deviation of the profiles.

Profile variation [ 5.2.1 1
xE -......... . ...... -- -- ......... ........... 04/01/90

11:23
22.5 - -- ............. .......... Maximum

Ave
............... Minimum

Sample step:

17.5- --- ----- *......... 8 mm
7.5-- ........... ....... .... ........-...

1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 m xES
File: C:\D\P0163A.CON, channel: 2, Transmission

xE -...... .............. ............ ......... ----- -----.... ........... Samples

.750 .... .:. .. .. ... E ...... Excluded:
3 17
Draw step=

9.6 Mm

Len of ave=
.250 9.6 mm

1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 m xEO

Deviation profile

FA = Print screen F10 =Return ,,

Fig. 89 Profile variations and the deviation profile.

Figure in detail

-TAPI O®
Technologies

04/01/90 1123
- Date and time.
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Maximum
Ave
Minimum

- The profiles are drawn with colors corresponding to the text.

Sample step: .8 mm
- Sample step used in the measurements.

Samples= 1-18
Excluded: 3 17

- The variation profile is calculated from strips 1 - 18 with the
samples 3 and 17 excluded.

Draw step: 9.6 mm
Len of ave: 9.6 mm

- Set values for the filtering.

Header file: C.'O\POI63A.CON, channel: 2, Transmission
- Header file, number and name of the channel.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F1O = Return <<

June 1st, 1992
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6.2.5.2.3 MEAN PROFILE [ 5.2.4 (Option #6) TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02c

PrNo lle av-wia~donI Profle varlAona
1521 [52.11

.. . .. .. .. .. .. .... ...
152.41.. ....... ..

-Description The mean profile of the CD profile variation is printed as a table. The
filtering is defined with the aid of the Drawing step and of the Length
of average. The Drawing step does not need to be a multiple of the
Sample step. On the other hand, the Length of average has tobe either
smaller or equal to the Drawing step.

The table is printed to the printer, if the printer is on. Otherwise it is
displayed only on the screen.

r
Start of

analysis region

(edge of tape)

Fig. 90
tapes.

Triggering of the averaging calculation with the

Figure in detail

-TAPIO®Technologies

The averaging calculation is triggered by the tapes in the following
manner (Cf. Fig. 90):

-The edge of the tape is the zero point. The edge of the tape is
defined as the first point observed that has a value smaller than
the triggering threshold.The analysis is started from the begin-
ning of the analysis region which cannot be less than 10 mm.

June 1st, 1992
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Thereafter the distances equal to the Drawing step are counted.
From the middle of these areas a portion equaling to the Length
of average is taken to be used for the computation of the aver-
age.

-This procedure is repeated from the first CD sample to the
last one.

Figure in detail

Fig. 91 The numeric printout of the mean profile.

- The ordinal of the Length of average calculated in accordance
with Fig. 90 from the first tape in the direction of measurement
(in the profiles displayed from the left to the right).

- The corresponding caliper value.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F10 = Return<<

June 161. 1992
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6.2.5.3 SEARCHING OF TAPES TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.................................................................................................................................... ....................................................

CD ýValof 4"
5

...................... ... .....................................................

Description The cross machine samples are separated from each other through
adjoining tapes. Before any analyses are done the tapes have to be
searched out.

The data of tapes can be saved to the header file which allows the
search to be done only once for each measurement. This applies also
to the data measured with the old program versions.

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.5.3.1 SEARCHING OF TAPES 15.31 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

.ec~ ..o . .... ....
[5.31 [5.3.

Description The searching of tapes takes place in the following manner:

1. The tapes are searched out from the triggering channel.

2. From the beginning of the searching region the first tape is searched
out.

- Tape is regarded as an overshoot of the triggering threshold
that amounts to more than 80 % of the given width of the tape.
The overshoot of the threshold values does not need to be cont-
inuous but 40 % of the width of the tape may consist of under-
shoots.

3. The next tape will be searched from the point: End of the previous
tape + width of the paper machine - advance.

- This allows a jump over the peaks appearing in the middle of
the sample.

4. The search is continued until the end of the searching region.

S
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Version 1.0

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Searching of tapes [ 5.3 ]

Header file: CAD\POI63A.CON, channel:0, Caliper
Comment: 18 CD-samples, 20 mm tape, front=left, topside up
Data is between limits .0000 - 160.0160 m
Speed of paper machine: 960.0 m/min Sample step: .8 mm

Given parameters:
Searching region: .0008 - 160.0776 m
Trigger channel: 5 Width of tape: 20.0 mm
Trigger threshold: 1.6 * ave ( 58.8 g/m2 ) = 94.1 g/m2

Width of PM / pres.: 8.500/ .300 m
Calculated parameters:

Cross machine samples: 18 Width of machine: 8.4632 m
Tapes saved: C:\D\P0163A.CON

F1 = Search tapes F2 = Save tapes
F3 = Search region
F5 = Trigger channel F6 = Width of tape
F7 = Trigger threshold F8 = Draw search region"
F9 = Width of machine F1O = Return - /

Fig. 92 The menu for the searching of tapes.

Figure in detail Cross machine samples: 18 or uncounted
- The number of cross machine samples found by the program.
If the tapes have not been searched or saved to the header file
previously, "uncounted".

Width of machine: 8.4632 m
- The width of the paper machine as measured from tape to tape
from the shortest sample.

C:\D\P0l63A.CON or No
- If the tapes have been saved, the path and name of the header
file. Otherwise: "no".

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Search tapes
Searches the tapes from the region defined and with the given
parameters.

F2 = Save tapes
Saves the tapes to the header file.

March 11th, 1992
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User's Manual

Version 1.0

F3 = Search region
Enter the start and the end of the search region.

F5 = Trigger channel
The program calculates the front and back ends of the cross machine
sample strips by searching ofthe tapes with which the strips have been
joined together. The channel will be defined where to search the tapes
from.

F6 = Width of tape
The width of the tape is entered. A pulse with a length that does not
exceed the width of the tape by more than 80 % will not be regarded
as a tape.

F7 = Trigger threshold
The threshold value of the signal that regards as tape an overshoot (for
basis weight and caliper), and an undershoot (for transmission).

The tapes are searched from the triggering channel by lookingfor over-
and undershoots of the triggering threshold. Depending on the
channel the tapes appear in the signals as bigger values (e.g. caliper)
or as smaller values (transmission). The triggering threshold is
controlled with the triggering threshold factor that is used for the
multiplication of the mean value of the signal. The mean value is not
the average of the whole signal but of a sample in the middle of the
signal. This average is used only for the calculation of the triggering
threshold. If the triggering threshold factor is bigger than one (1), the
tapes are searched from the overshoots of the triggering threshold. If
smaller, from the undershoots, respectively. The info part of the
computer screen displayes the triggering factor, the average, and the
absolute triggering threshold.

F8 = Draw search region >>
Plots the entire cross machine signal from the triggering channel and
region. The triggering threshold is set by entering a proper factor.

F9 = Width of machine
Enter the nominal width of the machine and an advance. A feasible
value for the advance is 0.3 m.

FlO = Return <<

March 11th. 1992
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6.2.5.3.2 CROSS MACHINE SIGNAL [5.3.8 1 TAPIG
Users Manual
Version 1.02e

at apes..........n
1.3......

Description "Draw search region" draws the entire measured signal with all single
sample strips, tapes and additional paper strips at the both ends.

The signal is drawn from the triggering channel and not from the
menu [ 5.31 after the header file asusually.

The triggering threshold to detect the triggering tapes is set as shown
in Fig. 93.

( N

Cross machine signal 1 5.3.8 ]

xE-

q/m
2

120."

. .. .... 1...... . .. --.. . . .. . . . .---

Trigger
threshold -

1.6

ave (58.8)
94.1

Tape width
20 zmn

m xE0

60.0.1 - ~ ~i~hg~gI III
Ii

-. 000 40.0

File: C:\D\P0163A.CON,
04/01/90

I

80.0

.channel:

120.

5, BW 1
10:35

160.

F1 = Print screen
F3 = Search region

F2 = Trigger threshold

F1O = Return ,
}

Fig. 93 The basis weight signal from 18 cross machine
strips with tapes identifyable as peaks.

Trigger threshold = 1.6 * ave (58,8) = 94.1
- The trigger threshold is marked in the picture as a red line.

Figure in detail

Tape width = 20.0 mm
- Width of the tape.

June 1st, 1992
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Version 1.02c

Header file: C:\D\POJ63A.CON, channel 5, Basis weight
- Name of the header file, number and name of the channel.

04/01/90 10:35
- Date and time.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Trigger threshold

F3 = Search region

F10 = Return <<

June Ist, 1992
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6.2.5.4 EXAMPLE 14, CROSS MACHINE PROFILES TAP1O
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Determine from the measurement data of the cross profiles; the
triggering channel, triggering threshold, and draw the cross-machine
profile and the variation profile of transmission.

The header file of the cross profile measurements is retrieved and you
are in the menu [ Beginning ].

Starting situation

e Selecting the
trigger channel

F4
F7
F3 "0"
F4 "160"

F1
F2

F10
F3 ".22"
F4 ".6"
Fl
F2

F10 F10 F10

F5 F3
F5 "5"
F6 "20"
F9 "8.4" "0.3"
F8
F2 "1.6"

* Analyses in machine direction
* Draw all channels
* Starting point
* The ending point so that the entire measured signal
* will be drawn
* Draw
* Plot all channels. The result is in Fig. 94 (page
* 164). The illustration indicates that the tapes are
* best detected from the basis weight channel
*Return to menu [ 4.7]
* Starting point
* Ending point
* Plot
* Plot the rest of the channels. The result is in Fig.
* 95 (p. 165). The figure shows the effect of the
* tape on the signals of different channels. Select
* basis weight as the trigger channel.
* Return to starting menu [ Beginning ].

* Cross-machine analysis, searching of tapes
* Triggering channel, basis weight
* Width of tape
* Width of paper machine
* Draw search region
* Triggering threshold. The result is in Fig. 93. The
* triggering threshold has been set approximately at
* the halfway of the peaks of the tape.
* Return [ 5.31
* Search for the tapes
* Save the tapes
*Return [5]

•Searching of tapes

F10
F1
F2
F1O

* Set other parameters
for the cross profiles

F1
F5 "1" "18" "3
F2 "2"
F9 "30"

Fl
F1
F10 F1O

* Cross machine profile [ 5.1]
17" * Samples

* Select channel, transmission
* Minimum wave length. Variations shorter than 30
*mm will be filtered off
* Cross machine profile
* Print screen to the printer
* Return [5]

March 5th, 1992
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Version 1.0

- Entering parameters
for profile variation

F2
F8 '9.6"

* Profile variation
* Length of average. Variations shorter than 9.6 mm
* are filtered off

F9 "9.6" * Drawing step
F1 * Profile variation
F1 * Plots screen to the printer
FIO F1O FIO * Return I Beginning].

All signals ( 4.7.1 ]
1 2 • .......... . -. .... _. ........: .......... ........... ............ .......... ........... ........... ?..........
40 ............................................ 

...........
120.11 i1

-~.. ..... ...ILL J
04/01/90
09:14

I I I I I I I IxEO
16.0 48.0 80.0 112. 144. m

File: P0163A.CON, channel: 0, Caliper
x E O ......... •........... ........... ........... ...................... ........... .......... ........... ............

% :04/0

36.0 09:2

12.0.. . .09 2

1/90
3

File
xE0

18.0

6.0

16.0 48.0 80.0 112. 14
P0163A.CON, channel: 1, Gloss 1

44. m

........ . .......... .... ........ ........ ......... .. . ..

.......... .. . . .I . .......... ...... .......... .......... .... ..........~~~~~~~~~~~ ;-. -:- .. -t,-t~ --: ---- - -- .... ....

*xE0

04/01/90
09:31

16.0 48.0 80.0 112. 144. mxE0
File: P0163A.CON, channel: 2, TransmissionxEOxE....... .... 04 01/ 90

36).0 V09:41

12.0 .......... ...... .,. i ,. .

16.0 48.0 80.0 112. 144. mxE0
File: P0163A.CON, channel: 3, Gloss 2

xEm...................... T. 4/01/90
q/m 0/19
120. .10:06

40.0 .. . .. . ......... ................ .......... . ..........

16.0 48.0 80.0 112. 144. mxEO
File: P0163A.CON, channel: 5, BW 1

}

Fig. 94 The signals from the cross machine strips with tapes.
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TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

All signals [ 4.7.1
xE..............................

gm I ........ f ........ :......04/01/90

120.... I . '.......... ....... .......... ........... .......... 4.......... i 0 0
420.0.

. .......... [ .......... i............. ........... ..... ..... [ ...... . .......... I ........... I .......... ............ 4 0 1 9
1 24 0 .0 . . .......... ............... ..•i......... . . ..... _•.!....... ... ........... •....... 4.......... •........... ........... ............ i 0 0

I I . I L L I I I

.200 300 .400 .500 .600 m xE0
File: P0163A.CON, channel: 0, Caliper

x E O ...... ........................... ........... ........... ...................... ........... ............%E: -. : 04/01/90

36.0 ........ . 10:09
12.0 I~

.TI I ... .I I. .1 I

.200 .300 .400 .500 .600 m xE0
Filet P0163A.CON, channel: 1, Gloss 1xEO ................................. ........ ...................... ........................

xE0 :: : 04/01/90% . ....i .... •..... ......... ........... ; .......... ... . .. ....- ..........- .:o 0 o0 9 o
18.0 iO0........... ................ ....... .......................
6 0 ....... ......................... ................. .......... ........... ...........

I i - .3 - i- i - .1 - ~ ~i
.200 .300 .400 .500 .600 m xE0

File: POI63A.CON, channel: 2, Transmission
xE ........... .......... f .......... .......... I ....... ....

% .:04/01/90

36.0 .......... ...... .. ------ .... .... .......... ......... 10
1 .. .. I . . . i

.200 .300 .400 .500 .600 mcxEO
File: POI63A.CON, channel: 2, Gloss 2
xE0q / 2 .......... f .......... ............ [ ......... .......... .""" .......... .......... ........... ............ 0 / 1 9
g/m2  :0 . .~4/01~/90• 2 . .. : . .• : .. = .• ........ .i .. .. .... ............ .... .. ..... r ...... ... .... .. ........... ..... ..... ..... .. .... ...... ..... l O O

4 .0 ...................... ... .......... ......... ...........
..... .......... . . ..... ................ ........ 4..

.200 .300 .400 .500 .600 m xEO
File: P0163A.CON, channel: 5, BW 1

Fig. 95 Effects of tapes on the signals.
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6.2.5.5 VARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS (Option #1) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 S

Description The Variance Component Analysis (VCA) allows to divide any paper
property variation to components:

* in paper machine direction
* in cross machine direction, and into
* residual variation.

March 5thW 1992
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6.2.5.5.1 VARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS,
PARAMETERS [ 5.5 ] (Option #1)

TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Tnaa

The components of VCA are printed as a table.Description

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Cross machine profile [ 5.5]

Header tile: C:\D\PO163A.CON, channel:0, Caliper
Comment: 18 CD-samples, 20 mm tape, tront=left, topside up
Data is between limits .0000 - 160.0160 m
Speed of paper machine: 960.0 m/min Sample step: .8 mm

Given parameters:
Analysis region: .0100 - 8.4532 m
Samples: 1-18 Excluded: 3 5
Amplitude scale: Automatic
Drawing step: 32.0 mm Length of average: 32.0 mm

Calculated parameters:
Cross machine samples: 18 Width of machine: 8.4632 m

AF1 = Var.comp.anal. - F2 = Select channel
F3 = Analysis region
F5 = Samples
F7 = Amplitude scale F8 = Length ot average
F9 = Drawing step F10 = Return

Fig. 96 The menu for the parameters of VCAL

/

Figure in detail Cross-machine samples: 18
- The number of cross-machine strips found by the program.

Width of machine: 8.4632 m
- The width of the paper machine as measured from tape to tape
from the shortest sample.

March 11th, 1992
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Functions FUNCTION KEYS: (Cf. pages 146 ... 7)
F1 = Var.comp.anal >>
The Variance component analysis (VCA).

CtrlF1 = Var.comp.anal >>
The same to the printer.

F3 = Analysis region
F5 = Samples
F7 = Amplitude scale
F8 = Length of average

F9 = Drawing step
The drawing step has to be a multiple of the measurement step.

F10 = Return <<

0

March I1th, 1992
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6.2.5.5.2 PRINTING THE VARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS (VCA)
RESULTS [ 5.5.1 1 (Option #1)

TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

,... .. .,. ...... ,.......... .,.... ,................ ...... ,......................................

snakyl[. 5.5.1 1 :: 5.5.1.1.... s... ,

Description The results of the VCA are printed in the form of a table.

A

Analysis region:
Samples:
Drawing step:

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, -Inc.
Variance Component Analysis [ 5.5.1]

0.0100 - 8.4532
1-18 Excluded: 3 17
32.0 mm Length of average: 32.0 mm

Mean value:
Total std deviation:
CD std deviation:
MD std deviation:
Residual std deviation:

Value:
50.16 g/m2

1.28 g/m
2

.77 g/m
2

.17g/m
2

1.01 g/m2

Var.coeff:
100.00%

2.55%
1.54%

.34 %
2.01%

F1 = Stability profile - F2 = All samples,

^F3 = Sample means ,

F1O = Return

Fig. 97 Plotting VCA

Figure in detail Samples: 1-18 Excluded: 3 17
- The samples used in the calculations.

Drawing step: 32.0 mm Length of average: 32.0 mm
- The values used in filtering. The result corresponds to a sensor
opening of 32 mm * 5 mm, if the opening of the basis weight
sensor used is 5 mm (0). Note that the longer direction of the
aperture is in CD of the paper machine.

Value:
- The values are in the units of the measurement channel.

March 5th, 1992
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Var. coeff.

- Variation coefficient. The same values as above but the mean
is scaled to match the value of 100 %.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Stability profile
The stability profile is computed.

F2 = All samples -
Draws one by one the mean profiles and all the single cross-machine
profiles used in the calculations of VCA.

F3 = Sample means ,
Calculates key values from mean profile and from all single cross-
machine profiles in the form of a table.

Ctrl-F3:

Same as F3, but plotting also to the printer.

F10 = Return ,

Xamh 5th, 1992
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6.2.5.5.3 STABILITY PROFILE [15.5.1.1] (Option #1) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

VaawConips- VCA Stabiity pwtle

ent ard~s [5.q [5.5.11 15.5.111!

[5.5.1.31

Description The stability profile describes the stability of the paper machine in the
cross direction. In mathematical terms it is the standard deviation of
the residual variation calculated in the machine direction. This means
that in the deviation the share of the machine directional variation has
been omitted, whereas it is included in the deviation profile [ 5.2.1 ] of
the profile variation. A small amplitude means good stability.

Stability profile [ 5.5.1.1
xE0 . .......... , ........... ........... :...........• ........... , ........... • ........... , ........... , ........... , ........... •

g/m Samples =

1 - 18

Excluded:
3.60 3 17--------- ... ....................... ....... ........................................................ 3 17

Draw. step=
32.0 mm

Len of ave=
32.0 mm

1.20

I. I +iII I I i Ji
1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 m xEO

Header file: C:\D\85POII.PK, channel: 5, Basis weight
07/06/90 15:40

F1 = Print screen

FIO = Return

Figure in detail

Figure 98 Stability profile of a paper machine.

Samples = 1 - 18 Excluded: 3 17
- The samples used in the analysis.

Draw. step = 32. 0 mm
Len of ave = 32.0 mm

- Values used in the filtering.

Header file: CAD\85POI1.PK, channel 5, Basis weight
- Header file, channel, name of the measurement unit.

March 6th, 1992
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Functions

07/06/90 15:40
- Date and time.

FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F1O = Return ,

March Sth, 1992
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6.2.5.5.4 ALL SAMPLES [ 5.5.1.2] (Option #1) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

flxanecm~n- VCA subityprolie

wdnys5~ 15.5.11 15.5.1.11F 512 A'iIn~s ... ICo
-Ap~ .me.I ......-512L..............

Description Draws the mean cross profile to the top and the first nine single
profiles used for the VCA. The X-axes represent the mean calculated
to the right (50.16 g/m2). The division of the Y-axis is indicated below
it. Accordingly, the distance between two such horizontal axes is twice
this division. The division is set manually in the menu [ 5.5] with the
function key F7 = Amplitude scale. The division is half of the peak-
to-peak value entered. The nominal value does not carry importance,
since the X-axes are always located at the mean value.

Samp : All samples C 5.5.1.2 ]

Mean ,0--,-.'V r - - f57/06/90

15:41

IDraw, step
'-. -y" r V~ IV• , -=32.0 im

Len of ave

2 -r v '- *r. .. . = 3 2 . 0 m

Mean-=50.16 
g/m

2

Div. =6.00 gm

F1 = Print
screen 6

F2 = Continue
plotting , .. -,,, . I

Fi1 = Retumr a V*4 No .f6

.. . ...4 . -4. -. , ,",",thy .,,L v I ',
1.00 I I l I I

1.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 9.00 m

Header file: C:\D\85POI1.PK, channel: 5, Basis weight

Fig. 99 All samples.

Figure in detail

M TAPIO®
Technologies

07/06/90 15:41
- Date and time.
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Draw. step = 32.0 mm Len of ave = 32.0 mm
- The values used in filtering.

Mean = 50.16 g/m2

- The mean value from all samples.

Div. = 6.00 g/m2

- The division of the Y-axis.

Header file: CAD\85P0O1.PK, channel 5, Basis weight
- Name of the file, number and name of the channel.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F2 = Continue plotting
If more than 9 single profiles are used in the VCA, the next ten profiles
will be plotted.

F10 = Return << 0

March 5th, 1992
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6.2.5.5.5 SAMPLE MEANS [ 5.5.1.3] (Option #1) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Component "ai- typlVCA .

I 1551.1
Samiple measa.. .... .. .....

valties[5.5.1.31..........................-- ----- -- - - - - - - ---
.. .............................................

Description Calculates key values for the mean profile and for the single profiles
in the form of a table:

- mean value
- standard deviation
- variance = square of the standard deviation
- minimum value
- maximum value

- - difference between the maximum and minimum values.

The header file and other related information will appear when
printingon paper. If there have been more samples than appear on the
screen, additional reports will print by hitting any key. In case the
printingis addressed also to the printer the program prints everything
without delays.

TAPIO
Sample means [ 5.5.1.3'

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Analysis region:
Samples:
Drawing step:

Sample: Mean:
g/m2

Mean

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

.0100 -8.4532 m
1-19
32.0 mm

St dev: Var:
g/m2  (g/m2)2
50.16 .80
50.08 1.36
50.08 1.29
50.08 1.08
50.28 1.38
50.02 1.24
50.06 1.21
50.13 1.37
50.02 1.22
Hit any key to continue

Length of averag

Min:
Sg/m2

.65
1.86
1.67
1.17
1.91
1.53
1.46
1.87
1.49

Max:
g/rM2

46.61
45.58
44.51
47.05
45.64
44.61
45.27
45.68
44.65

ie: 32.0 mm

Max-min:
g/m2

52.06 5.45
52.86 7.28
53.17 8.66
52.60 5.55
54.14 8.49
53.54 8.93
53.13 7.86
53.64 7.96
52.64 7.99

L F1O = Return

Fig. 100 Printing sample means.
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Figure in detail

Functions

Samrnres: 1-19
- The samples used in the calculations.

Drawing step = 32.0 mm Length of average = 32.0 mm
- Values used in filtering.

FUNCTION KEYS:

F10 = Return ,

March 5th. 1992
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6.2.5.7.5 EXAMPLE 15, VARIANCE COMPONENT ANALYSIS (Option #1) TAPIO
Users Manual

Version 1.0

Task Calculate the irariance component analysis and the stability profile
and print all samples and the sample averages for the basis weight.
Eight (8) CD-samples.

The header file of the cross-machine analysis including the tapes has
been retrieved. You are in the menu [ 5.5 ].

Starting situation

- set values for
filtering

F9 "32"
F8 "32"

* Drawing step
* Length of average

F2 "5"
FIC
F3C
F10
F2
F1
F10
F1
F1
F10 F10

* Channel
* VCA + printing
* Sample average + printing
* Return [5.5.11
* All samples
* Printing
* Return [ 5.5.1 ]
* Stability profile
* Printing
* Return [ 5.5 ]

March 6th, 1992
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6.2.5.6 CD-CORRELATION (Option #9) TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.03e

KTCýD-c~orrelation,
y~'~ [5.61

CD-correlation,
y-a~x+b [ 5.6.1

Description This option calculates the following characteristics between various
quantities; correlation (R); regression equation (y = a*x + b); and
explanation percentage. The analysis can be calculated from single or
from mean profile either for the entire CD-length or for any portion of
it.

The correlation may be computed also with the standard deviation
values of the same or of another quantity (y = a*o(x) + b, where a(x) is
the standard deviation of the signal from channel x).

The profiles may be high-pass- or low-pass-filtered which allows the
investigation of correlation in a different scale, e.g.:

Phenomenon under study:
Shape of the entire profile
Streaks
Flocs

Wave leneth to be studied:
> 64 mm
64 ... 500 mm
< 64 mm

Nov. 16. 1992
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6.2.5.6.1 CD-CORRELATION, y = a*x + b [ 5.6 ] (Option #9) TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.03c S

.f~ CDceiaton CD-correlation, -y~a~b[56]y=a'x+b 5.6.1

Description In this menu you give the parameters used in the calculation of the
correlation.

I-

TAPIO TAPIC Technologies, Inc.
CD-correlation, y = aex + b [ 5.6 ]

Header file: C.AD\208-C01.PK,
Comment:
Data is between limits
Speed of paper machine:

Given parameters:
Analysis region:
Samples:
Channel x:
Amplitude scale:
Drawing step:

Calculated parameters:
Cross machine samples:

Channel: 0, Caliper
Upper side--up,30pcs,front=lefiwidht--ca.8m,tape=20
.0008 - 250.6744 m
6000.0 m/min Sample step: .8 mm

.0100 - 4.000 m
1 - 10
5
Automatic
32.0 mm

Risk level (a): 5.0%
HP-filter: 500.0 mm
Length of average: 32_0 mm

Width of machine: 7.2208 m30

F1 = Correlation - F2 = Channels x and y aFI = St. dev. - x
F3 = Analysis region F4 = Risk level
F5 = Samples F6 = HP-filter
F7 = Amplitude scale F8 = Length of average
F9 = Drawing step F10 = Return -

Fig. 98-1 Parameter menu of CD-correlation.

Figure in detail Cross machine samples: 30
- Number of CD-samples found.

Width of machine: 7.2208 m
-The width of the paper machine as calculated from the shortest
tape-to-tape profile.

Channel x: 5
- Calculates y = a*x + b from channel x = 5.

St dev., channel x : 5
- Calculates y = a*oax) + b, channel = 5.

HP-filter: 500 mm or off
- The maximum wave length of the high-pass filter (the signal
has been attenuated to one half). Longer wave lengths have
been filtered off.
- "off', whereby the high-pass filter is off.

NoK. 16, 1992
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Uscr's Manual
Version 1.03c

Functions FUNCTION KEYS (CF. PAGES 146 - 147)

F1 = Correlation >>
Calculates the linear correlation (or the coefficients a and b as well as
the correlation coefficient R for the regression equation y = a*x + b) and
the explanation percentage for the signals x and y.

AIt-F1 ='St. dev. - x
Select whether y = a*x + b ory a*o(x) + b is calculated. In the former
case the signals x and y are high-pass filtered by calculating the mean
from the length of average (by steps of the drawing steps). In the latter
case the standard deviation of the signal x is calculated. The standard
deviation is not high-pass filtered.

F2 = Channels x and y

Give channels x and y.

F 3= Analysis region

F4= Risk level
The risklevel a refers to the risk with which the correlation coefficient
R is deviating from zero (possible values: 5 or 0.1%). If the result does
not deviate from zero at the given risk level, the correlation coefficient
is printed as 0 and the coefficients of the regression equation and the
explanation percentage remain unprinted.

F5 = Samples

F6 = HP-filter
High-pass filtering. The wave lengths longer than the given maximum
wave length are filtered off (e.g. a curved profile can be straightened).
When the high-pass filtering is on the mean of the signals is always 0.

F7 = Amplitude scale
Give the nominal values for the scales and the peak-to-peak values of
the signals x and y.

F8 = Length of average
Length of average..

F9 = Drawing step
The drawing step does not need to be a multiple of the measurement
step. The drawing step provides the minimum wave length of the low-
pass filtering through multiplication of it by two. For example:
drawing step = 32 mam, minimum wave length = 64 mm. The
corresponding maximum wave length of the high-pass filtering = 64
mm.

F10 = Return <<

Nov. 16, 1992
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6.2.5.6.2 CD-CORRELATION, y = a*x + b [ 5.6.1] (Option #9)
and y = a*a(x) + b [ 5.6.1]

TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.0Ae

-•CD-co-rrel-ation, -- i ,-a b -.. - - - - - - - CD-'correlation,
y• a 15.61::::::x+b 15.6.11 Option #:L. ........

Description This Chapter handles the results of the CD-correlation.

CD-Correlatlon, y a-x + b [ 5.6.1 j

XlE0 "" '""T'""-"-"--'"- --'" --"" --"-":'"' ..". Measured = ......

Im blue
1..20 • .-- -- -..-- --...... Ca c . . ..... ....... ' ......

redYý. ....... ...... .......
.400 1.200 2.000 2.800 3.600 xEm 08/06/92 08:09

File: C:\D\208-COl.PK, channel: 0 , Caliper

x9M R - .73 Samples -
_ . . . . . . . a= .90 1-10

1.20 .b-
1.20.~~ ~ ----+-------.--.--+-...--- ------b-.-"

N 104 Draw. step-x i ! " : : ' : • O =5.0 % 32.0 m~

Explanation- Len of ave-

-1.20 54 % 32.0 ianI HP-filter:

4 4- - In 500.0 mm
.400 1.200 2.000 2.800 3.600

File: C:\D\208-C01.PK, channel: 5 , BW

xE0

F1 = Print screen
F3 = Calculate y

F6 = Save to table

F1O=- Return

Fig. 98-2 Results of the CD-correlation. Case y = a*x + b.
Part from the beginning of the CD-profile is not analyzed as a result
of the high-pass filtering. From the ends of the CD-profiles the
parts corresponding to ca. 1.3 times the maximum wave length are
left off.

Nor. 16,1992
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Version 1.03c

f,

CD-correlation, y - a- 0 Wx) - b 1 5.6.1 1

----- ....----- ,--....---: Measured .......................
blue
Ca •c . . .....-- .......

'A~J~red.......... .... .... ...... ....
1.200 2.000 2.800 3.600 xEO 08106/92 08:07

D\208-CO1.PK, channel; 0 , caliper... ....................i .- - ..- ... ............. ......
R 0 Samples -

1 - 10... -L -. L .. -. - - .. ...., ....-.....-.....-. I

N 104 Draw. step-
. .. . ..... C E - 5.0 % 32.0 mm

Explanation- Len of aver
0 32.0 mm

HP-filter:
500.0 mm

m
xEO.400 1.200 2.000 2.800 3.600

File: C:\D\208-C01.PK, channel: 5 , BW

F1 = Print saceen
F3 = Calculate y

F6 = Save to table

F1O= Return - /

Figure in detail

Fig. 98-3 Results of the CD-correlation. Case y = a*o(x) + b.
The correlation coefficient does not deviate from zero at the risk
level of 5 %. Therefore the coefficients and the explanation
percentage of the regression equation have been left off.

TOP FIGURE LEFT:
- Filtered signal from channel y (blue curve on the screen).
- y-signal calculated from the channel x-signal by the applica-
tion of the regression equation (red curve on the screen).

BOTTOM FIGURE LEFT:
- Filtered signal from channel x (x, Fig. 98-2) or
standard deviation of the signal from channel x (o(x) Fig. 98-3).

TOP FIGURE RIGHT:
-The signals from channels x andy as axes x andy, respectively.
The regression curve is shown red in the screen.

RESULTS ON BOTTOM RIGHT:
R =.73

- Correlation coefficient = 0.73. The coefficient is one, when the
signals are equal and zero when there is no similarity between the
signals. When the coefficient is -1 the signals are equal but in opposite
phase (when one signal has a large value the other one is small).

a = .90
- Slope of the regression equation.

Nov. 16,1992
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b = .0 - Constant of the regression equation.

N = 104
- Number of points used for the calculation of the correlation.

a= 5.0 %
- The risk level used in the calculation.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Print screen

F3 = Calculate y
Calculates the y-signal from the x-signal by the application of the
regression equation and draws it atop the original y-signal. This is
possible only if the region to be analyzed is reasonably small (i.e. if the
entire curves of the pictures are drawn simultaneously and not as
sections).

F6 = Save to table
The computation parameters and the numeric results can be saved to
the ASCII-file for printing or for later analyses (cf next Chapter). The
curves remain on the screen during the saving operation.

F10 = Return <<

No,. 16. 1992
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6.2.5.6.3 TABULATION OF RESULTS TO FILE (Option #9) TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.03e

Des~zription The computing parameters and the numeric results can be saved to the
ASCII-file. The only control characters in the file are CR (ODh) and LF
(OAh), which render the results for further handling with the most
programs. The tabulated file can, of course, be-printed on the printer
with the PRINT-command of DOS.

The tabulation has been intended for the facilitation of the summaries
and in no way to replace the printing of the correlation curves.

CD-correlation, y - a-x + b 1 5.6.1 )

xE, .• -- -. '--..'.. T...--..-... -.. ----..---- f ..-------..- Mea su e .. .. ....... f.......t ....
49 .9 - .. ............ ... ... ....... .. . ..... ..... ... a• .......... . " ........ •... .....

.4 . 00 .8 .0 easured 08

.400 1.200 2.000 2.800 3.600 XEO 08/06/92 08: 25

2
File: C:\D\208-C01.PK, channel: 0 Caliper
xEm . . ................ R - .72
5 8-.. a - .75
53. . . . . . b - 9.3

-5.0x A' 'i :A i 24

Explanation
48.8 - ... 51

Samples -
1 - 10

Draw. step-
32.0 rrm

Len of ave-
32.0 sim

HP-tilter;
off

.400 1.200 2.000 2.800 3.600 xF,
File: C:\D\208-C01.PK, channel: 5 . B1

F1 = Table file (C:\PVA\MAC\HUI.TXT)
F3 = Header file ( 1)
F5 = Parameters( 1)
F7 = Results ( 2 )

F1O= Retum. I

Fig. 98-4 The function keys needed for the creation of the
table file. In the Figure the correlations have calculated without the
HP-filtering.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F1 = Table file (C:\PVA\MAC\HUI.TXT)
Gives the name of the table file. If the file already exists, the new
results are added to the end of the file. The default directory is the
macro directory as defined in the menu [ 9 l and the extension is .TXT.

F3 = Header file ( 1 )
Saves to the table file the title information of the measurement. The
number in the parenthesis is added by each save.

F5 = Parameters ( 1 )
Saves to the table file the parameters used for the calculation of the
correlation.

Nov. 16, 1992
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F7 = Results ( 2 )
Saves to the table file the results of the correlation.

F1O = Return <<
Recalls the function keys of the menu [ 5.6.1 1.

The title infoi-mation has to be saved prior to the saving of. the
parameters. The parameters have to be saved always prior to the
saving of the results, and always when the parameters affecting the
computation of the correlation have been changed. The either yellow
or grey color of the function keys guides the operator.

08M05/92 1423:12

Header file: D:299-C01.PK, channel: 0, Caliper
Comment: FE ? US ? TAPE 20 mm ca 20 PCS 5.4 m
Data is between limits .0008 - 100.0440 m
Speed of paper machine: 6000.0 m/min Sample step: .8 mm

CD-correlation,
Analysis region:
Samples:
Drawing step:
HP-tilter:

Channel y:

Caliper
Gloss I
Gloss 2
Transmission
RO
Density
Gloss 1
Gloss 2
Transmission
RO
Density
Gloss 1
Gloss 2
RO
Gloss 2
RO
R0

y= a'x + b[5.6.1]
.0100 - 5.4W8 m
1 - 17
32.0 mm Length of average:
off a:

32.0 mm
5.0%

Channel x: R: a: b: N: Expl. (%):

BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
BW
CWiper
Caliper
Caliper
Caliper
Caliper
Transmission
Transmission
Transmission
Gloss 1
Gloss 1
Gloss 2

.55

.70
.93
.48
-.65
.87

0
.29
.28

0
0

.75

.69
%94
.83
-.71
-.79

.23
1.77
2.16
.13
-.23

12.03

1.59
-.18

6.78
5.70

-1.18
.77
-.10
-.12

44.1
-55.4
-83.9

7.0
89.3

316.6

-27.7
27.6

-41.3
-24.5
92.6
15.1
802
81.5

169
169
169
169
169
169

169
169

169
169
169
169
169
169

30
50
86
23
42
75

9
8

57
47
89
69
51
63

CD-correlation, y = a'x + b [ 5.6.1 1
Analysis region: .6000 - 2.4000 m
Samples: 1 - 17
Drawing step: 32.0 mm Length of average: 32.0 mm
HP-filter:., off a: 5.0%

Channel yr

Transmission

Channel x: R: a: b: N: Expl. (%):

BW -.36 -.17 29.2 56 13

Fig. 98-5 Complete table file. Starting from the beginning the title
file. the parameters and 17 rows of results have been saved with the
macro PS-KOR.INP and the rest of the parameters and one row of
the results have been saved manually.

0
Nov. 16, 1992
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Figure in detail Title information prints:
- date
- comment
- data is ... (3 periods describe the rest of the row)

- Speed of paper...

Parameters prints:
- CD-correlation ..

- Analysis region ...
- Samples ...
- Drawing step ...
- HP-filter...
- Channel y ...

Results prints:
- One row of results.

Nov. 16, 1992
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6.2.5.6.4 CORRELATION MACRO PS-KOR.INP (Option #9) TAPIO
Uscres Manual

rs on . e

Description The correlation analysis can be performed also with the application of
a macro. The macro prints the results of the correlation curves to the
printer and the results to the table.

- If the curves are wanted not to be printed to the printer, the
cable between the copy protection modules and the printer
buffer maybe disconnected. However, the printing of the curves
is recommended.
- If the results are not wanted to the table, the table can be
destroyed. The tabulation has no essential increment to the
computer time.

The macro computes "reasonable" correlations from the channels 0, 1,

2,3,4,5,7.

The macro is started from the menu [ Beginning].

The macro contains three various filter values, two of which as
comments (macro assumes as the sample step 0.8 mm).

Region to sudy- HP-filer: Length of average=
Drawing step*

32 mm
32 mm as comment
0.8 mm as comment

1.
2.
3.

Entire profile
Streaks
Flocs

off
500 mm
64 mm

Prior to starting the macro it has to be checked with regard to the
filterings. Another alternative is to copy from the macro three
separate macros each with different filterings. The third alternative
is to remove the setup of the filterings from the macro and to do it
always manually prior to starting the macro.

The macro saves the table to the macro directory to the file TULOS.TXT.
If the file already exists the new results are added to the end of the old
ones. The name of the file can be changed from the macro if needed.

Other tasks prior to starting the macro:
- Data has to be retrieved
- The tapes have to be retrieved
- If needed, set:

- Analysis region, CD-profile as the default value
- Amplitude scale, automatic as the default value

Then go ahead.

NWv. 16, 199
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6.2.5.6.5 EXAMPLE 15.5, CD-CORRELATIONS (Option #9) TAPIO
Users Manual
Version 1.03c

Task Calculate the correlation between the basis weight (channel 5) and
caliper (channel 0) for the entire prifile from 20.strips. Save the result
to the table file C:\PVA\MAC\EXP.TXT and print the curves.

The header file and the tapes have been retrieved. You are in-the menu
[5.6].

Starting situation

-F9 "32" F8 "32'

F6 'y' "500
F5"I" "20"
F2 "5" "V
F1
F1
F6
F1 "exp"
F3 F5 F7
F1O F1O

low-pass filt;ering, wave length
* =64 mm
* high-pass filtering
* samples
* x-channel = 5, y-channel = 0
* calculate the correlation
* print to the printer

to the table printing
name of the table file
title, parameters, results
return 15.6 1.

Nov. 17. 1992
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6.2.6 PAPER MACHINE PARAMETERS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 0
............

-- P-a ---- machine rilitill.,oil CalailaW to . .........
quendes[82.11

.... .0.0 ... .. ...
..... .......... ..... ........ ...

Description Repeated analyses of paper from a known paper machine (coater,
supercalender) are facilitated, if the paper machine parameters are
saved to paper machine file. The input of these parameters is
explained here. The use of this information is possible when the
header file has reference (pointer) to the paper machine file (cf.
Chapter 6.2.2.1).

The paper machine files consist of the following data:
- a comment
- the values of fixed scales
- diameters of rolls, lengths of wires and felts, rpms of pumps
and screens which allow the calculation of respective frequen-
cies.

March 6th, I9M2
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6.2.6.1 PAPER MACHINE PARAMETERS [ 8] TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Paw machine iý: [nputo[PW 1.. I F2ý!!g te,
wameten; 18 parametem 1&4 1 1 quendesi 82-11

...............
.................. .........

Description The menu allows to set the fixed scales. The paper machine file can
be saved on and retrieved from the disk. A comment may be written
to the paper machine file.

Pape
Paper machine file:
Comment:
Fixed scales:
Ch: Sensor:.
0 Caliper
1 Gloss 1
2 Transmission
3 Gloss 2
4 Density
5 Basis weight
6 -
7

TAPIO
r machine parameters [ 8

\D\PK-01.PM
PM1

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Unit:
Jim

kg/m 3

g/m2

Ave:
60.0
12.0
20.0
12.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0

pp:
40.0
16.0
20.0
16.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0

Spec/p:
2.00

.80

.40

.80

.80
2.00
.80
.80

Dis/p:
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

9.0
10.0
10.0

F1 = Fixed scales F2 = Rolls and felts
F3 = Save paper machine file F4 = Retrieve paper machine file

F9 =Enter comment F1O = Return ,

Fig. 101 Paper machine file menu.

Figure in detail Paper machine file:\D\PK-O1.PM
- Name of the paper machine file

Comment: PM1.
Fixed scales:

- Values of the fixed scales
Ch:

- Number of the channel
Sensor:

- Name of the sensor or of the measurement
Unit:

- Unit
Ave:

- Mean values (nominal value). By using fixed scales the mean
values of the Y-axis

pp:
- Peak-to-peak value (range). By using fixed scales it is the
difference between the maximum and the minimum values on
the X-axis. Chapter 6.2.4.1.1 provides an example. Marcht6 1992
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Version 1.0

Spec/p:
- Peak value of the spectrum. By using fixed scales the biggest
value in the spectrum picture.

s~eetrux... .............

Dis/p:
- The peak value of the distribution. By using fixed scales the
biggest value of the distribution picture. The program calcu-
lates automatically the biggestvalues for the cumulative distri-
bution pictures.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Fixed scales
Alters fixed scales. The program asks for the number of the channel,
whereafter all the values for the fixed scales of the channel may be
entered.

F3 = Save paper machine file
The paper machine file is stored.

F4 = Retrieve paper machine file
Retrieves the paper machine file.

F9 = Enter comment
You may enter to the paper machine file a free comment up to 50
characters long (but with no di's or 6's).

F10 = Return <<March 5th, 1992
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6.2.6.2 INPUT OF PAPER MACHINE PARAMETERS [ 8.21 TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.03c

Papa maýhiýe r WtofPW f'.`.-.'_-.' Caicihted ke-
I p2rametm 181 iamelem 8 ::::::::: quendes 182.11

.. ....... ...
.........................

Description In this menu you give the diameters of the rolls, the lengths of the felts
and wires, the rotational speeds of the pumps and screens as well as
the speeds of the paper machine at the sites of these elements, if
necessary. This data enable the calculation of the (harmonic) frequen-
cies caused by the paper machine elements.

Paper machine file
Accuracy of speed:
Line: Object:

1 Pump, 6 vanes
2 Screen, 3 blades
6 Breast roll
7 Pickup-roll
8 Center roll
9 2nd press roll
10 2nd felt
11 Pickup lelt

TAPIO
Pm-parameter input [ 8.2
D\PK-01.PM

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

1 m/min
Value:
620.0
260.0
.66850
.76000
1.08920
.76000
16.00
22.00

1st harmonic to display:. 1
Accuracy: Speed:

rpm 1.0 rpm RPM
rpm 10.0 rpm RPM
m .10 mm Diam. 585.00 m/min
m .10 mm Diam. 586.40 m/min
m .10 mm Diam. 586.40 m/min
m .10 mm Diam. 586.40 m/min
m 100. mm Len. 586.40 m/min
m 100. mm Len. 586.40 m/min

PgUp, PgDn = Change page
^F1 = Calculate frequencies - F2 = 1st harmonic to display

F3 = Diameter (roll) F4 = Length (felt)
F5 = RPM (pump) F6 = Remove fine
F7 = Accuracy of speed
F9 = Frequency (Objed) F1O = Return

F'ig. 102 Input of paper machine parameters.I

Figure in detail Paper machine file:\D\PK1-0I.PM
-Name of the paper machine file.

Line:
- Line number of the paper machine element concerned.

Object:
- Name of the paper machine element.

Value:
- The value for the roll diameter, felt length or pump rpm.

Accuracy:
- Accuracy of the value indicated (used by diagnostics).

RPM:
- The line handles a pump or a screen.

Nov. 18, 1992
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Diam.
- The line handles a roll.

Len.
- The line handles felts and wires.

Speed:
- The speed of the paper at the site of the element (sectional
speed). (In case of pumps and screens speed is not needed),

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

PgUp, PgDn = Change page
The screen accepts 8 rows. This key brings either the next or the
previous 8 rows.

Fi = Calculate frequencies >>
Calculates the frequencies of the defined machine elements.

CtrlF1 = Calculate and print the frequencies to the printer
Calculates and prints the results to the screen and the printer.

F2 = 1st harmonic to display
Defines from which harmonic the next four harmonics will be shown
on the screen.

F3 = Diameter (roll)
The diameter of the roll is defined in the following manner: Enter:

- row number
- comment indicating the name of the element
- diameter of the roll in meters
- accuracy of the above in mm
- speed of the paper machine at that site (m/min)

F4 = Length (felt)
The length of a felt or of a wire is defined as above.

F5 = RPM (pump)
Define the rpm of the pump or of the screen as above without giving the
speed of the paper.

F6 = Remove line
Removes the desired line.

F7 = Accuracy of speed
The accuracy (m/min) of the paper speed measured at the said point.

F9 = Frequency (Object)
The frequency of the object is defined (in Hz).

F1O = Return <<
Nov. 18, 1992
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6.2.6.3 CALCULATED FREQUENCIES [8.2.1 1 TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

................................. .............................................................

ýad, I of ýPm_ 
ýCaWawd

1ý18 =0- & qC,- 82.11
......................... ..................................................................................................

Description Prints (harmonic) frequencies caused by the paper machine elements.

r(
1 Pump, 6 Vanes 620.0 rpm 10.33 20.67 31.00 41.33
2 Screen, 3 Blades 260.0 rpm 4.33 8.67 13.00 17.33
6 Breast Roll .66850 m 4.643 9.285 13.928 18.570
7 Pick-up Roll .76000 m 4.093 8.187 12.280 16.373
8 Center Roll 1.08920 m 2.856 5.721 8.569 11.425
9 2nd Press Roll .76000 m 4.093 8.187 12.280 16.373
10 2nd Felt 16.00 m .61 1.22 1.83 2.44
11 Pick-up Felt 22.00 m .44 .89 1.33 1.78
12 3rd Felt 16.50 m .59 1.18 1.78 2.37
14 1st Cal. Top Roll .76500 m 4.265 8.530 12.795 17.060
15 1st Cal. Bottom Roll .51390 m 6.349 12.698 19.047 25.395

Hit any key to continue

F10 = Return

Fig. 103
elements.

The calculated frequencies of the paper machine

Figure in detail Paper machine file: \D\PK1 -01 .PM
-Name of the paper machine file

Line:
- Number of line describing the element concerned.

Object:
-Name of the paper machine element.

Frequency (Hz) fl f2 13 f4:
- In this case four of the harmonic frequencies caused by the
paper machine element.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:

F10 = Return<<

March Gth, 1992
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6.2.6.4 EXAMPLE 16, PAPER MACHINE PARAMETERS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 a
Task* Alter the fixed scales of transmission and calculate the frequencies

caused by a roll and by a pump. Save the paper machine file and make
the changes needed for the header file.

The header file with no paper machine file has been retrieved and you
are in the menu [ Beginning ].

Starting situation

Changes to the fixed
scales of transmission

Diameter of a roll

F8
Fl
"2"
"22"
"16"
"1"

F2
F3
"6"

"Breast Roll"
"0.6685"
"0.1"
"585"

* Paper machine parameters
* Fixed scales
* Number of the transmission channel
* Nominal value of the amplitude scale %
* Peak-to-peak difference
* The peak value of the spectrum
* The peak value of the distribution

* Rolls and felts
* Diameter (roll)
* Line number
* Element
* Diameter of the roll (i)
* Accuracy of the diameter (mm)
* Speed of paper

* RPM (pump)
* Line number
* Element
* Rotational speed (rpm)
* Accuracy of the rotational speed (rpm)
* Print screen to the printer
*Return 18 1.

* Save paper machine file
*

* Return [ Beginning ].

RPM of a pump

Save paper machine
file

F5
"1"

"Pump, 6 Vanes"
"620"

FIC
F1O F1O

F3
"\D\PK-01.PM"

F1O

Changes of the
header files

F2 * Measurement
F7 *\D\PK-LO0.Pk"* Save header file together with the paper machine

* file.
* Return [ Beginning].F10
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6.2.7 SETUP TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description The setup values contain information that has to be changed sel-
domly. The setup values are automatically used when starting the
program.

The setup values define the measurement entity of a sensor, its meas-
urement unit and the type of calibration (linear or logarithmic).

The setup values also define the automatic paths and extensions used
in handling the files. The automatic path and the extension are
attached to the name of the file, unless the user writes the path and
the extension. This simplifies the use of the files. The automatic paths
cover both the saving and retrieval.

March 5th. 1992
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6.2.7.1 SETUP TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 a
SeU~11 cdaated 

Con-- 
- -I-- - - - - - - :

r,
TAPIO

Setup [ 9]
File type:

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

Ch: Sensor: Unit: Cal: Path:

0 Caliper Rm
1 Gloss 1 %
2 Transmission %
3 Gloss 2 %
4 Density kg/M 3

5 Basis w. g/m2

6-
7 Ro %

Common parameters:
Fixed scales: No

lin
lin
lin
lin
Cabc.
log
lin
lin

1 Header:
Data:

3 Calibralion:
4 Paper machine:
5 Macro:
6 Temporary:

C:\D\
C:)D\
C:\D\

C:\PVA\MAC\
C:\PVA\TMP\

Ext:

.PK

.DAT

.CAL

.PM

.INP

A/D-board connected: Yes

F1 = Channel parameters F2 = Common parameters
F3 = Save setup F4 = Restore setup
F5 = Calculated channels.. F6 = Paths and extensions

FIO = Return

Fig. 104 Default (setup) values.

Figure in detail Ch:
- Number of the channel.

Sensor:
- The corresponding sensor.

Unit:
- The measurement unit.

Cal:
-Type of calibration. (lin = linear, log = logarithmic, Calc. = calcul-
ated).

File type:
- Type of file. Temporary files are used solely by
and will be destroyed when exiting the program

Ext:

- The automatic path belonging to the type of the file. Will be
attached to the name of the file, unless path entered.

- Automatic extension. Will be attached to the name of the file,
unless extension entered. The extensions appearing in yellow
are fixed and may not be altered. The path of the data file is
also yellow, since it is always the same as the name of the 0
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header file. It may be changed only by changing the path of the
header file.

Fixed scales: Y/N
- Informs whether the fixed scales are on or offwhen starting the
program.

ND-board connected: Yes
- Informs whether the A/D-board has been connected to the
computer or not.

Functions FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Channel parameters
Define the channel parameters by giving:

- Number of the channel
- Name of the sensor
- Measurement unit
- Type of calibration

F2 = Common parameters
Change the common parameters in the following manner:

- Fixed scales ? (Y/N): Y = fixed scales in use, N = not in use
- A/D-board connected ? (YIN): Y = connected, N = not connected

F3 = Save setup
Saves the current data. Messge to the screen "New setup saved". The
name of the file is fixed so that it does not need to be mentioned.

F4 = Restore setup
Retrieve the setup values saved last. Messge to the screen: "Setup
restored". The name of the file is fixed (YKSIKOT.DTA) and need not to
be stored.

F5 = Calculated channels >>
Definition of calculated channels (Option #4).

F6 = Paths and extensions
Define the automatic paths and extensions according to the type of the
file.

Example
Save the header file according to the information in Fig. 104.

Entered Header file: Used path, file name and extension:
TITLE C.AD\TITLE.PK
CAPVA\DAT\TITLE CAPVA\DAT'TITLE.PK
TITLE.CON CWD\TITLE.CON
CGPVA\DAT\TITLE.CON CAPVA\DAT\TITLE.CON

F10 = Return<<

TAPI O®
Technoloaies
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6.2.7.1.1 CALCULATED CHANNELS [ 9.5] (Option #4) TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

0
SOW 1-O' phonds -.- ..... - 4 - ]

Description A calculated channel is created by calculating a new unit from a
channel pair. A typical example is paper density:

Basis Weight
Density =

Caliper

Any channel (i.e. a channel with or without measurement data), can
be defined as a computed channel. The components of a computed
channel are always measurement channels which means that com-
puted channels cannot be chained. Consequently, e.g. channel 3 can
be defined as a calculated channel which employs for computation the
data measured in channel 3.

With the "calculated channels" can be analyzed such data that has
been measured with earlier program versions.

The calculated channels are available for the whole program except
for the bottom number [ 4.9].

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Calculated channels [ 9.51

Cha: Sensor,

0 Caliper
1 Gloss 1
2 Transmission
3 Gloss 2
4 Density
5 Basis weight
6 -
7 Ro

Unit: Equation:

RJm

kg/M3

g/M
2 1000.00*#5 / 1.00*90 + .00

F1 = Calculated channel

F10 = Return ,

`ig. 105 Calculated channels. Channel 4 has been defined
s density.

TAP1IO®
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Figure in detail

Functions

,quation: 1000.000#5 / 1.00*#0 + .00
- The equation is of the form: A * # a (+) B * # b + C, where

A = constant with which channel #a is multiplied,
#a= channel number,
(+) = any of the functions +, -, *,I.
B = constant with which channel #b is multiplied,
#b =channel number,
C = constant that will be added to the result.

FUNCTION KEYS:
F1 = Calculated channel
The calculated channel is defined in the following manner (e.g.
Density according to Fig. 105).

Enter channel number: 4
.00 + .00 * # 0 + .00

- old definition, in this case nothing.
Computed channel (YIN)? Y

- Y = A calculated channel will be defined
- N = A possible old channel will be omitted

A * # a () B * # b + C
Constant A: 1000

- Gives as unit kg/m 3 , when the factor for basis weight
is 1000

Channel #a included (Y/N)?: Y
- Y = Normal equation
- N = Equation of the type: A (+) B * b + C

Channel number #a: 5
- Basis weight is channel 5

Operator (+), (0 = '+', 1 = '-1, 2 = W*,, 3 = 7): 3
- Choose division 3

Constant B: 1
- The factor for caliper is 1

Channel number #b: 0
- Caliper is channel 0

Constant C: 0
- Constant is not needed

1000.00 * # 5 / 1.00 * # 0 + .00
Hit any key to continue

- Equation ready. Additionally, the name and the unit
of the sensor has to be changed from menu 19]. If the
default values are saved the calculated channels are
always available in the program.

F10 = Return <<
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6.2.7.2 EXAMPLE 17, SETUP TAPIO
User's Manual
Version 1.02e

Task Alter the name of the 0-channel to ' Thickness' and save the setup
value file.

Starting situation You are in the starting menu [ Beginning].

F9
TFI

."Thickness"
I'll

* Setup values
* Channel parameters
* Number of the channel
* Sensor name
* The measurement unit is not changed
* Type of calibration not changed

Save F3
F1O
F10

* Save setup values
* Return [Beginning]

-* Return to DOS.

Jume Ist. 1992
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6.3 MACROS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description Frequent analyses are done with macros. You make your own macros
by using your favorite editor. The editing of new macros are tools for
advanced TAPIO-users. However, any user is able to use the analyzer
with its full capabilities also without macros.

Macro consists of a key sequence that is commented. Once started the
macro performs all the defined analyses and prints the graphics onto
the screen and, if desired, also to the printer. If the printer is not
connected the program continues its operation without stopping or
with a short stoppage while expected to print the page.

The key sequence in the macros corresponds fully to the command
entered with the keyboard which means that it is important to notice
in which menu the macro is started. (E.g. the function key F1 means
different operations in different menus.)

The macros are started from any menu with the command "CtrlFT',
whereby the program asks for the name of the macro file and starts the
macro.

The commands used in macros are (NOTE: the capital letters):

Functions

F1 .. F10
FlA .. F10A
F1C ... F10C
HOME
END
PGUP
PGDN
INS
DEL
ESC
>UP
>DN

PGUPC
PGDNC

11 11

starts a comment that continues to the end of the line
Function key operations,
ALT + function key operations,
CONTROL + function key operations,*1

correspond to the operations of the keys,

J
arrow up
arrow down
arrow to the right
arrow to the left
CONTROL-PGUP
CONTROL-PGDN

The numbers/texts in quotation marks are given as
answers to the questions of the program the second
mark corresponding to ENTER. An ENTER is
achieved by writing the quotation marks without
space ('").

........ ..... ......... ................ . ...... ............ .... . .............................. . . . ...... ............. ........... ...................... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .... ...... . ' ja --7.%:..-...... ... ....... ... .............. W ..-, .. . ............ .. ........................... ....... ... ............................... ... ............... ... V '.........................................--: - - -............. .1: 1".4...................................... .. ................. ................. .. ... ..................................................... ....... .... ... X ..................... .. .. ....... . ............ .. .......... ......................... .. ................... ...... .. ................ ... ...... .. ...... ....
... .................................... ....................... ............................................... .................................... ... ..........
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F8C

F10C

Prints the screen to the printer. The same can be done
normally by keying CONTROL-F8.

Ends the macro and returns the control to the key-
board. This command is attached to every macro
automatically.

@ Asks whether to stop the macro or to continue from
the next macro. A macro has e.g. the lines:
F7C "CONT. INP@" * CONTINUED?
F10C
The screen displays:
"Macro: CONT. INP@
Do you continue from the next macro (YIN)?

The macro starts when the user enters the name of the macro and
presses ENTER-key. During the first phase the program translates
the macro file (*.INP) to another file (*.IN2) that consists of the key
sequence in a form understandable to the computer. The original
macro file remains intact.

If there are errors in the macro these are displayed on the screen and
the macro will not be executed. Cf. point error messages, Chapter 6.6.

0
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6.4 ARCHIVING MEASUREMENT DATA,
BACK-UP COPYING

TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Description Sooner or later the hard disk in the computer will be full, or by just
being nasty, destroys the files. Therefore it is desirable that back-up
copies are found in the archives.

However, a floppy disc is usually too small for the measurement files
(>1.2 MB). The copying is done with the command Backup.

March 5th, 1992
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6.4.1 EXAMPLE 18: BACK-UP AND RESTORE TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Task Make back-up copies (archiving) from one measurement series with
all necessary files.

Print the header files of the measurements. The result is displayed
in Figure 106.

Files to back-up

Files:
Header file:
Data file:
Calibration file:
Paper machine file:

Given parameters:
Speed of PM:
Maximum frequency:
Comment:

Calculated parameters:
Sample step:
Low pass filtering:

TAPIO
Measure 1 [ 2]

C:\D\62A.PK
C:\D\62A.DAT
C:\D\3011R.CAL
C:\D\62.PM

TAPIO Technologies, Inc.

904.0 m/min Speed of measrmnt:
147.1 Hz Length of measrmnt:
tra 1 mm, nm 5 mm air

25.6 mm Best resolution:
10.0 Hz Size of data file:

1.0 m/s
3503.9490m

.0044 Hz
1604 kB

F1 = Measure" F2 = Calibration and machine file
F3 = Speed of paper machine F4 = Speed of measurement
F5 = Maximum frequency F6 = Length of measurement
F7 = Save header file F8 = Retrieve header file
F9 = Enter comment F10 = Return ,

TAPIO TAPIO Technologies, Inc.
Measure 1 [ 2]Files:

Header file: CAD\6200A.PK
Data file: C:\D\6200A.DAT
Calibration file: C.D\301 1 R.CAL
Paper machine file: None

Given parameters:
Speed of PM: 904.0 m/min Speed of measrmnt: .20 m/s
Maximum frequency: 4708.3 Hz Length of measrmnt: 30.0360 m
Comment: tra 1 mm, nm 5 mm air

Calculated parameters:
Sample step: .8 mm Best resolufion: .5109 Hz
Low pass filtering: 62.5 Hz Size of data file: 440 kB

F1 = Measure , F2 = Calibration and machine file
F3 = Speed of paper machine F4 = Speed of measurement
F5 = Maximum frequency F6 = Length of measurement
F7 = Save header file F8 = Retrieve header file
F9 = Enter comment F10 = Return ,

/

Fig. 106 The header files of the measurements to be
made back-up copies from.
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It is'seen from header files that the following files must be backed-up.

Files:
Header file:
Data file:
Calibration file:
Paper machine file:
Header file:
Data file:

C:\D\62AkPK
C:\D\62AKDAT
C:\D\3011R.CAL
C:\D\62.PM
C:\D\6200A.PK
C:\D\6200A.DAT

Give such DIR-commands that print all files to be copied but no extra
files.

You go to the file where the data are:
CD\D

Give the DIR-commands:
DIR 62*.*

62A
62A
62
6200
6200

PK
DAT
PM
PK
DAT

and
DIR 3011R.CAL

3011R.CAL

Copying Give the commands:
APPEND;
VERIFY ON
BACKUP C:\D\62*.* A.- /F /L:62LOG

and save the rest of the files:
BACKUP C:3011R.CAL A. /F /A /L:62JOG

March 5th, 1992
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Printing the log Print the back-up copy log with the command:

PRINT 62.LOG

The result should be the following:
21.12.1989 9.6.40
001 \D\6200A.PK
001 \D\6200OADAT
001 \D\62A.PK
001 \D\62A.DAT
002 \D\62A.DAT
002 \D\62ANPM
21.12.1989 9.11.42
002 \D\3011R.CAL

Finally boot the computer (CONTROL + ALT + DEL) to retrieve the
removed APPEND-command back for use.

It is recommended to file paper prints from the header files and of the
log files.

If you want more space onto the computer disk, give DEL-command
exactly with the same file parameters as the BACKUP-command:

DEL 62*.*
DEL 3011R.CAL

The back-up copies may be restored with the following commands:
CD \D
APPEND;
RESTORE A. C:\D\*.*

At the end boot the computer again (CONTROL + ALT + DEL).

Restore the
back-up copy

March 5th, 1992
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6.5 PROBLEM SITUATIONS TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0

Problem 1:

Solution:

In the following the most common problem situations are referred to
with appropriate solutions:

The paper web breaks or the measurement is interrupted by
another reason.

If the measurement is interrupted before the computer has finished
the measurement, the computer must not be stopped, e.g. by booting,
but set the sample distance to 0.1 mm and roll the distance counter
with hands, until the computer acknowledges the measurement
having been finished.

Problem 2: The program does not start but the DOS operates.

Solution: Load the back-up copy of the TAPIO-program from the floppy disk to
the computer hard disk in the following manner:

- put the PVA-0-floppy disc into the computer
- enter the command A.PVA-0
- follow the instructions appearing on the screen.

Problem 3:

Solution:

The operating system of the computer does not respond and
you are unable to get to the situation described in Fig 22.

Load the back-up copy of the operating system from a floppy disk to
the hard disk of the computer in the following manner:

- put to the computer the PVA-DOS-floppy disk
- boot the computer (Ctrl + Alt + Del)
- give the command PVA-DOS
- follow the instructions appearing on the screen

If this is of no help, reformat the hard disk and look for more exact
instructions in the MS-DOS-manual.

March 5th, 1992
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6.6 ERROR MESSAGES TAPIO
User's Manual

Version 1.0 0
The error messages have been grouped in the following manner:

- A. general error messages
- B. error messages of the macros
- C. error messages of the measurement
- D. error messages of the calibration
- E. error messages of the over/undershoots
- F. error messages of the spectra
- G. error messages of the distributions
- H. error messages of the cross-machine profiles
- I. error messages of the setup values
- J. error messages of the paper machine parameters.

If the error message is not found at the site of the operation concerned,
go to the general error messages which contain, all error messages
used.

A. GENERAL
ERROR MESSAGES

Error messages: Explanation and actions:

Both copy protection devices
must be connected!

Calibration file is of wrong type

Calibration has not been per-

formed for any channel

Cannot widen

Channel x has not been cali-
brated

Connect the target disk

Data too small or starting point
is too big

DOS-error. xx

Error, check the printer

1 Check that the modules are tightly connected.

2 The program has too few channels with regard to the measurement
data.

3 When entering the analyses the calibration file has to be defined.

4 The frequency range is too small.

5 An uncalibrated channel cannot be used for analyses

6 Obey!

7 The data measured is too small for the calculation of a spectrum or of
zoom or the starting point is too big.

8 Error in operating system. Write down the number and call...

9 Check that the printer cables are connected and that in the printer
buffer and in the printer the electricity is turned on and that it is ON-
LINE.

ERROR: (+ error message not 1OProgramming error. Print the error message and fill the error report.
mentioned here)
March 5th, 1992
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Error message: Explanation and actions:

ERROR in data file reading 11Data file is not found or itis wrong. Check the contents of the header

file and the existence of the data file.

ERROR: Overflow 12Entered value too big. Oveflow of the range of numbers.

- file not found 13File not found. Check the name (and the path).

- file is of wrong type 14The contents of the file are not as expected. Check the file.

- no header file 15 In archiving the header file is does not provide right information ofthe
measurement-, calibration- and paper machine files.

Error:. Plotting cannot be per- 16The frequency range in zoom too narrow. Check the parameters in the
formed spectrum.

ERROR: Underflow 17A too small value entered. Underflow of the number range.

Extension must not be DAT 18DAT-extension has been reserved for the measurement file.

. File not found 19The file to be searched for is not found.

Header file has not been speci- 20When entering the analyses the header file has to be defined.
fled

No A/D-board installed 21In setuD values [91 it has been defined that the comnuter has no A/D-

No data

Other disk failure

There is no curve

Smoothing cannot be per-
formed

Target disk copy-protected

Target disk full

Target file absent

board.

221n data selection [3] the channel is tried to be changed before the
header file has been retrieved.

23Check that the disk resides in the computer. Write down the error
number and call...

24Readout cannotbe executed with no curve. Change the starting or the
ending point.

25The filtering does not succeed with the parameters entered. Try
longer samples.

26The target disk is copy-protected. Sure.

27The disk that data is going to be stored on, is full.

28The file to be copied is not found.

[OTAPIO®
Technolocaies
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Error messagc: Explanation and actions:

Too large value. (Acceptable 2 9 1mproper value given. Enter a new value according to the instruc-
values: x...y) tions. Acceptable values may depend on the values of other parame-

ters.

Too small value. (Acceptable 3 01mproper value given. Enter a new value according to the instruc-
values: x...y) tions. Acceptable values may depend on the values of other parame-

ters.

WARNING: Calibration error 3 lLin/log-information cantradictory in the calibration file and in
in channel x YKSIKOT.DTA_

B. ERROR MESSAGES
IN MACROS

Error message: Explanation and actions:

ERROR: Macro not found 1 Check the name of the macro. The macro with the entered name not
found.

ERROR: Too many open 2 Add xx in the CONFIG.SYS-file: FILES = xx

files

Extension must be INP 3 The extension part in macro should always be INP.

Illigalfunctionkeycode online 4 Only the function keys F1...F10, FlA...F10Aand FIC...F1OCare
x" permitted.

Macro will not be executed 5 There are syntax errors in the macro. The errors have to be corrected
prior to running macro.

String not terminated on line x 6 The character string has to end with quotation mark (") on line x.

Unknown expression on line x 7 The program does not acknowledge the expression on line x.

March 5th, 1992
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Cl. MEASURE 1121
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:

Calibration must be made be- 1 Define the calibration file.
fore saving of the header file

Header and calibration file 2 That's right.
must be specified before start
measurement

Header file must be saved be- 3 That's right.
fore start measurement

ERROIR Saving of the header 4 Check the disk and the path.
file failed

NOTE: Changed parameters 5 Reminder to save.
in header file are not saved. The calibration file type is not 6 Calibration has been done wit]
proper for the measurement Save the calibration data with

WARNING: Headerfile already 7 Warning for over writing.
exists

• :• ::::::::::::::: :•• ..................: ..................... .....::...................:.........•:::::::::::::: • ::•::•::•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:

h a program having fewer channels.
this program.

••••••••••••:•••:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:•••:: .................:.::..::...:.....••••••••••••••••••••
......... .. .. ... ....... .. .. .......................................................... . . . . .. . . . . ... ......... ..................... -X ...... : : ... . ... .. - - - - - - - - - - . . . . ................................ .. . ... . . ... ........................ .. ............................................................................. V. . ... . . - ..... ....... ....... .... %............ .........................................................................................................
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C2. MEASURE 2 [ 2.1]
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:

ERROR 1: File open error 1 Possible reasons: The file is write-protected or the directory is full.

ERROR 2: Writing to the disk 2 Possible reason: The disk is too slow. Happens when measurement
too slow is done onto the floppy disk. Slower measurement speed or longer

sample step will help.

ERROR 3: Disk full 3 The part of the file transferred to the disk is usable although shorter
than intended.

ERROR 4: AD-overrun 4 Overrun on A/D-converter. Try a slower measurement speed or a
longer sample step.

WARNING: Measurement file 5 Warning about overwriting.
already exists. Overwrite the
old file (y/n)?

March 5th, 1992
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D. CALIBRATION [ 1]
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:

Calibration file has not been 1 Warning. The values will be cleared if not saved.
saved

Do you want to save calibra- 2 Warning. The values will be cleared if not saved.
tion values (y/n)?

ERROR- Saving of the calibra- 3 Check the disk and the path.
tion file failed

WARNING: Calibration file al- 4 Warning about overwriting.
ready exists

D. CALIBRATION [ 1.1
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:
..*.*.*...*.*.*.*.*..*.*.~*.*...*.......*...*.* *....*.*..s*.*~.w...%......*:.x:.:s. C:.::.:.:..:.:............ *'*...s**.*.*.~*.*.*............

Calibration failed

ERROMR Cannot calculate cali-
bration coefficients

Maximum number of calibra-
tion values have been read

Not enough values for calibra-
tion

Too thick sample

1 Calibration needs at least two points. At least six is recommended.

2 All calibration points give the same voltage. Check, whether the
electricity is turned on in the analyzer.

3 Max. 10 calibration points/channel allowed.

4 At least two points needed.

5 Either the sample is too thick or the measurement of the background
in the basis weight calibration has failed. Remove all values and start
the calibration of the channel concerned from the beginning.
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E. OVER/UNDERSHOOTS
[ 4.2] ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:

Bottom limit is greater than 1 Check thresholds.
top limit. Searching will not be
done

F. SPECTRUM [4.4 1
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:

No space on disk for temporary 1 The files of the SOS-analysis do not fit to the disk. Make space to the
files disk.

Too small frequency 2 SOS-analysis cannot be performed with such a small frequency.
Measure the sample with a bigger sample step.

Spectrum cannot be calculated 3 Check parameters. Reduce the size of data needed.
with these parameters

Step cannot be adjusted opti- 4 Reduce the size of the data. Step will not been changed.
mally

Used number of points too 5 Digital filtering needs a longer sample. Reduce the size of data
small, cannot be filtered needed.

Warning: Cannot turn filter- 6 Reduce the size of data. The spectrum will be calculated unfiltered.
ing on BE CAREFULL WITH ALIASING!

March 5tthtmibr 1992~r
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G. DISTRIBUTIONS [ 4.8]
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:

Analysis length is too long 1 Reduce the distance for analysis.

EL CROSS-MACHINE ANALYSES [ 5]
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:
.~ ...'......... ... '.......*..... .......*...*...*.*....... ............*.*...*.*.............*.............*...* *....~..........>....................,.................... ...........................:<.:.:.:.

Am not able to filter

Analysis region too small

Drawing step is too high

1 The tables do not contain enough space for digital filtering in the
calculation of the correlations. Increase the drawing step or reduce
the number of the CD-samples or decrease the high-pass filtering.

2 The analysis region has to be at least three (3) times the minimum
wave length. Either enhance the analysis region or diminish the
minimum wave length.

3 Reduce drawing step.

Length of average must be at 4 In the correlation of the standard deviation the length of average has
least xx mm to be at least 6 times the sample step. Lengthen the length of average.

No tapes found 5 With the parameters used not enough tapes are found (= at least 2
pcs). Alter the search region, width of the paper machine, triggering
threshold, triggering channel, or the width of the tape. The draw of
the search region may also help ([ 5.3 iF8).

Profile has to contain at least 6 The profile has to be at least 6 times the drawing step minus the
6 points sections to be omitted from the strip ends.

The cross-machine shorter
than 0.1 m, check the trigger
threshold

Too many points in cross
machine samples

7 The CD-profile sample has to be at least 0.1 m long.

8 Increase the sample step. Measure again.
PREREQUISITE: Length ofCD-sample (m) < 45 * sample step (mm).

.......... ...... . ..............

Nov. 17, 1992
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I. PAPERMACHINE PARAMETERS [ 8]

ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation And actions:

S. .....**.. ,K... .............**... 00M.....

ERROR- Saving of paper
machine file failed

1 Check the disk and the path.

NOTE: Changed parameters 2 Reminder to save.
in paper machine file are
not saved

WARNING: Paper machine 3 Warning about overwriting.
file already exists

.. .. .. .. . _. - % . . . : : . *..: % *... . *.. ... . . *..* .. ** *... . . .. ** . . .~ . .. .. .* . . .. ...

J. SETUP VALUES [9]
ERROR MESSAGES

Error message: Explanation and actions:

I I

Not accepted!

Syntax error

1 Only "lin" or "log" accepted.

2 The path has to end with a back-slash (\) and the extension has to
start with a period (.).

.~~...................... .... .... ~ . ....... ..

No.. 17. 1992
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SPECIFICATIONS Measurements:
Number ofmeasuringchannels .............................................. 8
Sampling frequency (max.) ............................................. 20 kHz
Sample step ..................................................... 0.1.. .204.8 mm
Allocation of measurements onto the same spot ..................... Yes

Spectrum resolutions:
Frequency................................................................. 0.005 Hz
Caliper ........................................................................ 0.01 gim
Basis weight ............................................................ 0.05 g/m2

Web control:
Speed control ......................................................... 0.04.. .2 m/s
Tension control ....................................................... 1.. .9 units
Lateral control................................................................. Yes
Sample size, MD.. .(caliper dependent) ......... <5,000 m (16,400 ft)
Sample size, CD ........................... 1... 100 CD-stripes

Analyzer.
Weight ......................................................... 500 kg ( 1,100 lbs)
Core inside diameter ............................................. 76.2 mm (3")
Power voltage ...................................................... 220 V, + 10 %
Power frequency ............................................................ 50 Hz
Typical power consumption .......................................... 1,200 W

Measures:

MTAPIO®
Technologies - 207a - TAPLO Specifications App. 1
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Why and what kind of data
are needed

When to take the test roll

MD samples

TAPIO Analyses reveal paper quality variability both in the micro
structure of the paper as well as in places, which are wide apart in
cross machine direction and even thousends of feet apart in machine
direction.

Additionally, TAPIO identifies the sources of process disturbances
whether caused by malfunctioning paper machine elements or proc-
ess control systems.

Therefore it is very important that all the appropriate points on this
questionaire are answered according to thepertinent measurements
and that the accuracy with which the measurements have been done.

If the paper to be analyzed has undergone several treatments (base
paper machine, coating machine and supercalender), please answer
the questi6naire for each machine.

Please make the test roll from a reel which has been produced under
"steady state" conditions rather than under conditions from which
you canit fullfill this questionaire.

Usually the test rolls in machine direction are cut on the winder from
(close to) the both ends of a reel as advised in the quastionaire. One
roll is analyzed and the other one is kept in reserve.

The cross machine direction sample is prepared from several (10.. 20)
orthogonally (hand)cut cross-machine samples which are carefully
taped together (always tender to drive side and the top side facing the
same direction) to each other with a tape and then wound around a
normal core (cf. point 2 on the next page). Please, tape to the both ends
some 100 ft (30 m) of the MD (or any other) paper sample to serve as
supporting material for the test runs.

If possible, please include a simplified sideview of the paper machin-
ery with markings refering to the paper machine elements in the
questionaire.

All additional information about the paper machine performance and
paper quality in the form of hardcopies from the process control or
paper machine condition monitoring systems are appreciated (MD &
CD).

M D test roll .................................................
CD test roll .................................................. -]
Questionaire ................................................
PM drawings ................................................
Hardcopies from process control systems ............

CD sample

Drawings from the
machinery

Hard copies from process
control systems

Checking list

S
June Its. 1992

App. 2 Paper sample data - 208 -
TAPI O®
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1. MILL DATA-

Mill name:

PM #.

Paper grade

Reel #

2. SAMPLE ROLL

DATA:

Note!

Basis weight:

Date of production:

Person:

Date:

Width 100 - 250 mm or 3.9 - 9.8" (best 200 mm or 7.9")
Length 2 - 5 km or 6,500 - 16,200 ft (maximum diameter 600 mm or 23.4")
Core oinner = 3" (76 mm).

The diameters of the paper machine rolls must be real and accurate. Paper
machine speeds (also accurate) refer to the corresponding sectional speeds.
Write down the rolls in the order of the paper run.

3. PUMPS/SCREENS:

Name

4. WIRE SECTION:

4a. Rolls:

Revolutions/minute
(rpm)

Accuracy of the previ-
ous column (rpm)

# of vanes outer/inner
(pcs)

Type:

MTAPIO®
Technologies

Diameter
(mm)

Accuracy of the diame-
ter (mm)

PM speed,
(m/min or ftlmin)

March 5th, 1992
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Wire section (continues):

Rolls: Diameter
(mm)

4b. Wire: Length
(m)

5. PRESS SECTION: Type:

5a. Rolls:
Diameter
(mm)

March 5th, 1992

(mm)

Accuracy of diameter
(mm)

Accuracy of length
(mm)

Accuracy of diameter
(mm)

PM speed,
(rrmin or ftlmin)

PM speed,
(m/rmin or ft/min)

PM speed,
(m/min or ftlmin)

App. 2 Paper sample data
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5b. FELTS:

6. BREAKER STACK:

Rolls:

Length
(m)

Accuracy of the length
(mm)

PM speed,
(rminm or ft/min)

Type:

S

Diameter
(mm)

Accuracy of the diame-
ter (mm)

PM speed,
(rmmin or ft/min)

7. SIZE PRESS:

Rolls:

Type:

Diameter
(mm)

Accuracy of the diame-
ter (mm)

PM speed,
(m/min or ft/min)

Remarks:

TAPIO®
Technologies

MucOh Sin, I1L
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8. MACHINE
CALENDER:

Rolls:

Bottom roll

Type:

Diameter
(mm)

Accuracy of the diame-
ter (mm)

PM speed,
(rn/min or ftlmin)

9. Pope speed

Remarks:

(r/min or ft/min)

March 5th, I992

App. 2 Paper sample data
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10. COATING
STATIONS:

Type:

Diameter
Name: (mm)

Accuracy of the diame-
ter (mm)

Speed,
(min/m or ft/min)

11. SUPERCALENDER:

Name:

Type:
Accuracy of the diame-

ter 
(mm)

Bottom roll

0s

Diameter
(mm)

Accuracy of the diame-
ter (mm)

Speed,
(in/mmn ft/mm)

Remarks:

MTAPIO®Technoloaies

March 5th, 1992
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ERROR REPORT ON TAPIO ANALYZER

Fill this report as accurately as possible and send TAPIO® Technologies, Inc.
to TAPIO's address. Tekniikantie 12, SF-02150 ESPOO

Finland

Telefax: +358-0-43543131
Phone: +358-0-43542008.

Date Company
Mill

Report number Address

Person accomplishing the report

Phone
Telefax

Program version Serial number

Description of the fault:
Description of the fault as accurately as possible and how the situation was come by.
As appendix a copy of the error message.

Is the error repeatable: E- Yes LII No El Cont. next page

Seriousness of the error: - Critical (immediate repair necessary)
- Serious (disturbes the use of the program)

- Beauty error ( does not disturb use)
Other: L Opinion (not necessarily an error but a wish)

Analysis (will be fullfilled at TAPIO® Technologies, Inc.)

March 5th, 1992

TAPI O®
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A
accuracy of parameters
A/D-board
AMD-converter
cx (alpha, cf. risk level)
aliasing of a signal

- prevention with low-pass filters
alinement of analyzer.
all samples
amplifiers
amplitude scale,

- automatic ...
- fixed

analysis
... in archive
automatic ... with macros

- bottom number
- cross-machine ...
- distribution
- general about...
- ... of long measurements

machine-direction ...
-... region
- ... of short measurements

-S.O.S....
- spectra
- Variance Component...

analyzer
- alignement of ...
- control of...
- EMERGENCY STOP of...
- start-up of...

archive
-... directory

arrow keys (cf. keyboard)
ASCII
average

B
background color of screen

- change of
back-up copying
basis weight sensor, BW-2h54
beginning menu (cf. menu)
Bernoulli box
block diagram

of measurement principle
of program menu

board
- Labmaster

-TAPIO®Technologies

page
181

4

17

66, 69, 10
6

2 board
5 - triggering ...

booting of program
5 bottom number
•8 - example
2 - index for
'3 buffer of printer

page

2
196
136
141
137

' 4.

5
'3
39 C

2

69 .CAL (cf. extension)
calculated channels

58 calibration
31 -... of basis weight
30 -... of caliper

3-2b, 142 - ... of a channel
30 -... curve
30 correlation coefficient
30 - linear

?8-1b, 63 - logarithmic
146, 155 - number of points in

30 - printing
103 - saving
88 - example of...

166 - ... file
- ... of gloss

2 -... menu
51 - ... samples
19 - ... of sensors

15, 19 - sensor-specific ...
56, 60 - ... of transmission

56 - ... values
feeding

177-7b - delete
113, 129 caliper sensor, CA-111

center frequency
Centronics (cf. parallel port)
change of

- background color of screen
55 - drawing step

56, 193 - parameters, set values

9 channel
25 class size

4, 56 cleanup of sensors

command;
5 - APPEND

28 - BACKUP
- CD

2 - DEL

188
34,35,44

39
38

35, 37
34, 41

41
37, 41

37
37

38, 41
45
44

35, 36, 45, 47
38
35
34
39
38
39

38
39

7
118

55
168
186

35, 36
128
21b

195
196
196

- 215b - INDEX
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command;
- DIR
- END
- ESC
- HOME
-'INS
- PGDN
- PGDNC
- PGUP
- PGUPC
- PRINT
- PVA
- RESTORE
- TAPIO
- VERIFY ON

- >DN
->UP

comment
computed channel
computer

- Compaq 486
- interface
- screen in MS-DOS

.CON (cf. extension of header file)
contents
control

- of characters
- of distance counter
- of filters
- knobs (cf. switches)
- lateral, of web
- of low-pass filters
- of measurement speed
- of motors
- panel
- of printer
- of program
- of sampling rate, by computer
- of web speed
- of web tension

converter, A/D
coordinates of a point
copy, back-up
copy protection modules

- installation of
copyright, of program
ore, fLpaper sample roll

177-1i
30

page correlation
- ... coefficient

195 - of calibration curve
191 - ... in CD
191 - ... macro
191 cross machine analysis
191 - example
191 - profile
191 Ctrl + (cf. keyboard)
191 cumulative distribution
191 cursor
196 - harmonic ...
24 - real time ...

196 - ... speed
24 cutoff frequency (cf. low.-pass filter)

195 - and extent of filtering

~, 1

177-

73,1
56,1

.91

9 1 D
.91
.91 .DAT (cf. extension)
49 data

.88 - file
- of paper machine elements

4 - drawing of

2 - measurement
23 - selection

- scrolling...
- smoothed

Del (cf. keyboard)

*7b density (cf. bottom number)
20 - as calculated property
21 description of analyzer

deviation profile

13 diagnostics
21 diameter of a roll
18 DIR (cf. commands)

17 directory
16 - archive...
29 - default...
27 - measurement ...
20 diskettes of computer
18 display of

18 - control unit of the low-pass
5 filter

120 - distance counter
L93 - frequency of the low-pass filter

- motor control

22 distance
i - between groups

21 - counter

page
177-5b

41
142b, 177b

177-10b
142
163
145

131
58
96
99
74

48, 68

48
179

66
53
54
83
75

188
4

153, 171
98

181

57
177-7b

57
22

21
17
21
18

TA
Tech

138
17

•nologles I-f

s
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page
- operation switches 17
- display 17

- measurement .17
-... sensor, DI-111 11

distribution 126
- analysis 127
- cumulative 131
- data 133
- difference 139

- deviation 139
- mean 139

- example of 135
- length classes 130
- length of values above/below limits 129
- ordinary 130
- threshold values for 129
- transmission 139

division of axis 101
DOS 3, 4, 25, 31, 177-7b
draw

- all channels 123
- data 65
- example of all channels 76

drawing step 152, 177-10b

4. Draw data
5. Values above/below limits
6. Data scrolling
7. Spectrum
8. Tapio S.O.S.-analysis

.9. Key values.

10. Zoom
11. Key values
12. Distribution
13. Bottom number
14. Cross profiles
15. Variance component analysis
15.5 CD-Correlations
16. Paper machine parameters
17. Setup values
18. Filing, Back-up copying

excluded samples

F
feeding of

- texts and numbers
- paper machine parameters
- roll diameters

file

page
76
82
87

102
109
115
121
125
135
141
163
177

177-11b
184
190
194
146

26
179
181

E
End (cf. keyboard)
ending point
entering numbers

- texts
equation of

- calibration
- calculated channel

expansion
error messages
error report
expansion
extension:

- of calibration file, .CAL
- of data file, .DAT
- of default directory, .TXT
- of header file, .CON, .PK
- of paper machine file, .PM

examples:
- general
1. Calibration
2. Measurement
3. Selection of data

- ASCII...
- calibration

- data
103 - size of group
26 - extension
26 -header

- macro

41 - paper machine ...
189 - path
85 - size of...

198 - table...
214 - temporary

85 - ... type
filing

48 - data
195 - of measurement data (cf. back-

7-7b up copying)

177-7b
45, 47, 195

47, 195
48

195
47, 48, 195

192
47, 195

195
49

177-7b, -8b
186
186

195

47,
17

47,48,195
195

33
44
53
62

filters
- control unit TFC-10
- high-pass...
- low-pass ...

filtering (cf. above)
fixed scale
floc size

21
127, 134, 177-10b

5, 21,48

69
131, 177-1b

Nov. 18, 1992
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frequency
- calculated ...
- center ...
- cut-off ...
- fundamental
- harmonic ...
- maximum ...

.-... of paper machine elements
- ... resolution
-... window

function key
fuses

pag
18

117, 11
48, 6

9
18

30, 4
18
11
11

2

•e

13 - arrow keys
.8 - Back-space
38 - Ctrl +
9 - Del

13 - End
38 - Enter

13 - Esc
.8 - Execute
[7 - FF of printer
27 - function ...
3 - Home

- Ins
- PgDn
- PgUp

8 - Print screen

0
gloss sensor, GL-123D
group

-... size
- distance between ... s

guide rolls

H
Hanning window
hard disk, of computer
harmonic (cf. cursor, frequency)
header file
high-pass (cf. filters)
hoist for the sample roll
Home (cf. keyboard)

I
increment
index

- (cf. bottom number)
- of header files (cf. files)

installation
- of copy protection modules
- of program

interruption of analyses
Int-SOS (cf. SOS)
introduction

page
58, 73

126
78
74

191
26
26
58
29
27
58

191
86
86

192
29

191
191
191
191
191
110
139
111
115
110
110
110
115
110
110

1_

47, 48, 55, 61,

127,

138 .*
13 <,>

->DN
- >UP

89 key values
- bottom number

4 - calculation
- example

186 - maximum value
133 - mean
134 - minimum value
191 - printing

- range of variations
- standard deviation

knobs

215 - frequency set point
-... for lateral control
- web speed set point
- web tension set point

21
13
18
18

22
22 L
2

J
K
Keyboard

Now. 18.1992

26 Labmaster measurement board
length

- of averages
- of class

- entering
- of felts and wires
- of measurement

limits
- bottom

2

152, 177-10b
128, 130

146
181

30, 48, 49
128

79

T A P 100 w®;
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- top

location of analyzer
log
low-pass filtering

- and cut-off frequency

M
machine element (cf. paper
machine element)
macro(s)
mains

- cables
- switch of the analyzer

maximum
- frequency
- wavelength

mean
measurement

board, Labmaster
of bottom number
of cross profiles
data
directory

-... distance
- example of...
- files of...
- general
- long...
- machine direction
- operation
- parameters
-... principle
- start-up of...
- status of...

of tension
of velocity
of web speed
of web tension

median (cf. floc size)
menu

- beginning
- main
- of main functions

minimum
-... wave length

motor control
- unit, TMC-10

page
79

'9

page
23MS-DOS

48

4ý

4(

3

196 N
1, 49 NOTES (in order of page number)

48 - warm-up
e authorization forradioactive material
* web velocity and tension controls
- EMERGENCY STOP
- macros cannot be interrupted
- test web runnability

191 - parameter printing
* saving calibration files

2 - NO transmission calibration without
15 samples

112 * starting after saving the header file
9, 66 * web breaking situation
128 • emergency stop
112 * abnormal stop

), 47 - header file first
2 * aliased signal

30 - entering roll diameters
31 * area of one curve
54 * length of ave = multiple sample step
56 * normally draw step = length of ave
30 * draw step can be # sample step
53 * peak-to-peak values that are used and

193 that can be altered
), 46 * peak-to-peaks in spectra

30 * peak-to-peak in distributions
30 * temporary file
53 * saving header file
49 * capital letters in commands

5 * a star in macro
51 @ in macro
51 * BACKUP do's and don't's
18 * formating destroys
18 * reduction of data size
30 number of points
30 numbering displays

numeric coprocessor

15, 34
9

18
19
26
30
32
36

39
49
51
51
51
55
86
95

101
152
152
152

180
180
180
186
187
191
191
192
195
197
204
139

27
4

25
28
28

112
66, 75, 146

17, 18
18

0
object
omitted length
operating program (cf. user interface)
operating switch (cf. switches)
operating system

181
146

4

MTAPIO®
Technologies
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operation of the analyzer
order of measurements

page
14
30

P
PgDn (cf. keyboard)
PgUp (cf. keyboard)
paper machine

- element, data feeding
- file
- parameters

- input of
paper machine

- parameters
- computed frequencies of

parallel port (Centronics)
parameters

- dependences of each other
- of measurements
- of paper machines
- saving of

path (cf. data file)
peak-to-peak value (cf. also range)
.PM (cf. extension)
points of measurement

- in bottom number
pope
pp (cf. peak-to-peak)
preparations
pressurized air
principle

- of basis weight measurement
- of caliper measurement
- of gloss measurement
- remission measurement
- of transmission measurement
- of variability

printing to printer
printer

- buffer
- control

problem situations
profiles, (cross machine)

- ... of all samples
- deviation ...
- entire signal of...
- mean ...
- shape of...
- stability ...

NOT. 1992

179
47

178, 181
181

183
4,23

49, 50
51

178, 181
48

- variation ...
program

- block diagram of...
- booting...
- control of...
- copyright
installation of...

- keying sequence
- main functions of...
-... menu
- start-up of...
- subfunction
- version of...

Q
questionaire of sample roll

page
150, 153

22
27, 28

196
27

i
-22
27

27, 28
28
23
27

i

208

R

148, 155,
17

35 radiation source

179 - promethium 147
radioactive material
range of variation (cf. peak-to-peak)

139 readout (cf. also cursor)

48 - delete
- diagnostics

12 - of signal

2 - of spectrum
- of zoom

9 region to study
7 regression equation

8 residual variation

10 remission sensor, Ro-332

6 resolution
126 - distance

29 - of frequency
4 - of spectra
4 risk level

29 roll (cf. sample roll)
197 RPM (of pump, screen)

10
100
10

74
98
73
96

120
177-10b

177-1b
166

10
49, 118

118
118
48

177-3b

81

12

20

144
173
153
161
175

7-1b
171

S
safety copying (cf. back-up copying)
sample

- ... averages (cf. ... means)
-... distance

T A P 10&
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distance unit, TCS-10
means

-.. step
- adjusted ...

sample roll
floor jack

- information about
- lateral control
- mounting of
- ramp of

saving
- calibration file
- of header file
- parameters

scale
- automatic ...
- fixed...

screen, background color, change of
scrolling (data)

- starting
search region
searching of tapes
selection

- of data (cf. data selection)
- switches (cf. switch)

sensor
- basis weight, BW-2h54
-... calibration

caliper, CA-111
- cleanup of sensors
- distance ... , DI-211

... distances
- Eddy current (cf. caliper)
- gloss, GL-123D
- remission. Ro-332
- tension, TE-111
- transmission, TR-113

set point
- knob (cf. switches)
- unit, TCS-10
- switches (cf. switches)

setting of
- above limits
- below limits
- of a channel
- frequency value of low-pass filter
- sample step
- web speed
- web tension

M TAPIO®
Technologies

pf

47,

12,

49,

157,

age set values of
20 - paper variability

175 setup
49 - of analyzer
89 - values

208 - example of
13 a (sigma)
12 signal
13 - drawing
13 - filtered
13 - noise of

- readout of...
45 -... scrolling

18.7 - smoothed
48 - zoom of

slope ramp of sample roll
69 smoothed signal
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General

* Maintenance

" Replacement and disposal
of the radiation source

e License of approval
of type-inspection

e Radiation profile

Operating license of the
employer and the person
responsible

* Additional reading

The TAPIO-basis weight sensor contains a radioactive radiation
source that emits B- (beta-) radiation. The radioactive material is a
commercial product containing Promethium- 147 (Pm-147) manufac-
tured by Amersham Int. plc. (Bucks HP7 9NA, U.KI). The source is a
sealed onewand usually mailed by air.'!The aperture of the sensor is
automatically closed with a cover in case the electric current is turned
off. The size of the aperture is selected manually. '

Any maintenance procedure that requires even partial disassem-
blance of the sensor or opening of any of the covers is subject to prior
approval of TAPIO Technologies, Inc. The maintenance has to be
performed according to the procedures provided by TAPIO Technolo-
gies, Inc. or otherwise the warranty is dissolved. The Basis Weight
Sensor is not allowed to be opened under any circumstances.

Since the half-life of the radiation source is 5.4 years it has to be
replaced periodically. Only TAPIO® Technologies, Inc. or someone
else assigned by TAPIO Technologies, Inc. possessing the proper
licenses is entitled to replace the source. TAPIO®Technologies, Inc.
will take care also for the disposal of the old source.

The basis weight sensor has been type-inspected and granted the
license a copy of which is enclosed. ,

During the type-inspection the radiation profile of the sensor could
not be determined due to the negligible radiation measured directly
form the surface of the sensor.

The institution operating the TAPIO-analyzer has to have a
person possessing the proper LICENSE to safeguard the ra-
dioactive materials on that particular work place. He is re-
sponsible for the limitations regarding the operating person-
nel (age over 18 years, pregnancy etc.) and for the overall
possession and handling of radioactive materials (cf. level
control, on-line basis weight etc. licenses)!

It is recommended to read additional instructions regarding safety
procedures (fire, earthquake etc.) provided by the employer.

In the following is the name of the mill person responsible for the
above licenses and the confirmation signature of the company:

NAME AND PHONE NUM-
BER OF THE PERSON RE-
SPONSIBLE:

Place: Date:

Name of responsible person Official employer signature

Telephone where to reach: __________

June lot, 1992
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